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11 A classification of security patterns for the transactions between a requester, an intermediary, and a web-serviceIt is very important to have a security model to try to avoid the security risks related with the transactions between a Requester and a Web-service. Nevertheless, the design of this model can be difficult because many security techniques exist. The use of patterns can ease the design of the security model and the selection of the involved elements. However, as far as we know, there are not specific classifications of security patterns available as the one we propose in this paper. We propose a classification of security patterns for the transactions between a Requester, an intermediary, and a Web-service.Arteaga J.M., González R.M., Álvarez F.J., Martín M.V.2006 Proceedings of the Third IASTED International Conference on Communication, Network, and Information Security, CNIS 2006 Y
12 A collaborative process for developing secure component based applicationsSecurity patterns describe security solutions that can be used in a particular context for recurring problems in order to solve a security problem in a more structured and reusable way. Patterns in general and Security patterns in particular, have become important concepts in software engineering, and their integration is a widely accepted practice. In this paper, we propose a model-driven methodology for security pattern integration. This methodology consists of a collaborative engineering process, called collaborative security pattern Integration process (C-SCRIP), and a tool that supports the full life-cycle of the development of a secure system from modeling to code. © 2014 IEEE.Bouaziz R., Kallel S., Coulette B.2014 Proceedings of the Workshop on Enabling Technologies: Infrastructure for Collaborative Enterprises, WETICE Y Development process, pattern integration, model-driven development, aspect-oriented programmingSecurity patterns Authentication, authorization, RBAC N/A Confidentiality (other security aspects, such as integrity, reliability and
 availability could be taken into account)N/A N/A SPEM for process, Java/AspectJ codeModel driven methodology Example Requirements/analysis, design, implementationSecurity specialist, software designer Prototype tool for automatic integration and code generationEJB platform
13 A comparative study of software security pattern classificationsSoftware security patterns can be the building blocks of secure software systems. They provide reliable solutions for recurring security problems. The rapid increase in the number of security patterns creates difficulty in the selection of appropriate security patterns for particular security problems. Researchers provide several classification schemes based on unique selection criteria for choosing appropriate security patterns. These schemes are very helpful for software designers to select security patterns for particular security problems. In this paper, we survey various security pattern classification schemes. Further, we compare and contrast these classification schemes using their classification objectives, attributes, dimensions, and quality metrics. The result is helpful for selecting a suitable classification scheme based on the desirable classification attributes and quality metrics. The right selection of classification improves the capability of software designers to select appropriate security Alvi A.K., Zulkernine M.2012 Proceedings - 2012 7th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2012 Y Classification of security patterns, SurveySecurity patterns N/A N/A N/A Condentiality, integrity, availability, and accountability for classification Threat modeling Classification quality metrics N/A N/A N/A Any Software designer N/A N/A
14 A comprehensive pattern-driven security methodology for distributed systemsIncorporating security features is one of the most important and challenging tasks in designing distributed systems. Over the last decade, researchers and practitioners have come to recognize that the incorporation of security features should proceed by means of a systematic approach, combining principles from both software and security engineering. Such systematic approaches, particularly those implying some sort of process aligned with the development life-cycle, are termed security methodologies. One of the most important classes of such methodologies is based on the use of security patterns. While the literature presents a number of pattern-driven security methodologies, none of them are designed specifically for general distributed systems. Going further, there are also currently no methodologies with mixed specific applicability, e.g. for both general and peer-to-peer distributed systems. In this paper we aim to fill these gaps by presenting a comprehensive pattern-driven security methodology specificalUzunov A.V., Fernandez E.B., Falkner K.2014 Proceedings of the Australian Software Engineering Conference, ASWEC Y secure software engineering, security methodologies, distributed systems security, security patterns, threat patterns, security solution frames Security patterns, threat patternsAuthentication, Secure two-party communications,Identity spoofing, Session state poisoning, Message secrecy violationYes Unclear Unclear N/A UML-like N/A Example Requirements analysis,designSecurity specialist, software designer N/A N/A
15 A comprehensive pattern-oriented approach to engineering security methodologies collaborative systems (2015) Comput Securpp. 112-137; Uzunov  A.V. Falkner,  Fernandez E.B.2015 Inf Softw Technol Y security methodology engineeringdevelopment process patternsSecurity Requirement Determination, Countermeasure Introduction, Security Implementation etc. total 26 patternsN/A Yes N/A N/A N/A pattern language methodology engineering None All developers, architects and researchers N/A N/A
16 A decision support map for security patterns applicationIn software engineering, security concerns should be addressed at every phase of the development process. To do that, patterns based security engineering approach has been proposed and investigated becoming a very active area of research. Security patterns capture the experience of experts in order to solve a security problem in a more structured and reusable way. With the proliferation of security patterns, thus it is becoming harder to select which ones should be applied and in each case. In this paper, our main contribution consists in the proposition of a map layered security patterns. This map allows software engineer to select and apply patterns in a systematic manner in order to guide the security decisions. © Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015.Bouaziz R., Kammoun S.2015 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 9158 Y
17 A framework for exploiting security expertise in application developmentThis paper presents a framework that employs security ontologies and security patterns to provide application developers with a way to utilize security expertise. Through the development of a security ontology, developers locate the major security-related concepts relevant to their application context. Security patterns are then integrated with these concepts to provide tested solutions for accommodating security requirements. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006.Balopoulos T., Gymnopoulos L., Karyda M., Kokolakis S., Gritzalis S., Katsikas S.2006 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 4083 LNCS Y Knowledge base design for secure SDSecurity Architectural, Design, IdiomAuthentication, Password authentication, Credentials propagation, Cryptographic storage, Encrypted Communications, Session Management (protection of specificsession), Hidden implementation, Partitioned application, Patching, Logging - auditing, SandBoxingNone Yes Confidentiality, Accountability None None Ontology None None All Developer Ontology query language Not specified
18 A framework for security driven software evolutionSecurity has become a key non-functional requirement in the modern software system. The need to improve the security level for legacy systems is equally important as that for new designed systems. However, how to integrate security engineering into legacy system is sometimes very difficult. After examining the current literature on security improvement, this paper proposes a framework for enhancing security for legacy system from software evolution perspective using a model driven approach. It starts from understanding and extracting models from legacy source code. Security requirements are elicited through analysing security risks and satisfied by integrating security patterns with the support of the proposed security ontology. The proposed framework in this paper provides a comprehensive approach allowing the designer to be guided through the process of security oriented evolution. © 2014 Chinese Automation and Computing Society in the UK-CACS.Guan H., Wang X., Yang H.2014 ICAC 2014 - Proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Automation and Computing: Future Automation, Computing and Manufacturing Y Knowledge based of Design Not specified (general pattern repository)None No Not Specified CVSS None OWL MDD None Reengineering, EvolutionRedeveloper MDA, Protégé OWL API Legacy systems
19 A knowledge framework for information security modelingThe data collection process for risk assessment highly depends on the security experience of security staffs of an organization. It is difficult to have the right information security staff, who understands both the security requirements and the current security state of an organization and at the same time possesses the skill to perform risk assessment. However, a well defined knowledge model could help to describe categories of knowledge required to guide the data collection process. In this paper, a knowledge framework is introduced, which includes a knowledge model to define the data skeleton of the risk environment of an organization and security patterns about relationships between threat, entity and countermeasures; and a data integration mechanism for integrating distributed security related data into a security data repository that is specific to an organization for information security modelling. © 2006 Shuangyan Liu, Chinghang Cheung, and Lamfor Kwok.Liu S., Cheung C.-H., Kwok L.-F.2006 Proceedings of 4th Australian Information Security Management Conference Y Map of Security Patterns for decision guidance
20 A method for web security context patterns development from user interface Guidelines based on structural and textual analysisCurrently, only a small number of user agents present information on the web security context to the user in an easy way for understandability. W3C has created WSC-UI documents as a security suggestion standard for web security context. The application in designing user agents to be secure requires human resources in identifying specifications, which takes much time and expense, and may also result in incompleteness. Security patterns have been used to collect solutions to recurring problems. Therefore, this research proposes a method for creating web security context patterns, based on WSC-UI documents, and identifying the relationship structure of the patterns. The proposed patterns are validated and refined according to the initial validation list. The developers can specify the security requirements based on the proposed patterns according to the specified application approach, for the benefits in designing a user agent to be aware of the web security context. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2015.Singpant P., Prompoon N.2015 Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering 339 Y Extracting security patterns
21 A methodology for integrating access control policies within database developmentSecurity in general and database protection from unauthorized access in particular, are crucial for organizations. While functional requirements are defined in the early stages of the development process, non-functional requirements such as security tend to be neglected or dealt with only at the end of the development process. Various efforts have been made to address this problem; however, none of them provide a complete framework to guide, enforce and verify the correct design of security policies, and eventually generate code from that design. We present a novel methodology that assists developers, in particular database designers, to design secure databases that comply with the organizational security policies that are related to access control. The methodology is applied in two main levels: organizational level and application development level. At the organizational level, which takes place before the development of a specific application, organizational policies are defined in the form of security pattAbramov J., Anson O., Dahan M., Shoval P., Sturm A.2012 Computers and Security 31 3 Y provides a complete framework to guide, enforce and verify the correct design of security policies (DB access control) and generate code from the design.security pattern RBAC (as an example) N/A No Unclear (confidentiality, integrity) N/A UML + OCL MDD simple case studydesign and implementation eclipse FW, Dresden OCL, ATLN/A
22 A methodology for mining security tactics from security patternsAlthough many aids such as architectural styles and patterns are now available for software architects, making optimal design decisions on appropriate architectural structures still requires significant creativity. In an effort to introduce a more direct link between an architectural decision and its consequences, a finer grained architectural concept called a tactic has emerged. Since its introduction, many tactics have been identified and used in real- life applications. However, the number of tactics discovered is not sufficient to cover all the necessary aspects of architectural decision making. The tactics could be created from scratch, but it would be more efficient if tactics could be mined from a proven source. One possible source is any architectural pattern that consists of tactics. Therefore, in this paper we propose a novel way to retrieve tactics from well known patterns. Among the many different types of existing patterns, this paper focuses on security patterns. © 2010 IEEE.Ryoo J., Laplante P., Kazman R.2010 Proceedings of the Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences Y Mining security tactics from architecture pattern (show judgment criteria whether a pattern is pattern or tactics)Tactictics, architecture patterns, AuthenticatorAuthenticator Yes Resisting, Detecting, Recovering N/A N/A N/A N/A Example architecture design Architect N/A N/A
23 A methodology to develop secure systems using patternsWe are developing a methodology to build secure software for complex applications and its related support. This methodology considers the whole software lifecycle, uses security patterns, and is applied at all the architectural levels of the system. A main idea is that security principles should be applied at every stage and that each stage can be tested for compliance with security principles. Patterns help apply security principles. This chapter presents the current status of our work. © 2007, Idea Group Inc.Fernandez E.B., Larrondo-Petrie M.M., Sorgente T., Vanhilst M.2006 Integrating Security and Software Engineering: Advances and Future Visions Y Methodology using security patternsSecurity patterns analysis pattern,RBAC pattern, Yes Confidenticality N/A N/A UML Secure Software Lifecycle, Model Driven DevelopmentN/A Requirements, Analysis, Design and ImplementationSecurity specialist, software designer N/A general
25 A modeling and formal approach for the precise specification of security patternsNon-functional requirements such as Security and Dependability (S &D) become more important as well as more difficult to achieve. In fact, the integration of security features requires the availability of both application domain specific knowledge and security expertise at the same time. Hence, capturing and providing this expertise by the way of security patterns can support the integration of S&D features by design to foster reuse during the process of software system development. The solution envisaged here is based on combining metamodeling techniques and formal methods to represent security pattern at two levels of abstraction fostering reuse during the process of pattern development and during the process of pattern-based development. The contribution of this work is twofold: (1) An improvement of our previous pattern modeling language for representing security pattern in the form of a subsystem providing appropriate interfaces and targeting security properties, (2) Formal specification and validation oHamid B., Percebois C.2014 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 8364 LNCS Y Specification of Security Patterns and the validationSecurity patterns Secure Communication Patterns Yes Confidenticality N/A N/A Original Protocol Specification N/A N/A Design Security specialist, software designer Verification Tool N/A
26 A multi-dimensional classification for users of security patternsThis paper presents a classification for security patterns that addresses the needs of users. The approach uses a matrix defined by dividing the problem space along multiple dimensions, and allows patterns to occupy regions, defined by multiple cells in the matrix. It supports filtering for narrow or wide pattern selection, allows navigation along related axes of concern, and identifies gaps in the problem space that lack pattern coverage. Results are preliminary but highlight differences with existing classifications. Copyright © 2009, Australian Computer Society Inc.VanHilst M., Fernandez E.B., Braz F.2009 Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology 41 2 Y Classification of security patternsSecurity patterns XACML Access Control Evaluator PatternN/A No N/A N/A N/A Original(Six dimentions classification(life stage, code sourecem responcem, constraint, domain, ))N/A N/A  domain analysis, requirements, problem analysis, design, implementation, integration, deployment, operation, maintenance, disposalDeveloper N/A N/A
27 A multi-dimensional classification for users of security patternsThis paper presents a classification for security patterns that addresses the needs of users. The approach uses a matrix defined by dividing the problem space along multiple dimensions, and allows patterns to occupy regions, defined my multiple cells in the matrix. It supports filtering for narrow or wide pattern selection, allows navigation along related axes of concern, and identifies gaps in the problem space that lack pattern coverage. Results are preliminary but highlight differences with existing classifications.VanHilst M., Fernandez E.B., Braz F.2008 Security in Information Systems - Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Security in Information Systems, WOSIS 2008; In Conjunction with ICEIS 2008 Y (?? と重複） Classification of security patterns
28 A natural classification scheme for software security patternsSoftware security patterns are a proven solution for recurring security problems. Security pattern catalogs are increasing rapidly. This creates difficulty in selecting appropriate software security patterns for a particular recurring security problem. There are several classification schemes to organize software security patterns. Every classification scheme has unique selection criteria for choosing a security pattern. However, no classification scheme considers security flaws, which is the root cause of software security vulnerabilities. In this paper, we provide a natural classification scheme for software security patterns. Our classification scheme is associated with software lifecycle phases. Security flaws are incorporated in the classification of software security patterns with security objectives in the requirement phase, security properties in the design phase, and attack patterns in the implementation phase. Furthermore, we enhance the existing security pattern template with classification parametAlvi A.K., Zulkernine M.2011 Proceedings - IEEE 9th International Conference on Dependable, Autonomic and Secure Computing, DASC 2011 Y Classification of security patternsSecurity patterns, attack patternsBuild scenario pattern, Privacy process patterns(Authentication, Authorization, Identification, Data Protection, Anonymity, Pseudonymity), Enterprise security and risk management patterns(Security needs identification for assets, Asset valuation, Threat assessment, Vulnerability assessment, Risk determination, Enterprise security approaches), Cryptography pattern using UMLsec, Monitoring pattern using Secure Tropos for improving delegation and trust, Security patterns for securing agent systems using Tropos methodology(Agency guard, Agent authenticator, Sandbox, Access controller), User defined exception, Single access point, Check point, Assertion builder, Single sign-on delegator, Roles, SessionN/A Yes CIA + accontability Yes N/A Template, structured documentN/A N/A Requirements, design, implementationDeveloper N/A N/A

174 Extensible security patternsSecurity engineering is more complex in modern enterprise systems, having to consider diverse operational properties including those of participants and resources. This paper describes extensible security patterns, a framework for engineering a system's security according to its operational properties. The framework is referred to as extensible, as its language and methodology allow for refinement of the patterns at different phases of the system's specification. © 2007 IEEE.Robinson P. 2007 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y 7 Security Patterns N/A N/A no N/A threat modeling with anti-statements N/A formal modeling N/A no In the future, code generation and automated verificaitonsystem's core participant no no
30 A novel approach for the development and deployment of security patternsIn this paper, we address the problems related to the applicability and useability of security patterns. In this context, we propose a new approach based on aspect-oriented programming (AOP) for security patterns development, specification and deployment. Our approach allows the security experts to deliver their security patterns that describe the steps and actions required for security solutions, including detailed information on how and where to integrate each one of them. It also provides the pattern users with the capabilities to deploy well-defined security solutions. The pattern users are required to have knowledge in AOP with minimal expertise in the corresponding security solution domain. Moreover, we design and implement the RBAC (Role Based Access Control) model for a Library Circulation system called RBAC-LB. The elaborated RBACLB model illustrates all the procedures and mechanisms of the approach phases and provides authentication/access control features for the library system. © 2010 IEEE.Mourad A., Otrok H., Baajour L.2010 Proceedings - SocialCom 2010: 2nd IEEE International Conference on Social Computing, PASSAT 2010: 2nd IEEE International Conference on Privacy, Security, R isk and Trust Y aspect-oriented
programming, security pattern developmentsecurity patterns User Authentication Pattern, Service Access Control Patternn/a no availability Yes n/a UML, natural langage Aspect-oriented Programming no design, requirement developer, security specialist no no
32 A pattern based approach for secure database designSecurity in general and database protection from unauthorized access in particular, are crucial for organizations. Although it has long been accepted that system requirements should be considered from the early stages of the development, non-functional requirements, such security, tend to be neglected or dealt-with only at the end of the development process. Various methods have been proposed, however, none of them provide a complete framework to guide, enforce and verify the correct implementation of security policies within a system design, and generate source code from it. In this paper, we present a novel approach that guides database designers, to design a database schema that complies with the organizational security policies related to authorization. First, organizational policies are defined in the form of security patterns. Then, during the application development, the patterns guide the implementation of the security requirements and the correct application of the patterns is verified. Finally, the Abramov J., Sturm A., Shoval P.2011 Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing 83 LNBIP Y Secure software engineering, database design, authorizationSecurity patterns Authorization, RBAC N/A No Confidentiality Unauthorized access and use N/A UML with CCL N/A None Design, Implements Database designer Text template engine [to generate OCL constraints], automatic transformation based on ATL (ATLAS Transformation Language) [to generate SQL codes from UML class diagrams], StringTemplate with Dresden OCL Toolkit [to generate SQL codes from OCL templates], ADOM validation algoritm [to check the adherence of application models with the domain models]N/A
36 A pattern-based general security framework : AAAAn ebusiness case studySecurity and domain specific regulations are critical for any organization. Unfortunately, achieving these prerequisites in a socio-technical environment is a difficult task. For example, let us consider the aspect of computer security: neither software developers nor regulatory authorities are security experts. Therefore, it is important that security experts' knowledge is captured and made available to software developers. Security patterns are a suitable prescription to capture experts' solutions to commonly recurring security problems. In this paper, we present the application of a general framework, based on security patterns, used to develop secure applications. It covers the entire process of solution development: defining organizational security requirements using SECURE TROPOS, formalizing the pattern using SI*, implementing the pattern, integrating it into the final application, and monitoring the runtime. All these phases are discussed and illustrated with an eBusiness case study: the loan originatBenameur A., Fenet S., Saidane A., Sinha S.K.2009 2009 11th IEEE International Conference on High Performance Computing and Communications, HPCC 2009 Y Security framework Security patterns Web Presence, Business-to N/A No N/A repudiation N/A N/A SI*, Secure Tropos None All Developer N/A SERENITY
37 A pattern-driven security advisor for service-oriented architecturesService-oriented Architectures (SOA) provide a flexible infrastructure to allow independently developed software components to communicate in a seamless manner. Increased connectivity entails significant higher security risks. To face these risks, a broad range of specifications e.g. WS-Security and WS-Trust has emerged to ensure security in SOA. These specifications are supported by all major Web Service Frameworks and enforced by security modules provided by these frameworks to apply security to ingoing and outgoing messages. In general, a security module is configured declaratively using a security policy e.g. WS-SecurityPolicy that expresses security goals and related configurations. To support a broad range of use cases, these security policy languages offer a variety of settings and options. However, the complexity of security policy languages leads to an error-prone and tedious creation of security policies. To simplify and support the generation of Web Services, we present an architecture for a securiSchnjakin M., Menzel M., Meinel C.2009 Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security Y Service-Oriented Architectures, Web Service Security PolicySecurity patterns SecurePipe, MessageConfidentiality Yes CIA + Authorisation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Analysis, Design Security policy advisor N/A Web Services
38 A pattern-driven security process for SOA applicationsSOA enables the design of flexible and modular software applications that can be used in a cross-organization context. Unfortunately, those qualities have a negative impact on the security of the software application. In this paper, we provide an approach, to build secure SOA applications that takes into account the new security issues introduced by the complexity of SOA-based applications. We build upon, two different approaches to secure SOA applications: model-driven development and the use of security patterns. Copyright 2008 ACM.Delessy N.A., Fernandez E.B.2008 Proceedings of the ACM Symposium on Applied Computing Y Service-Oriented Architecture, Model Driven Architecture, Model-Driven Engineering, MetamodelSecurity patterns Reference Monitor, Circle of Trust, Identity Federation Yes Not specified N/A N/A UML-like Model driven, MDA N/A Analysis, Design, ImplementationSoftware designer, Software developer N/A Web application based on SOA (but methodology itself can be abstracted and be applied to
different architectures)
39 A pattern-driven security process for SOA applicationsSOA enables the design of flexible and modular software applications that can be used in a cross-organization context. Unfortunately, those qualities have a negative impact on the security of the software application. In this paper, we investigate the production of secure SOA applications. In particular, we provide an approach to build secure SOA applications that takes into account the new security issues introduced by the complexity of SOA-based applications. We build upon two different approaches to secure SOA applications: model-driven development and the use of security patterns. © 2008 IEEE.Delessy N.A., Fernandez E.B.2008 ARES 2008 - 3rd International Conference on Availability, Security, and Reliability, Proceedings Y
40 A process model design and tool support for information assets access control using security patternsInformation assets such as customer information, business transaction, and contract transaction data are important for the organization as these assets affect business value and operation. Therefore, to manage information assets, the organization needs to establish the security system, one of the non-functional requirements, to control the resource accessibility. The security patterns provide practices for formal security process establishment which could be applied to assets access control. However, the security patterns explanations are specific but an applying has to define process operation in details. This research proposes a design of process model for Information Assets Access Control (IAAC) using security patterns. In addition, the proposed process model also uses ISO/IEC 27001:2005 and ISO/IEC 27002:2005 as a fundamental framework. The supporting templates are also designed to support the proposed process model. © 2011 IEEE.Ratchakom M., Prompoon N.2011 Proceedings of the 2011 8th International Joint Conference on Computer Science and Software Engineering, JCSSE 2011 Y Development of process model and support tool for information assets access control using security patternsSecurity pattens for access controlRBAC N/A Yes Confidentiality N/A (Supposed to be Vulnerabilities and threats caused by bad access control (e.g. Information Disclosure) )N/A UML Activitiy diagram fo Process ModelN/A N/A Whole process of IAAC-system developmentDeveloper Yes, but unclear N/A
41 A qualitative analysis of software security patternsSoftware security, which has attracted the interest of the industrial and research community during the last years, aims at preventing security problems by building software without the so-called security holes. One way to achieve this goal is to apply specific patterns in software architecture. In the same way that the well-known design patterns for building well-structured software have been defined, a new kind of patterns called security patterns have emerged. These patterns enable us to incorporate a level of security already at the design phase of a software system. There exists no strict set of rules that can be followed in order to develop secure software. However, a number of guidelines have already appeared in the literature. Furthermore, the key problems in building secure software and major threat categories for a software system have been identified. An attempt to evaluate known security patterns based on how well they follow each principle, how well they encounter with possible problems in buildiHalkidis S.T., Chatzigeorgiou A., Stephanides G.2006 Computers and Security 25 5 Y Analysis of Existing security patternsSecurity patterns Checkpointed System, Standby, Comparator-Checked Fault Tolerant System, Replicated System, Error Detection/Correction, Protected System, Policy, Authenticator, Subject Descriptor, Secure Communication, Security Context, Security Association, Security ProxyNo Availability Unclear N/A UML Unclear Example Analysis Security specialist, software designer N/A N/A
42 A qualitative evaluation of security patternsSoftware Security has received a lot of attention during the last years. It aims at preventing security problems by building software without the so-called security holes. One of the ways to do this is to apply specific patterns in software architecture. In the same way that the well-known design patterns for building well-structured software have been used, a new kind of patterns, called security patterns have emerged. The way to build secure software is still vague, but guidelines for this have already appeared in the literature. Furthermore, the key problems in building secure software have been mentioned. Finally, threat categories for a software system have been identified. Based on these facts, it would be useful to evaluate known security patterns based on how well they follow each guideline, how they encounter with possible problems in building secure software and for which of the threat categories they do take care of. © Springer-Verlag 2004.Halkidis S.T., Chatzigeorgiou A., Stephanides G.2004 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 3269 Y
44 A security engineering process for systems of systems using security patternsThe creation of secure systems of systems is a complex process. A large variety of security expertise and knowledge specific for application domains is required. This is even more important if systems of systems span different application domains. Then, security threats specific to different application-domains need to be considered. One example is integrated systems for industrial production processes that interface office domains with supply chain management systems as well as a production environment. Such integrated systems of systems can perform very efficient and economic processes. However, due to the many and different domain-specific security requirements and threats security engineering needs to support requirements specification and architecture design very early in the development process in order to ensure resilience and safety of the complete system. Working with different domains implies that properties and its functionalities are specific and the engineering process used for modeling and desigRuiz J.F., Rudolph C., Maña A., Arjona M.2014 8th Annual IEEE International Systems Conference, SysCon 2014 - Proceedings Y security engineering process for secure systems of systemsSecurity patterns security solution for systems of systems Yes Unclear N/A N/A SPT,UML N/A N/A Modeling system (architect) engineer tool for extracting security property or security solutionN/A
47 A security pattern-driven approach toward the automation of risk treatment in business processesRisk management has become an essential mechanism for business and security analysts, since it enable the identification, evaluation and treatment of any threats, vulnerabilities, and risks to which organizations maybe be exposed. In this paper, we discuss the need to provide a standard representation of security countermeasures in order to automate the selection of countermeasures for business processes. The main contribution lies in the specification of security pattern as standard representation for countermeasures. Classical security pattern structure is extended to incorporate new features that enable the automatic selection of security patterns. Furthermore, a prototype has been developed which support the specification of security patterns in a graphical way. © 2013 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg.Varela-Vaca A.J., Warschofsky R., Gasca R.M., Pozo S., Meinel C.2013 Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing 189 AISC Y Business Process Management, Security, Pattern, Risk Treatment, Automation.Security pattern NeutralizationSQLInjection, Neutralization of XSS, Input Validation (as examples)N/A No Integrity, confidentiality (on the example) Yes in ontology but a little Yes (attribute and forces) Proposed template OPBUS framework Example Business process modelingBuisiness analyst, security analyst OPBUS framework exetnsion Unclear
48 A Security Reference Architecture for cloud systemsSecurity is a fundamental concern in clouds and several cloud vendors provide Security Reference Architectures (SRAs) to describe the security level of their services. A SRA is an abstract architecture without implementation details showing a conceptual model of security for a cloud system. In general, Reference Architectures (RAs) are becoming useful tools to understand and build complex systems. We propose here a Security Reference Architecture (SRA), defined using UML models and patterns, incorporating a specific approach to build secure systems. We present a metamodel and possible patterns to conceptualize the approach. We also describe some uses for this SRA, including its value for Service Level Agreements (SLAs), service certification, monitoring, and security evaluation. We show this latter use in some detail. Copyright © 2014 ACM 978-1-4503-2523-3/14/04⋯$15.00.Fernandez E.B., Monge R.2014 ACM International Conference Proceeding Series Y Security reference architecture, security patterns, reference architecture, secure software development, cloud computingSecurity patterns, misuse patternsAuthenticaor, authorizer, security logger/auditor, RBAC, reference monitor, filter, Misuse patterns…Resource Usage Monitoring Inference, Malicious Virtual Machine Creation, Malicious Virtual Machine MigrationYes Unclear Misuse patterns and in metamodel N/A UML (class diagram, sequence diagram) and metamodel in UMLUnclear Example Requirements/analysis, design, (implementation), maintenanceCloud provider, cloud consumer N/A Cloud
50 A semantic based certification and access control approach using security patterns on SEAGENTIn this paper, we propose a security infrastructure for communication between agents adaptable to FIPA security specifications by employing security patterns and semantic based policy descriptions. Security patterns are used as a generalized approach for generating security based services. This paper analyzes the authentication and semantic based access control among agents by using the security patterns.Tekbacak F., Tuglular T., Dikenelli O.2008 20th International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, SEKE 2008 Y Multi-agent systems, security infrastructure built upon security patternsAgent security patterns Agent Authenticator, Agent Certification Authority, Access ControllerN/A N/A confidentiality, integrity, authentication, nonrepudiation N/A N/A Protocol diagram for behaviour, unknown for structureSecure Tropos, model driven design Case study Design Software developer SEAGENT Plan Editor (a kind of model driven design tools)Multi-agent systems (MAS)
52 A study of security architectural patternsSecurity and reliability issues are rarely considered at the initial stages of software development and are not part of the standard procedures in development of software and services. Security patterns are a recent development as a way to encapsulate the accumulated knowledge about secure systems design, and security patterns are also intended to be used and understood by developers who are not security professionals. In this paper, we will compare several security patterns to be used when dealing with application security, following an approach that we consider important for measuring the security degree of the patterns, and indicating a fulfilment or not of the properties and attributes common to all security systems. © 2006 IEEE.Rosado D.G., Gutiérrez C., Fernández-Medina E., Piattini M.2006 Proceedings - First International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2006 2006 Y Comparison of security architecture patternsSecurity architecture patternsAuthorization, RBAC, Multilevel, Reference Monitor, Virtual Address, Execution Domain, SAP, Check Point, SessionN/A N/A Authentication, Authorization, Integrity, Confidentiality, Attackers detection, No-Repudiation
 Auditability, Maintainability, Availability, Reliability, Error managementN/A Security degree (L: Low M: Medium H: High)UML class diagram N/A N/A Any Software developer (not security expert) N/A N/A
53 A survey of security solutions for distributed publish/subscribe systemsOver the last two decades, the need for loosely-coupled, asynchronous communications and distributed component interaction has made the publish/subscribe pattern increasingly popular in a variety of contexts. Despite their popularity, systems realizing this pattern are inherently susceptible to a wide variety of security threats, both of a general and specific nature. An increasing awareness of the importance of countering these threats has instigated a number of relevant proposals in the literature in the form of various types of security solutions. Having a broad knowledge of such security solutions is a prerequisite not only to proposing new solutions, but also to further advancing, re-using and adapting existing solutions to future publish/subscribe architectures. This paper seeks to contribute to the satisfaction of the latter prerequisite by presenting a comprehensive state-of-the-art survey of security solutions for distributed publish/subscribe systems, focusing on solutions taking the form of concretUzunov A.V. 2016 Computers and Security 61 Y Survey of security patterns and threat patterns in distributed publish/subscribe systems, conceptual modelSecurity patterns, threat patternsAuthorization, Controlled Message secrecy violation, Data inference, Unauthorized access, Message integrity violation,
 Session hijacking, Route poisoning, Scanning, Injection, Identity spoofing, Message authenticity violation, Invoking unauthorized operations, Output information disclosure, Message flooding, Resource exhaustion, Session state poisoning, Targeted process crashing, RepudiationN/A Secrecy, Integrity, Availability, Accountability Threat patterns (nineteen patterns: event eavesdropping; external actor and broker, curious subscriber, eager subscriber, event corruption; external actor and broker, corrupt broker, overlay scanning, corrupt publisher, spoofed publisher, illegal invocations, subscription leak, identity leak, overlay flooding, oversubscription, subscription churn, lossy broker, internal broker crash, and event repudiation in Table 1)N/A N/A N/A N/A Design Software developer N/A Distributed publish/subscribe systems
54 A taxonomy for assessing security in business process modellingThe idea of business processes as a key concept to underpin organisational activities are increasingly recognised. Business processes must be able to accommodate security engineering from the early stages rather at the later stages of process development (i.e., design and implementation). This raises a question whether the business processes are performed securely. In this paper, we take a deeper look into the various taxonomies in which the business process models and security have been classified. We find that existing taxonomies do not support security across all the business modelling perspectives. The main contribution of this paper is that we propose a comprehensive three dimensional taxonomy of business process security which identifies the manner to facilitates business processes and security. This taxonomy is subsequently used to classify a set of security risk-oriented patterns and identify their potential occurrences to deploy these security patterns in business processes. The application of the taAhmed N., Matulevicius R.2013 Proceedings - International Conference on Research Challenges in Information Science m Taxonomy of business process
 security, Classification of Security PatternsSecurity risk-oriented
 patternsSRP1-5 N/A N/A Condentiality, integrity, availability Some possible attacks are considered. N/A BPMN N/A Example Business process modelingBusiness analyst N/A N/A
55 A tool for managing evolving security requirementsManagement of requirements evolution is a challenging process. Requirements change continuously making the traceability of requirements difficult and the monitoring of requirements unreliable. Moreover, changing requirements might have an impact on the security properties a system design should satisfy: certain security properties that are satisfied before evolution might no longer be valid or new security properties need to be satisfied after changes have been introduced. This paper presents SeCMER, a tool for requirements evolution management developed in the context of the SecureChange project. The tool supports automatic detection of requirement changes and violation of security properties using change-driven transformations. The tool also supports argumentation analysis to check security properties are preserved by evolution and to identify new security properties that should be taken into account. © 2012 Springer-Verlag.Bergmann G., Massacci F., Paci F., Tun T.T., Varró D., Yu Y.2012 Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing 107 LNBIP m Management of requirements evolution, a tool for automatic detection of requirement changes and violation of
 security properties using change-driven transformations.Situation (a graph-like configuration of model
 elements) that leads to the violation of a security property.Trusted path N/A N/A Integrity (unclear but may be CIA) Abuse the situation N/A The declarative
 model query language of EMF-IncQuerySeCMER, SI*, Problem Frames Case study (Illustrative Example), experiment/workshopRequirements engineering, evolutionRequirement analyst Tool for automatic detection of requirement changes and violation of
 security properties using change-driven transformations.N/A
56 A tool for managing evolving security requirementsRequirements evolution management is a daunting process. Requirements change continuously making the traceability of requirements hard and the monitoring of requirements unreliable. Moreover, changing requirements might have an impact on the security properties a system design should satisfy: certain security properties that are satisfied before evolution might no longer be valid or new security properties need to be satisfied. This paper presents SeCMER, a tool for requirements evolution management developed in the context of the SecureChange project. The tool supports automatic detection of requirement changes and violation of security properties using change-driven transformations. The tool also supports argumentation analysis to check security properties are preserved by evolution and to identify new security properties that should be taken into account.Bergmann G., Massacci F., Paci F., Tun T., Varró D., Yu Y.2011 CEUR Workshop Proceedings 734 Y* 55
57 A UML-based methodology for secure systems: The design stageWe have previously proposed a UML-based secure systems development methodology that uses patterns and architectural layers. We studied requirements and analysis aspects and combined analysis patterns with security patterns to build secure conceptual models. Here we extend this methodology to the design stage. Design artifacts provide a way to enforce security constraints. We consider the use of views, components, and distribution.Fernandez E.B., Sorgente T., Larrondo-Petrie M.M.2005 Proceedings of the 3rd International Workshop on Security in Information Systems, WOSIS 2005, in Conjunction with ICEIS 2005 Y Methodology to build secure systems using patternsSecurity patterns N/A N/A N/A N/A Relate attacks to use cases. N/A N/A MDA, model driven N/A Any Software developer N/A N/A
59 Abstract security patternsWe introduce the concept of "abstract" security patterns that deal with abstract security mechanisms, rather than concrete implementations. We also show an organization of abstract security patterns and concrete ones into hierarchies. © 2008 is held by the author(s).Fernandez E.B., Washizaki H., Yoshioka N.2008 PLoP08 - 15th Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs, Proceedings Y Hierarchy of security patterns and concept of abstract patternsSecurity patterns, abstract security patternsCredential, Authenticator, Authorization, Security Logger, Access Matrix, RBAC, Multilevel Security, ABAC, Communication Channel, Intrusion Detection, Secure Channel, CredenialN/A Abstraction hierarchy, usage relationshipN/A (Threat) N/A UML class diagram for relationshipN/A N/A Any Software developer N/A N/A
60 Abstract security patterns for requirements specification and analysis of secure systemsDuring the requirements and analysis stages of software development, the primary goal is to define precise requirements rather than being concerned with the details of software realizations. Security is a semantic aspect of applications and their constraints on the application should de described at this moment. From a security point of view we only want to indicate which specific security controls are needed, rather than getting involved with low-level design and implementation details. Therefore, at these stages, it is useful to have a set of patterns which define abstract security mechanisms. These patterns should specify only the fundamental characteristics of the security mechanism or service, not specific software aspects. We present the concept of Abstract Security Pattern (ASP), which describes a conceptual security mechanism that realizes one or more security policies able to handle a threat or comply with a security-related regulation or institutional policy. We present a detailed example of an ASP.Fernandez E.B., Yoshioka N., Washizaki H., Yoder J.2014 CIBSE 2014: Proceedings of the 17th Ibero-American Conference Software Engineering Y Hierarchy of security patterns and concept of abstract patterns, requirements specification
 and analysis of secure systemsSecurity patterns, abstract security patterns, Security Solution Frames ( sets of patterns that correspond to a specific aspect of a solution)authenticator, authorizer(Access Matrix), Reference Monitor, RBAC, Multilevel Security pattern, ABAC, Security Logger/Auditor N/A Abstraction hierarchy, usage relationshipN/A Threat (and regulation) N/A UML class diagram for pattern structure. UML class diagram for relationships.N/A N/A Requirements engineering, analysisSoftware developer N/A N/A
61 Achieving socio-technical confidentiality using security pattern in smart homesIn this paper we discuss and address multifold security challenges involved in the implementation of remote healthcare in smart homes. These security challenges are derived from real-world, industrially relevant scenarios. Validated security techniques and mechanisms providing certain security properties can be captured and implemented in security patterns, which can be applied in order to satisfy security requirements in the smart home healthcare scenarios. The presented results are parts of our ongoing research effort aiming at the development of an integrated security framework for remote healthcare and ambient intelligence systems. © 2008 IEEE.Busnel P., El-Khoury P., Giroux S., Li K.2008 Proceedings of the 2008 2nd International Conference on Future Generation Communication and Networking, FGCN 2008 2 m Smart Home, Socio-Technical ConfidentialitySecurity & Dependability (S&D) patternsXACML, its three variations N/A Combination of patterns Confidentiality (and integrity, availability) N/A N/A N/A N/A Case study (Illustrative Example), experiment/workshopDesign, deployment Software developer (not security expert) N/A Smart home
65 An analysis of the security patterns landscapeArchitectural and design patterns represent effective techniques to package expert knowledge in a reusable way. Over time, they have proven to be very successful in software engineering. Moreover, in the security discipline, a well-known principle calls for the use of standard, time-tested solutions rather than inventing ad-hoc solutions from scratch. Clearly, security patterns provide a way to adhere to this principle. However, their adoption does not live up to their potential. To understand the reasons, this paper analyzes an extensive set of published security patterns according to several dimensions and outlines the directions for improvement. © 2007 IEEE.Heyman T., Yskout K., Scandariato R., Joosen W.2007 Proceedings - ICSE 2007 Workshops: Third International Workshop on Software Engineering for Secure Systems, SESS'07 Y Survey of security patternsSecurity patterns Asset valuation, Roles, RBAC, Replicated system, StandbyN/A N/A confidentiality,
 identification and data integrity N/A Quality of pattern documentationDocument N/A N/A N/A Software developer N/A N/A
66 An approach for security patterns application in component based modelsSince applications have become increasingly complex and because the design of secure systems necessitates security expertise, security patterns are now widely used as guidelines proposed by security experts in order to solve a recurring security problem. In order to encourage application designers to take advantage from security solutions proposed by security patterns, we think that it is necessary to provide an appropriate mechanism to implement those patterns. We propose a full security pattern integration methodology from the earliest phases of software development until the generation of the application code. The proposed solution uses the UML component model as an application domain of security patterns and bases on the use of UML profiles and model transformations with the ATL language. For the generation of code and for keeping the separation between the functional code of the component based application and security solution, we use the aspect paradigm. An illustration of the proposed approach is provBouaziz R., Kallel S., Coulette B.2014 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 8583 LNCS PART 5 Y Security Patterns
 Application in Component Based ModelsSecurity patterns RBAC N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UML, ATL Model driven, component-based (aspect-orientation)Case study (Illustrative Example), experiment/workshopDesign, implementationSoftware designer, developer Papyrus suite tool, ATL N/A
67 An approach to model-based development of secure and reliable systemsA good way to obtain secure systems is to build applications in a systematic way where security is an integral part of the lifecycle. The same applies to reliability. If we want a system which is secure and reliable, both security and reliability must be built together. If we build not only applications but also middleware and operating systems in the same way, we can build systems that not only are inherently secure but also can withstand attacks from malicious applications and resist errors. In addition, all security and reliability constraints should be defined in the application level, where their semantics is understood and propagated to the lower levels. The lower levels provide the assurance that the constraints are being followed. In this approach all security constraints are defined at the conceptual or application level. The lower levels just enforce that there are no ways to bypass these constraints. By mapping to a highly secure platform, e.g., one using capabilities, we can produce a very secure Fernandez E.B., Washizaki H., Yoshioka N., VanHilst M.2011 Proceedings of the 2011 6th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2011 Y Model-based secure and reliable system development methodologySecurity patterns, misuse patternsAuthorization, RBAC N/A N/A Confidentiality, integrity, availability, availability Threats, misuses The number of threats handled by a system over
 the total set T, of all the threats of the systemUML MDA, model driven N/A Any Software developer N/A N/A
68 An architecture for secure ambient intelligence environmentsThe vision of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) depict scenarios where people are surrounded by intelligent and intuitive interfaces embedded in everyday objects, integrated in an environment recognising and responding transparently to the presence of individuals. The realisation of this vision involves challenges for both software and hardware elements. Nowadays, advanced devices are available to society, with complex microprocessors, realistic screens, long battery life, and other interesting features that can make them useful for the realisation of AmI. However, the software embedded in such devices is a step behind those hardware architectures. Furthermore, in most cases the software that must be developed for these devices has stringent security requirements that are very difficult to guarantee using the current development approaches and the traditional static software architectures.In this paper we present a new model for AmI applications that covers both the development-time aspects (including the developmenSerrano D., Maña A., Soria-Rodríguez P., Piñuela A., Sotirious A.-D.2009 Advances in Soft Computing 51 Y Architecture for Secure Ambient Intelligence EnvironmentsSecurity & Dependability (S&D) patternsN/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Model driven N/A Development-time, run-timeSoftware developer An infrastructure for the development and the validation of S&Dsolutions, A Run-time framework, called Serenity Run-time Framework (SRF).Ambient Intelligence Environments
69 An architecture-centric approach to detecting security patterns in softwareToday, software security is an issue with increasing importance. Developers, software designers, end users, and enterprises have their own needs w.r.t. software security. Therefore, when designing software, security should be built in from the beginning, for example, by using security patterns. Utilizing security patterns already improves the security of software in early software development stages. In this paper, we show how to detect security patterns in code with the help of a reverse engineering tool-suite Bauhaus. Specifically, we describe an approach to detect the Single Access Point security pattern in two case studies using the hierarchical reflexion method implemented in Bauhaus. © 2011 Springer-Verlag.Bunke M., Sohr K.2011 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6542 LNCS Y detect security patterns in code with the help of a reverse
 engineering tool-suite BauhausSecurity patterns Single Access Point N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Resource Flow Graph (RFG) Any Case studies (detecting patterns in open source applications)Maintenance, evolutionSoftware developers a reverse
 engineering tool-suite BauhausN/A
70 An aspect-oriented approach for software security hardening: From design to implementationSecurity is a very challenging task in software engineering. Enforcing security policies should be taken care of during the early phases of the software development life cycle to prevent security breaches in the final product. Since security is a crosscutting concern that pervades the entire software, integrating security solutions at the software design level may result in scattering and tangling security features throughout the entire design. To address this issue, we propose in this paper an aspect-oriented approach for specifying and enforcing security hardening solutions. This approach provides software designers with UML-based capabilities to perform security hardening in a clear and organized way, at the UML design level, without the need to be security experts. We also present the SHP profile, a UML-based security hardening language to describe and specify security hardening solutions at the UML design level. Finally, we explore the efficiency and the relevance of our approach by applying it to a realMouheb D., Talhi C., Mourad A., Lima V., Debbabi M., Wang L., Pourzandi M.2009 Proceedings of 8th International Conference on New Trends in Software Methodologies, Tools and Techniques, SoMeT_09 Y Aspect-Oriented Approach for Software Security Hardening, security pattern applicationSecurity (hardening) patternsSecure Connection N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UML, OCL Model driven, aspect-orientation Case study, experimentDesign, implementationSoftware designer, developer Security Hardening UML Profile
 (SHP), Aspect C++N/A
71 An aspect-oriented approach for software security hardening: From design to implementationSecurity is a very challenging task in software engineering. Enforcing security policies should be taken care of during the early phases of the software development life cycle to prevent security breaches in the final product. Since security is a crosscutting concern that pervades the entire software, integrating security solutions at the software design level may result in scattering and tangling security features throughout the entire design. To address this issue, we propose in this paper an aspect-oriented approach for specifying and enforcing security hardening solutions. This approach provides software designers with UML-based capabilities to perform security hardening in a clear and organized way, at the UML design level, without the need to be security experts. We also present the SHP profile, a UML-based security hardening language to describe and specify security hardening solutions at the UML design level. Finally, we explore the efficiency and the relevance of our approach by applying it to a realMouheb D., Talhi C., Mourad A., Lima V., Debbabi M., Wang L., Pourzandi M.2009 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications 199 1 Y* 70
72 An aspect-oriented approach for the systematic security hardening of codeIn this paper, we present an aspect-oriented approach for the systematic security hardening of source code. It aims at allowing developers to perform software security hardening by providing an abstraction over the actions required to improve the security of the program. This is done by giving them the capabilities to specify high-level security hardening plans that leverage a priori defined security hardening patterns. These patterns describe the required steps and actions to harden security code, including detailed information on how and where to inject the security code. We show the viability and relevance of our approach by: (1) elaborating security hardening patterns and plans to common security hardening practices, (2) realizing these patterns by implementing them into aspect-oriented languages, (3) applying them to secure applications, (4) testing the hardened applications. Furthermore, we discuss, in this paper, our insights on the appropriateness, strengths and limitations of the aspect-oriented paraMourad A., Laverdière M.-A., Debbabi M.2008 Computers and Security 27 42433 Y aspect-oriented approach for the systematic
 security hardening of code, security pattern applicationSecurity (hardening) patternsSecure Connection, Add Access Control, Add EncryptionN/A N/A authentication, authorization,
 confidentiality, availability, non-repudiation and integrity(Vulnerability and attack) N/A AspectC++ (and Hardening Plan Template)Any Case study, experimentImplementation Software developer AspectC++ N/A
73 An aspect-oriented approach to relating security requirements and access controlAffecting multiple parts in software systems, security requirements often tangle with functional requirements. In order to separate crosscutting concerns and increase modularity, we propose to represent security requirements as aspects that can be woven into functional requirements. Using problem frames to model the functional requirements, weaving is achieved by composing the modules representing security aspects with the requirement models. Moreover, we provide guidance on how such security aspects are structured to implement a particular access control solution. As a result, such security aspects become reusable solution patterns to refine the structure of security-related problem.Alebrahim A., Tun T.T., Yu Y., Heisel M., Nuseibeh B.2012 CEUR Workshop Proceedings 855 Y Security pattern application to requirements, access controlSecurity patterns (especially access control patterns)RBAC N/A No N/A Confidentiality -> Unclear? N/A N/A Problem Frame Model driven, Problem Frame, Aspect-Oriented Requirements EngineeringCase study (Illustrative Example), experiment/workshopRequirements engineeringRequirements engineer N/A N/A
74 An attack scenario based approach for software security testing at design stageThis paper presents an attack scenario based approach for software security testing at design stage. Attack scenarios are represented as Extended Activity Diagram (EAD) and New Unified Threat Model (NUTM). Security test cases are derived from attack scenarios automatically according to coverage criteria of complex attack path. These test cases are applied to test the security of system. According to test case results, the system can be improved by mitigations. In addition, attack pattern and security pattern are provided for developers to characterize and reuse well-studied attacks and mitigations in a quick and correct way. We illustrate our approach with an example of online banking system. The example shows that our attack scenario based approach can help developers to test the system's response to potential attacks and then improve system design to satisfy necessary security requirements at early design stage. © 2008 IEEE.He K., Feng Z., Li X.2008 Proceedings - International Symposium on Computer Science and Computational Technology, ISCSCT 2008 1 Y Security Testing Security patterns, attack patternsGenerate Random ID, Implement Password Policy, Customer Education, CryptographyGuess ID and Password, Dictionary Attack, Brute Force Attack, Social Engineering, EavesdroppingYes Security patterns mitigate Attack patterns.Confidentiality STRIDE categories for threats, attack sequece N/A Extended Activity Diagram (EAD) and New Unified Threat Model (NUTM) for attack sequences and related countermeasures.Any Case study (Illustrative Example), experiment/workshopDesign Software developer N/A N/A
75 An engineering process for security patterns application in component based modelsSecurity engineering with patterns is currently a very active area of research. Security patterns - an adaptation of Design Patterns to security - capture experts' experience in order to solve recurrent security problems in a structured and reusable way. In this paper, our objective is to describe an engineering process, called SCRIP (SeCurity patteRn Integration Process), which provides guidelines for integrating security patterns into component-based models. SCRIP defines activities and products to integrate security patterns in the whole development process, from UML component modeling until aspect code generation. The definition of SCRIP has been made using the OMG standard Software and System Process Engineering Meta-model (SPEM). We are developing a CASE tool to support that process. © 2013 IEEE.Bouaziz R., Kallel S., Coulette B.2013 Proceedings of the Workshop on Enabling Technologies: Infrastructure for Collaborative Enterprises, WETICE y engineering process, component based modelsecurity patternn RBAC N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UML SCRIP Example Design, implementationsecurity component specialist, designer ATL N/A
78 An experience report of improving business process compliance using security risk-oriented patternsNowadays enterprises are searching the efficient compliance management method. Being compliant could potentially help capturing the most important information, using practice and existing process solutions; thus reducing the management effort and cost. When it comes to the security compliance management, it means treating and reducing the security risks to the acceptable level and employing the validated and cost effective security countermeasures. However, the typical question that small and medium enterprises face, is on how to achieve the security compliance in the efficient way. In this paper we report on our experience to use the security risk-oriented patterns to improve business processes of the insurance brokerage. The analysed case showed the major steps to apply the regulatory standard to check compliance, as well as the major procedures needed to improve the business process compliance. The lessons learnt highlight some method guidelines toward compliance management and suggest needed improvement dAlaküla M.-L., Matulevičius R.2015 Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing 235 y business process compliancerisk-oriented patterns Securing data from
unauthorized access etc.N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UML BPM Case Study ? BPMer? N/A BPM
79 An exploratory comparison of security patterns and tactics to harden systemsThe software architecture community considers non-functional requirements as key factors in designing a system architecture, and several approaches have been proposed to address them, including "architectural tactics". Specialized technical communities have developed approaches from their own perspective; in particular, security researchers have proposed "security patterns". This article describes a systematic attempt to compare both approaches, through an experimental study of the impact of chosen approach and participants' experience on the quality and effort of design decisions by non-security experts. We gathered practicing developers and graduate students, each group including novices and experts; trained subjects in both techniques; gave them a relatively simple problem (a tsunami warning system under current development); and measured the rate of effectively addressed threats (quality) and elapsed time to answer (effort). Based on previous experience, we had conjectured that security patterns would impNoël R., Pedraza-García G., Astudillo H., Fernández E.B.2014 CIBSE 2014: Proceedings of the 17th Ibero-American Conference Software Engineering y architectural tactics security architectural patternsDigital sign etc (digital sign, authentication, authorization, encrpytion, logger, redundancy)DoS etc. ( DoS, parameter modification, bulletin modification, illegal execution )N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A architectural  tactics experiment & hypothesis analysisN/A architect N/A N/A
80 An ontological interface for software developers to select security patternsIn the software development lifecycle, security expertise is one common missing quality that needs to be addressed on a stronger footing, by taking advantage of the scaling effect of security patterns. Security patterns capture security experts' knowledge for a given security problem. Hence, they are produced by experts in security and consumed by novice security users, such as software developers. In this paper we present an ontology based approach to find an eligible set of security patterns requested by software developers. We adopt the formal description of security properties presented in the Serenity EU project for defining our ground security requirements. We distinguish between two profiles for software developers and define a corresponding ontological interface. This ontological interface contains a mapping between security requirements from one side and threat models, security bugs, security errors on another side taking into consideration their contexts of applicability. We describe the current staEl Khoury P., Mokhtari A., Coquery E., Hacid M.-S.2008 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA y 81とほぼ同じ、ただし著者は別人security pattern Input validation and representationN/A N/A N/A SQL injection, XSS, buffer overflow N/A OWL N/A N/A design Designer N/A N/A
81 An ontology-based approach to security pattern selectionUsually, the security requirements are addressed by abstracting the security problems arising in a specific context and providing a well proven solution to them. Security patterns incorporating proven security expertise solution to the recurring security problems have been widely accepted by the community of security engineering. The fundamental challenge for using security patterns to satisfy security requirements is the lack of defined syntax, which makes it impossible to ask meaningful questions and get semantically meaningful answers. Therefore, this paper presents an ontological approach to facilitating security knowledge mapping from security requirements to their corresponding solutions–security patterns. Ontologies have been developed usingWeb Ontology Language (OWL) and then incorporated into a security pattern search engine which enables sophisticated search and retrieval of security patterns using the proposed algorithm. Applying the introduced approach allows security novices to reuse security expGuan H., Yang H., Wang J.2016 International Journal of Automation and Computing 13 2 y オントロジーベースのセキュリティパターン選択アプローチsecurity pattern Audit interceptor, Authenticator, Authorisation, Checkpointed system, Intercepting validator, Secure logger, Secure pipeN/A N/A Access Control, Authentication, Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Accountability, Non-repudiationSTRIDE N/A OWL N/A N/A Architecture, designDesigner, software developer security pattern search engineN/A
82 An operational model and language support for securing XML documentsAn operational model for XML document security is presented. The operational model offers a security mechanism which integrates element-wise encryption and temporal-based element-wise digital structures. The syntax of the encrypted document and the corresponding transformation language are also presented. The document security language (DSL) editor is developed with a friendly graphic user interface to make it easier for users to generate DSL documents.Hwang G.-H., Chang T.-K.2004 Computers and Security 23 6 y operational model security pattern N/A N/A N/A Confidentiality information disclosure N/A security description language N/A N/A operation N/A XML
84 Analysis of application of security patterns to build secure systemsBoth new technology business models and the new tendencies in the field of computing are forcing organizations to undergo a constant evolution in order to maintain their competitiveness in markets. This evolution has led to a continuous remodeling of companies 'systems to enable them to adapt to the new needs. These changes increase these systems' complexity, making them more vulnerable. Computer attacks against organizations are therefore increasing considerably. If this is to be avoided, information security engineers need reliable and validated solutions with which to confront security problems, along with agile solutions to confront the new technological necessities in an optimal manner. Security patterns are good mechanisms with which to perform this task since they provide documented, validated and tested solutions to recurring problems. In this paper we carry out an analysis of those proposals that use security patterns to build secure systems when this task is performed in the information systems of aOrtiz R., Garzás J., Fernández-Medina E.2011 Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing 83 LNBIP y survey of security patternssecurity pattern N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A researcher N/A N/A
88 Analyzing and enforcing security mechanisms on requirements specifications[Context and motivation] Security mechanisms, such as firewalls and encryption, operationalize security requirements, such as confidentiality and integrity. [Question/problem] Although previous work has pointed out that the application of a security mechanism affects system specifications, there is no systematic approach to describe and analyze this impact. [Principal ideas/results] In this paper, we investigate more than 40 security mechanisms that are well documented in security pattern repositories in order to better understand what they are and how they function. [Contribution] Based on this study, we propose a conceptual model for security mechanisms, and evaluate this model against 20 security mechanisms. Using the conceptual model, we provide a systematic process for analyzing and enforcing security mechanisms on system requirements. We also develop a prototype tool to facilitate the application and evaluation of our approach. © Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015.Li T., Horkoff J., Mylopoulos J.2015 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 9013 y security mechanism on requirement specificationsecurity pattern VPN N/A N/A N/A
90 Applicability of security patternsInformation Security has become one of the fundamental mainstays in organizations owing to the ever-increasing cyber attacks against them in recent years. Both the designers of security mechanisms and the security engineers therefore need reliable security solutions to minimize the impact of the attacks on an organization's systems. Good mechanisms for solving these deficiencies are security patterns, which present a reliable and tested scheme to deal with recurring security problems. In this paper, we perform an analysis of some of the most important works that describe security patterns. Our main objective is to verify their applicability for the analysis and design of secure architectures in real and complex environments. Finally, and after presenting the detected shortcomings of the existing security patterns, we show which features should be incorporated into the patterns to be applicable in the field of information security engineering related to the development of secure architectures. © Springer-VerlaOrtiz R., Moral-García S., Moral-Rubio S., Vela B., Garzás J., Fernández-Medina E.2010 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6426 LNCS PART 1 y applicability of security patternsecurity psattern secure pipes and filters etc. N/A N/A N/A
94 Applying information retrieval technique for security requirements verification based on security patternsIdentification of system security requirements is one of the important quality requirements in the system development. In generally, system security requirements include specific functions for preventing possible threats may occur to the system. Specifying security requirements to cover organization security policy and best practice is a difficult task since it requires a high level of security knowledge, understanding and application. Security patterns generally define security problems and solutions that can be applied in various security contexts but they were not presented in a form that can be directly applied in a system analysis and design phase. This research presents a set of UML use case descriptions templates constructed from security patterns and related researches for the verification of the use case description created by a developer. The store and retrieval of the proposed use case template was applied information retrieval technique based on Vector Space Model with elements weight. The verificChangadwech C., Prompoon N.2016 Lecture Notes in Engineering and Computer Science 1 y セキュリティパターンからUMLユースケース記述を生成し、パターン適用に役立てるsecurity pattern reference monitor N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UML use case description N/A Example Design Designer N/A N/A
95 Applying security patterns for component based applications using UML profileToday's systems require a higher consideration for non functional requirements as security and dependability. Developers have to handle these requirements during software development lifecycle. To provide developers with security guidelines, security patterns were proposed. These patterns are a collection of experts' security knowledge and a good solution to convey security concepts. In order to encourage developers to take advantage from security solutions proposed by security patterns, we think that it is necessary to provide an appropriate mechanism to implement those patterns using UML profiles. In this paper, we propose a structured UML profiles construction process based on security patterns. An illustration of the proposed process is provided using the "active replication" pattern. A case study of GPS system is also provided to demonstrate the application of generated UML profile using the proposed process. © 2012 IEEE.Bouaziz R., Coulette B.2012 Proceedings - 15th IEEE International Conference on Computational Science and Engineering, CSE 2012 and 10th IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Embedded and Ubiquitous Computing, EUC 2012 y UML profileを利用したセキュリティパターン適用security pattern active replication N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A UML profile N/A Case study Design Designer N/A N/A
96 Architectural risk analysis of software systems based on security patternsThe importance of software security has been profound, since most attacks to software systems are based on vulnerabilities caused by poorly designed and developed software. Furthermore, the enforcement of security in software systems at the design phase can reduce the high cost and effort associated with the introduction of security during implementation. For this purpose, security patterns that offer security at the architectural level have been proposed in analogy to the well-known design patterns. The main goal of this paper is to perform risk analysis of software systems based on the security patterns that they contain. The first step is to determine to what extent specific security patterns shield from known attacks. This information is fed to a mathematical model based on the fuzzy-set theory and fuzzy fault trees in order to compute the risk for each category of attacks. The whole process has been automated using a methodology that extracts the risk of a software system by reading the class diagram of Halkidis S.T., Tsantalis N., Chatzigeorgiou A., Stephanides G.2008 IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing 5 3 y Security patternを用いたリスク評価security pattern 多数 N/A N/A N/A N/A y(risk assessment) N/A N/A risk assessment Test? Tester? N/A N/A
97 ASE: A comprehensive pattern-driven security methodology for distributed systemsIncorporating security features is one of the most important and challenging tasks in designing distributed systems. Over the last decade, researchers and practitioners have come to recognize that the incorporation of security features should proceed by means of a structured, systematic approach, combining principles from both software and security engineering. Such systematic approaches, particularly those implying some sort of process aligned with the development life-cycle, are termed security methodologies. There are a number of security methodologies in the literature, of which the most flexible and, according to a recent survey, most satisfactory from an industry-adoption viewpoint are methodologies that encapsulate their security solutions in some fashion, especially via the use of security patterns. While the literature does present several mature pattern-driven security methodologies with either a general or a highly specific system applicability, there are currently no (pattern-driven) security methUzunov A.V., Fernandez E.B., Falkner K.2015 Computer Standards and Interfaces 41 y pattern drivenの方法 security pattern 多数 Remote authenticator/authorizer, bodyguard, Identity federation, privacy pattern language, VPN, secure client/server communication, secure distributed publish/subscribe, Object filter architecture, XML firewall, OFAC framework, data integrity in P2P systems, encrypted storage, Secure broker, object mediation, secure pipes and filters, server sandbox, IDS, Credential, security policyN/A N/A N/A 多数 Is not mentioned clearly in paper. N/A UML N/A N/A example analysis and design designer N/A distributed systems
99 Attack surface reduction for web services based on authorization patternsDuring the design of a security architecture for a web application, the usage of security patterns can assist with fulfilling quality attributes, such as increasing reusability or safety. The attack surface is a common indicator for the safety of a web application, thus, reducing it is a problem during design. Today's methods for attack surface reduction are not connected to security patterns and have an unknown impact on quality attributes, e.g., come with an undesirable trade-off in functionality. This paper introduces a systematic and deterministic method to reduce the attack surface of web services by deriving service interface methods from authorization patterns. We applied the method to the Participation Service that is part of the KIT Smart Campus system. The resulting RESTful web services of the application are presented and validated.Steinegger R., Schäfer J., Vogler M., Abeck S.2014 SECURWARE 2014 - 8th International Conference on Emerging Security Information, Systems and Technologies Y Attack Surface Reductionauthorization patterns RBAC, ABAC None No Not Specified None Num. of Attack surfaces UML None Case Study Design Developer None Web apps

100 Automated security service orchestration for the identity management in Web Service based systemsToday, there is a huge amount of security services that can be used to implement different security requirements in Web Service based systems. For example, identity management services are required for authentication and authorization whereas message logging services are necessary to achieve non-repudiation. However, the deployment and configuration of these security services usually requires expert knowledge about the systems and expert knowledge about security requirements and implementations which a person can only learn by experience. Furthermore, today's Web Service based systems become increasingly complex. Thus, implementing security requirements is a complex and error prone task, even for experts. For this paper, we analysed several service-based implementations for identity management and their differences in the service orchestration. We present an approach to derive the needed security services, their configuration, and their connections to the functional services, based on defined security requireWarschofsky R., Menzel M., Meinel C.2011 Proceedings - 2011 IEEE 9th International Conference on Web Services, ICWS 2011 Y Security Service OrchestrationDesign Identification and authentication None Comparing several identity management patternsNot Specified None None Form (UML use case + system design model)SOA Example Design Developer None SOA
101 Automated verification of security pattern compositionsSoftware security becomes a critically important issue for software development when more and more malicious attacks explore the security holes in software systems. To avoid security problems, a large software system design may reuse good security solutions by applying security patterns. Security patterns document expert solutions to common security problems and capture best practices on secure software design and development. Although each security pattern describes a good design guideline, the compositions of these security patterns may be inconsistent and encounter problems and flaws. Therefore, the compositions of security patterns may be even insecure. In this paper, we present an approach to automated verification of the compositions of security patterns by model checking. We formally define the behavioral aspect of security patterns in CCS through their sequence diagrams. We also prove the faithfulness of the transformation from a sequence diagram to its CCS representation. In this way, the properties Dong J., Peng T., Zhao Y.2010 Information and Software Technology 52 3 Y Security patterns composition using formal methodDesign Secure Pipe pattern, Authentication Enforcer pattern, Kerberos pattern, X509 patternNone No Not Specified None None CCS (a process algebra) None Case Studies Design Developer a CWB-NC model checker Not specified
103 Behavioral singletons to consistently handle global states of security patternsSecure systems are usually complex since stateful security mechanisms like authentication and authorization have to be integrated into the functional behavior at various places. The security operations are, in general, interdependent such that events at one place may influence the behavior at other places. Thus, the composed specification of a system is neither easy to understand nor to analyze, and a faulty integration of the security mechanisms is often overseen. In this paper, we introduce the concept of singletons into our model-based engineering technique SPACE which facilitates a straightforward integration of security aspects. The behavior of a security protocol is encapsulated in a building block using a two-view interface contract. One view of the contract is quite simple and suffices for the correct integration of the block into a system specification. The other view is more complex but has to be considered only by the block designers to verify that the behavioral model in the block fulfills its intGunawan L.A., Kraemer F.A., Herrmann P.2012 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 7272 LNCS Y
104 Best-practice patterns and tool support for configuring secure web services messagingThis paper presents an emerging tool for security configuration of service-oriented architectures with Web Services. Security is a major concern when implementing mission-critical business transactions and such concern motivated the development of Web Services Security (WS-Security). However, the existing tools for configuring the security properties of Web Services give a technology-oriented view, and only assist in choosing the data to encrypt and selecting an encryption algorithm. The users must construct their own mental models of how the security configurations actually relate to business policies. In contrast, the tool described here gives a simplified, business-policy-oriented view. It models the messaging with customers and business partners, lists various threats, and presents best-practice security patterns against the threats. A user can select among variations on the basic patterns according to the business policies, and then apply them to the messaging model through the GUI. The result of the patTatsubori M., Imamura T., Nakamura Y.2004 Proceedings - IEEE International Conference on Web Services Y
106 Building a security reference architecture for cloud systemsReference architectures (RAs) are useful tools to understand and build complex systems, and many cloud providers and software product vendors have developed versions of them. RAs describe at an abstract level (no implementation details) the main features of their cloud systems. Security is a fundamental concern in clouds and several cloud vendors provide security reference architectures (SRAs) to describe the security features of their services. A SRA is an abstract architecture describing a conceptual model of security for a cloud system and provides a way to specify security requirements for a wide range of concrete architectures. We propose here a method to build a SRA for clouds defined using UML models and patterns, which goes beyond existing models in providing a global view and a more precise description. We present a metamodel as well as security and misuse patterns for this purpose. We validate our approach by showing that it can describe more precisely existing models and that it has a variety of usFernandez E.B., Monge R., Hashizume K.2016 Requirements Engineering 21 2 Y Developing a meta-model for secure cloud systemsDesign Secure VMI Repository, Secure virtual machine image repository, Security administration modelMalicious virtual machine migration process Yes, misuse to security Not Specified Elements in misuse and security patterns None UML None argumentation Design Developer None Cloud
107 Building high assurance secure applications using security patterns for capability-based platformsBuilding high assurance secure applications requires the proper use of security mechanisms and assurances provided by the underlying secure platform. However, applications are often built using security patterns and best practices that are agnostic with respect to the intricate specifics of the different underlying platforms. This independence from the underlying platform leaves a gap between security patterns and underlying secure platforms. In this PhD research abstract, we propose a novel approach to bridge this gap. Specifically, we propose reusable capability-specific design fragments for security patterns, which are specialization for patterns in a capability-based system. The focus is on systems that adhere to a capability-based security model, which we consider as the underlying platforms, to provide desired application-wide security properties. We also discuss assumptions and levels of assurance for these reusable designs and their use in the verification of application designs. © 2013 IEEE.Rimba P. 2013 Proceedings - International Conference on Software Engineering Y Integrating patterns of different intended platform.Design Secure Logger None No Not Specified None None Not Specified None None Design and ImplementationDeveloper SAM modeling tool, SPIN Not specified
109 Building secure systems: From threats to security patternsWe present an approach using two dimensions to propagate security restrictions: along the lifecycle and along the architectural levels. We believe that this double propagation can be very effective for security. This approach can also facilitate the security analysis of the system. © 2010 IEEE.Fernandez E.B., Mujica S.2011 Proceedings - International Conference of the Chilean Computer Science Society, SCCC Y Exploring security pattern application based on lifecycle/architecture dimensionssecurity pattern Authorization, Reference Monitor, Log/AuditNone yes Not Specified None None UML None None All (Domain Analysis, Requirements, Analysis, Design, Implementation)Developer None Not specified
110 Building secure web systems architectures using security patternsSoftware patterns are encapsulated solutions to recurrent problems in a context. Patterns combine experience and good practices to develop basic models that can be used to build new systems, to evaluate existing systems, and as a communication medium for designers. Security patterns provide guidelines for secure system requirements, design, and evaluation. We consider their structure, show a variety of them, and illustrate their use in the construction of secure web-based systems. These patterns include among others Authentication, Authorization/Access Control, Firewalls, Secure Broker, Web Services Security, and Cloud Security patterns. We have built a catalog of over 100 security patterns. We complement these patterns with misuse patterns, which describe how an attack is performed from the point of view of the attacker, we show XSS as an example. We integrate patterns in the form of security reference architectures that represent complete systems. Reference architectures have not been used much in security Fernandez E.B. 2015 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 9418 Y
113 Challenges for a formal framework for patternsTo arrive at such a common framework we propose to leverage the existing work on design patterns, which are specified as predicates on the static and dynamic models of software systems. By reviewing the techniques for reasoning about design patterns, and what these techniques can achieve, we can propose a suitable way of structuring all patterns. This method of structuring is also informed by a detailed comparison between the headings used to structure each of design, attack and security patterns. The difficulties in producing a common framework for all types of pattern are also briefly considered, before a suitable method of structuring patterns is described in detail as a conclusion. © 2014 Springer International Publishing Switzerland. All rights are reserved.Bayley I. 2014 Cyberpatterns: Unifying Design Patterns with Security and Attack Patterns Y Comparison of several types of patternsdesign, attack, security structural patterns suh as passwords, privileges, and sessionsNone Yes Not Specified None None Formals such as Z notation None None Design Developer None Not specified
114 Characterizations and boundaries of security requirements patternsVery often in the software development life cycle, security is applied too late or important security aspects are overlooked. Although the use of security patterns is gaining popularity, the current state of security requirements patterns is such that there is not much in terms of a defining structure. To address this issue, we are working towards defining the important characteristics as well as the boundaries for security requirements patterns in order to make them more effective. By examining an existing general pattern format that describes how security patterns should be structured and comparing it to existing security requirements patterns, we are deriving characterizations and boundaries for security requirements patterns. From these attributes, we propose a defining format. We hope that these can reduce user effort in elicitation and specification of security requirements patterns. © 2012 IEEE.Slavin R., Shen H., Niu J.2012 2012 2nd IEEE International Workshop on Requirements Patterns, RePa 2012 - Proceedings Y Formatting security req. patternsRequirements Perimeter security: the Maginot line of enterprise applications, Agent Authenticator, SPF: Anonymity, Pseudonymous email, Access Control, Non-repudiation pattern in absence of trustNone No Not Specified None None Form None None Requirements Developer None Not specified
116 Classifying security patternsPatterns combine experience and good practices to develop basic models that can be used for new designs. Security patterns join the extensive knowledge accumulated about security with the structure provided by patterns to provide guidelines for secure system design and evaluation. In addition to their value for new system design, security patterns are useful to evaluate existing systems. They are also useful to compare security standards and to verify that products comply with some standard. A variety of security patterns has been developed for the construction of secure systems and catalogs of them are appearing. However, catalogs of patterns are not enough because the designer does not know when and where to apply them, especially in a large complex system. We discuss here several ways to classify patterns. We show a way to use these classifications through pattern diagrams where a designer can navigate to perform her pattern selection. © 2008 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg.Fernandez E.B., Washizaki H., Yoshioka N., Kubo A., Fukazawa Y.2008 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 4976 LNCS Y Classifying patterns for each usageAnalysis, Design Identification and Authentication, Access Control and Authorization, Logging, Cryptography, and Intrusion Detection. Reference Monitor, Firewall, Appliaction (User) Firewall, Proxy Firewall, Packet Filter Firewall, statefull Firewall, XML Firewall, stateful Proxy Firewall, Authentication, Authorization, ABAC, Secure Process, Controlled VAS, XACML, WSPLNone Yes Not Specified None None UML None None Design Developer None Not specified
119 Composing Patterns to Construct Secure SystemsBuilding secure applications requires significant expertise. Secure platforms and security patterns have been proposed to alleviate this problem. However, correctly applying patterns to use platform features is still highly expertise-dependent. Patterns are informal and there is a gap between them and platform features. We propose the concept of reusable verified design fragments, which package security patterns and platform features and are verified to provide assurance about their security properties. Design fragments can be composed through four primitive tactics. The verification of the composed design against desired security properties is presented in an assurance case. We demonstrate our approach by securing a Continuous Deployment pipeline and show that the tactics are sufficient to compose design fragments into a secure system. Finally, we formally define composition tactics, which are intended to support the development of systems that are secure by construction. © 2015 IEEE.Rimba P., Zhu L., Bass L., Kuz I., Reeves S.2015 Proceedings - 2015 11th European Dependable Computing Conference, EDCC 2015 Y Composing patterns and verifying the compositionDesign, Security pattern Authentication enforcer, Bucket, Image Builder, Integrity Checker, Checksum store, Encrypted storageNone No Not Specified None None Serscis Access Modeller (SAM)None Case study Design, Test Developer Assurance case, Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD), DatalogNot specified
120 Conformance checking of single access point pattern in JAAS using codechartsSecurity design patterns are usually described using a variety of UML diagrams beside textual statements. Because, UML class diagrams are used to describe the structural aspects and UML sequence and/or activity diagrams are used to describe the behavioral aspects. So, when implementing, verifying, and/or detecting instances of those patterns, the issue of formality is raised. Many researchers have tried to formalize UML diagrams, however, loss of information and other problems were found. It is important that a security pattern is implemented correctly as incorrect implementation might result into a security flaw. This paper is the second of a series of papers for representing security patterns in Codecharts. We introduce using Codecharts to formally model the structural aspects of security patterns. In this paper, we show formal modelling of Single Access point pattern (SAP) in Codecharts. Furthermore, we show how TTP Toolkit is employed to verify design conformance of SAP in Java Authentication and AuthorizAlzahrani A.A.H., Eden A.H., Yafi M.Z.2015 2015 World Congress on Information Technology and Computer Applications, WCITCA 2015 Y Formal notation for patternsSecurity patterns (Design patterns)Single Access point pattern (SAP)None No Not Specified None None Codecharts, LePUS3, first order logic, Z notationNone Example Design, ImplementationDeveloper TTP Toolkit verifier Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS)
121 Connecting security requirements analysis and secure design using patterns and UMLsecExisting approaches only provide informal guidelines for the transition from security requirements to secure design. Carrying out this transition is highly non-trivial and error-prone, leaving the risk of introducing vulnerabilities. This paper presents a pattern-oriented approach to connect security requirements analysis and secure architectural design. Following the divide & conquer principle, a software development problem is divided into simpler subproblems based on security requirements analysis patterns. We complement each of these patterns with architectural security patterns tailored to solve classes of security subproblems. We use UMLsec together with the advanced modeling possibilities for software architectures of UML 2.3 to equip the architectural security patterns with security properties, and to allow tool-supported analysis and composition of instances of these patterns. We validate our approach using two case studies and illustrate its support for Common Criteria certifications. © 2011 SpringeSchmidt H., Jürjens J.2011 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6741 LNCS y pattern-oriented approach to connect security requirements analysis and secure architecture designsecurity requirements analysis pattern, architecture security patternSymmetricEncryptorDecryptor pattern y CI No UML N/A case study analysis and architecture designsoftware engineer UMLsec N/A
124 C-SCRIP: Collaborative security pattern integration processCollaboration is the act of working together, towards a common goal. Collaboration is essential to the success of construction project. In software engineering projects, understanding and supporting collaboration gives the broad impact on product quality. There appears that it is difficult to effectively interact and achieve a common project goals within the bounds of cost, quality and time. The purpose of the paper is to propose a collaborative engineering process, called Collaborative SeCurity patteRn Integration Process (C-SCRIP), and a tool that supports the full life-cycle of the development of a secure system from modeling to code. Copyright © 2015, IGI Global.Bouaziz R., Krichen F., Coulette B.2015 International Journal of Information Technology and Web Engineering 10 1 Y
128 Dealing with security requirements for socio-technical systems: A holistic approachSecurity has been a growing concern for most large organizations, especially financial and government institutions, as security breaches in the socio-technical systems they depend on are costing billions. A major reason for these breaches is that socio-technical systems are designed in a piecemeal rather than a holistic fashion that leaves parts of a system vulnerable. To tackle this problem, we propose a three-layer security analysis framework for socio-technical systems involving business processes, applications and physical infrastructure. In our proposal, global security requirements lead to local security requirements that cut across layers and upper-layer security analysis influences analysis at lower layers. Moreover, we propose a set of analytical methods and a systematic process that together drive security requirements analysis throughout the three-layer framework. Our proposal supports analysts who are not security experts by defining transformation rules that guide the corresponding analysis. We uLi T., Horkoff J. 2014 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 8484 LNCS y proposes a three-layer security analysis framework for socio-technical systemssecurity pattern cryptographic control, access control, auditing, alternative service, server sand box, input guard, firewall, replicated system, load balancer, limited view, full view with errors, secure pipe, encrypted storage, secure access layer, data backup, UPS, monitor, physical entry control, secure officeNo no CIA No no goal modeling Goal oriented case study (smart grid)analysis analyst original prototype tool N/A
130 Defining security architectural patterns based on viewpointsRecently, there has been a growing interest in identifying security patterns in software-intensive systems since they provide techniques for considering, detecting and solving security issues from the beginning of its development life-cycle. This paper describes how security architectural patterns lack of a comprehensive and complete well-structured documentation that conveys essential information of its logical structure, run-time behaviour, deployment-time and monitoring configuration, and so on. Thus we propose a set of security viewpoints to describe software-intensive security patterns adhered to ANSI/IEEE 1471-2000. In order to maximize comprehensibility, we make use of well-known language notations such as UML to represent all the necessary information for defining a software-intensive architectural security pattern conforming to the IEEE 1471-2000 standard. We investigate security architectural patterns from several IEEE 1471-2000 compliant viewpoints. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007.Rosado D.G., Gutiérrez C., Fernández-Medina E., Piattini M.2007 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 4707 LNCS PART 3 y propose a viewpoint according to IEEE 1471-2000 because information necessary for documentation of security architecture patterns is not well written.Security Architecture PatternN/A N/A no N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A analysis and architecture designDesigner N/A N/A
131 Defining viewpoints for security architectural patternsFor decades, the security community has undertaken detailed research into specific areas of security, while largely ignoring the design process. Software architecture has emerged as an important sub-discipline of software engineering, particularly in the realm of large system development. This paper describes how security architectural patterns lack of a comprehensive and complete well-structured documentation that conveys essential information of their logical structure, deployment-time, run-time behaviour, monitoring configuration, and so on. Thus we will propose a viewpoints model for describing security architectural patterns. We will investigate security architectural patterns from several IEEE 1471-2000 compliant viewpoints and develop an example that demonstrates how to describe a security architectural pattern with viewpoints. We will make use of well-known language notations such as UML to maximize comprehensibility. © 2010.Rosado D.G., Gutiérrez C., Fernández-Medina E., Piattini M.2006 SECRYPT 2006 - International Conference on Security and Cryptography, Proceedings y propose a viewpoint according to IEEE 1471-2000 because information necessary for documentation of security architecture patterns is not well written.Security Architecture PatternN/A N/A no N/A no no Architecture Pattern Templateno no Design Architect None N/A
134 Designing secure SCADA systems using security patternsCritical infrastructure systems are those systems that support our daily lives and their protection is fundamental. The key component of a critical infrastructure system is the process control system, also known as the supervisory, control, and data acquisition (SCADA) system. On the other hand, security patterns are used to analyze, construct and evaluate secure systems. This paper proposes methods to build a secure SCADA system using security patterns. We study the architecture of a general SCADA system and analyze the potential attacks against it, then we use security patterns as a tool to design a secure SCADA system that is resistant to these attacks. We believe our research work lays a new direction for research on secure SCADA systems. © 2010 IEEE.Fernandez E.B., Larrondo-Petrie M.M.2010 Proceedings of the Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences y proposes a method to construct secure SCADA(general term for lifeline systems) using security patternssecurity pattern RBAC, authenticator, logger, authorization, firewall, IDS and VPN physical, wrong command, malicious alteration of runtime parameters, DoS, malicious alarm, sniffing and spoofingno all None no UML original no analysis and design N/A no SCADA System
136 Developing a security patterns repository for secure applications designApplication developers are often confronted with difficulties in choosing or embedding security mechanisms that are necessary for building secure applications, since this demands possessing expertise in security issues. Involving security experts early in the development process can circumvent this problem. This practice, however, entails high costs; moreover communication between developers and security experts is usually problematic and security expertise is difficult to be captured and exploited by developers. This paper proposes that the process of building secure applications can be facilitated through the use of security patterns. It presents a security patterns repository that can provide developers with an effective mechanism to address the issue of incorporating security requirements and mechanisms in application development. The paper also specifies a list of patterns and describes their basic elements. For describing and managing the patterns, the paper proposes a structure that is especially suitaGymnopoulos L., Karyda M., Balopoulos T., Dritsas S., Kokolakis S., Lambrinoudakis C., Gritzalis S.2006 5th European Conference on Information Warfare and Security 2006, ECIW 2006 y construction of security patterns repositorysecurity pattern authentication, encryption usage, self-protected application, patching, and logging-auditingno (depending on the patterns)
Confidentiality, Privacy, Accountability, Access Control, Integrity, Non Repudiation(depending on the patterns)
[Threats] Flawed access control, Identity spoofing, Unauthorized access to various components of an application, Access to files, Access to source code of the software, Denial of Service – Availability problems, OS access, Intrusion, attacks in the application level, misuse of the application, user errors;
[Vulnerabilities] Source Code Exposure, Configuration Files and Template Files, Debug Functions, Elevation of Privilege, Flawed in ID Access Privilege Check, Missing Authorization Functions, Files Exposure, Weak Authorization, Sensitive data stored in plain text, not enough protection of user accounts, bugs in the application, Insecure networksN/A template, structured N/A not yet design and implementationdeveloper no N/A
139 Development of applications based on security patternsCurrent approaches for software development fail in the integration of security aspects. Usually, this is because of the software complexity and the specific expertise needed for the integration of modern security solutions. In this paper we present the SERENITY Project which proposes a framework addressing this issue. SERENITY is based on the separation of the development of security solutions from the development of secure software supported by these security solutions. Both developments, security solutions and secure applications, are centered on the use of libraries of precise descriptions of reusable security solutions stored in the form of security patterns. This approach fits very well with new emerging scenarios such as ambient intelligence, ubiquitous computing, grids, etc. In this paper we present the development of a secure application based on these ideas, in order to do that, we introduce an Application Programming Interface (API) specially designed for use SERENITY advantages. © 2009 IEEE.Serrano D., Ruíz J.F., Muñoz A., Maña A., Armenteros A., Crespo B.G.-N.2009 Proceedings - 2009 2nd International Conference on Dependability, DEPEND 2009 Y セキュアなAP開発のためのフレームワーク(SERENITY)をJava APIとして提供したsecurity pattern unclear no ? ? no case study (prototype development)implementation ambient intelligence
140 Do security patterns really help designers?Security patterns are well-known solutions to security-specific problems. They are often claimed to benefit designers without much security expertise. We have performed an empirical study to investigate whether the usage of security patterns by such an audience leads to a more secure design, or to an increased productivity of the designers. Our study involved 32 teams of master students enrolled in a course on software architecture, working on the design of a realisticallysized banking system. Irrespective of whether the teams were using security patterns, we have not been able to detect a difference between the two treatment groups. However, the teams prefer to work with the support of security patterns. © 2015 IEEE.Yskout K., Scandariato R., Joosen W.2015 Proceedings - International Conference on Software Engineering 1 y evaluates usefulness of security patterns empiricallysecuritypattern 36 patten catalog (例：encrypted storage) yes depending on the patterns CIAA (confidentiality, integrity, availability and accountability)No. covered misuse cases UML N/A yes design software developer eclipse-based Papyrus UML editorN/A
141 Does organizing security patterns focus architectural choices?Security patterns can be a valuable vehicle to design secure software. Several proposals have been advanced to improve the usability of security patterns. They often describe extra annotations to be included in the pattern documentation. This paper presents an empirical study that validates whether those proposals provide any real benefit for software architects. A controlled experiment has been executed with 90 master students, who have performed several design tasks involving the hardening of a software architecture via security patterns. The results show that annotations produce benefits in terms of a reduced number of alternatives that need to be considered during the selection of a suitable pattern. However, they do not reduce the time spent in the selection process. © 2012 IEEE.Yskout K., Scandariato R., Joosen W.2012 Proceedings - International Conference on Software Engineering Y 著者らはセキュリティパターンにメタ情報であるアノテーションを付与して、セキュリティパターンの選択を支援することを提案している。アノテーションの有効性を実験により明らかにした研究。パターンそのものを対象としていないため、Noと判定。
142 Early security patterns: A collection of constraints to describe regulatory security requirementsSecurity engineering involves systematically applying the accumulated experience and best practices, such as regulatory security requirements, to identify a repeatable solution that is cost-effective, continuously improved, and fulfills security expectations of the stakeholders. However, security principles and regulatory requirements are rarely applied systematically during system design. We outline a stepwise process to extract domain concepts and apply a lightweight formal modeling language, Alloy, for the representation of regulatory requirements as early security patterns. These patterns, as a collection of constraints describing regulatory requirements provide a template for the systematic integration and analysis of these constraints in a system context. Each pattern defines a constrained solution space that can be enforced in subsequent phases of secure system development, testing and operation. © 2012 IEEE.Gandhi R.A., Rahmani M.2012 2012 2nd IEEE International Workshop on Requirements Patterns, RePa 2012 - Proceedings Y formal modeling of regulatory requirementssecurity pattern N/A N/A no validation using visualization N/A N/A formal modelimg N/A not yet design N/A Alloy N/A
148 Effective security impact analysis with patterns for software enhancementUnlike functional implementations, it is difficult to analyze the impact software enhancements on security. One of the difficulties is identifying the range of effects by new security threats, and the other is developing proper countermeasures. This paper proposes an analysis process that uses two kinds of security pattern: security requirements patterns for identifying threats and security design patterns for identifying countermeasures at an action class level. With these two patterns and the conventional traceability methodology, developers can estimate and compare the amounts of modifications needed by multiple security countermeasures. © 2011 IEEE.Okubo T., Kaiya H., Yoshioka N.2011 Proceedings of the 2011 6th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2011 y propsed a security impact analysis method using patternssecurity requirement pattern and security design patternanti CSRF pattern yes any no misuse case, threat tree, mal activity diagramN/A case study(iTrust)requirement analysis and designsoftware developer no N/A
151 Elements of application security in the cloud computing environmentCloud services can be interweaved as modular building blocks to a multi-component application. This is very appealing because of ready-to-use specialized services and supporting integration APIs from cloud service providers. However, securing and integrating the cloud-based services add challenges compared to having all components within the boundaries of the corporate network. These services can be user-centric, application-centric or machine-centric. The security issues range from channel protection to services chaining. Combining cloud services calls for building transactional interconnects of on-the-shelf services that are secure end-to-end in the wild. Using services from different providers and integrating them securely can be a challenge. An assessment framework for evaluating risks in moving a service to the cloud is also presented. We focus on the security issues in building a cloud application by loosely coupled services designed for transparency in drop-n-replacement of a component service. SecuritMathew G. 2012 2012 IEEE Conference on Open Systems, ICOS 2012 Y security patterns in cloud serviceSecurity patterns, misuse patternsfront-gate pattern, unified functional analyzer, encrypted channelimproperly configured redirector no Confidentiality N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Design Security specialist, software designer N/A N/A
152 Eliciting security requirements through misuse activitiesIn previous work we introduced an approach for finding security requirements based on misuse activities (actions). This method starts from the activity diagram of a use case (or a sequence of use cases). Each activity is analyzed to see how it could be subverted to produce a misuse of information. This analysis results in a set of threats. We then consider which policies can stop or mitigate these threats. We now extend that approach to consider in the analysis the type of misuse (confidentiality, integrity ...) that can happen in each activity, the role of the attacker, and the context for the threat. This extended analysis results in a finer and more systematic way to find threats and we can identify now more threats. We also improve the way to find the policies to control these threats and we consider how to map the corresponding policies to security patterns. The information in each pattern helps in the selection of an optimal (or good) set of policies. Our extended approach can be conveniently incorporatBraz F.A., Fernandez E.B., VanHilst M.2008 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y Security analysis with misuse activitiesSecurity patterns, threat, as examples, RBAC, event loggingillegal money transferring Yes confidentiality,
integrity, availability, and accountability Some example threats are shown. N/A UML methodology N/A Requirements, AnalysisSecurity specialist, software engineer N/A
153 Embedding security patterns into a domain modelIncorporating security patterns at every stage of software development process is one of the most effective ways to build secure software. But how early in the software development process is it possible to apply security patterns? We present here an approach to define security requirements in order to identify security patterns in the very early stages of the software development process, we also show an experience with the method in a limited environment. We use natural language to express requirements (understandable to the Requirements Engineer as well as to the Domain Expert), from which it is possible to identify the security requirements and the corresponding security patterns. Language Extended Lexicon (LEL) and scenarios allow to understand, study, and model the security domain and to represent security patterns. To them we apply the Baseline Mentor Workbench (BMW) for deriving CRC (Class Responsibility Collaboration) cards that represent the security patterns and their contextual model domain. BMW iSolinas M., Fernandez E.B., Antonelli L.2009 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y Methodology using security patternsSecurity patterns Authorization pattern N/A no confidentiality,
integrity, availability, and accountability N/A N/A UML N/A N/A Requirements, AnalysisSecurity specialist, software engineer N/A N/A
155 Enforcing a security pattern in stakeholder goal modelsPatterns are useful knowledge about recurring problems and solutions. Detecting a security problem using patterns in requirements models may lead to its early solution. In order to facilitate early detection and resolution of security problems, in this paper, we formally describe a role-based access control (RBAC) as a pattern that may occur in stakeholder requirements models. We also implemented in our goal-oriented modeling tool the formally described pattern using model-driven queries and transformations. Applied to a number of requirements models published in literature, the tool automates the detection and resolution of the security pattern in several goal-oriented stakeholder requirements. Copyright 2008 ACM.Yu Y., Kaiya H., Washizaki H., Xiong Y., Hu Z., Yoshioka N.2008 Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security Y security requirements patternSecurity patterns RBAC (as an example) N/A(only attack scinario) no Confidentiality N/A? social level vulnerability based on na attack scinarioN/A i* i* base method N/A requirement designer, analyst i* + manual N/A
156 Enforcing security in smart homes using security patternsProviding context-dependent security services is an important challenge in ambient intelligence. The complexity and the unbounded nature of such systems make it difficult for software developers to integrate security solutions. In order to solve this problem, in this paper we discuss and address multifold security challenges involved in the implementation of remote healthcare in smart homes using the security patterns approach. First the security challenges are derived from a real-world, industrially relevant scenario. Then it is shown how validated security techniques and mechanisms providing certain security properties can be captured and implemented in security patterns. Next security patterns are applied to satisfy security requirements in the smart home healthcare scenario. The process is exemplified thanks to a running prototype implementing the scenario.Khoury P.E., Busnel P., Giroux S., Li K.2009 International Journal of Smart Home 3 2 Y Smart home security Security patterns Authrization N/A no Confidentiality N/A N/A UML N/A N/A(implementation)Design and ImplementationDeveloper N/A XACML(Web service)
160 Enhancing model driven security through pattern refinement techniquesSecurity requirements are typically defined at a business abstract level by non-technical security officers. However, in order to fulfill the security requirements, technical security controls or mechanisms have to be considered and deployed on the target system. Based on these security controls security patterns have to be selected. The MDS (Model Driven Security) approach uses security requirement models at a high level of abstraction to automatically generate security artefacts that configure security services. The main drawback of the current MDS solutions is that they consider just one security pattern for each security requirement. Current SOA and cloud services are scattered across multiple heterogeneous security domains. Partners and clients with different security infrastructures are changing continuously, which requires the support of multiple patterns for the same security service. The challenge is to provide configurable security services that can support different patterns. In order to overcome tKatt B., Gander M., Breu R., Felderer M.2013 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 7542 LNCS y Security MDD using security pattern non-repudiation N/A no Confidentiality, inon-repudation N/A N/A UML MDD N/A Design designer yes Web services
161 Enterprise assets security requirements construction from ESRMG grammar based on security patternsOne of the highest priorities of system requirements needed in software development industry is security requirements. However, to identify the complete and correct software security requirements are a challenging task especially creating enterprise assets security requirements. Enterprise assets security requirements are to identify security basic needs, to assess risks, to establish security approach and service, and to specify external enterprise consideration including confidentiality, integrity, availability, and accountability concerns. Moreover, these may be applied to other security requirements such as identification and authentication, access control, firewall architecture, etc. Security patterns may be used to create this security requirements but understanding, analyzing and transforming from security patterns to security requirements are difficult to accomplish. We proposed a grammar, called ESRMG (Enterprise Security and Risk Management Grammar), and a prototyping tool based on security patternsSupaporn K., Prompoon N., Rojkangsadan T.2007 Proceedings - Asia-Pacific Software Engineering Conference, APSEC y security patternからsecurity grammerを抽出security apttern Security pattern全般 N/A no Condentiality, integrity, availability N/A N/A N/A N/A y (case study) requirement analyst N/A N/A
163 Enterprise security pattern: A model-driven architecture instanceTo secure their information assets, organizations should seek support from enterprise security architectures. Security patterns are a good way to build and test new security mechanisms, but they have some limitations related to their usability. In previous work, we defined a new type of security pattern called Enterprise Security Pattern. The main objective of these patterns is to provide an instance of model-driven architecture, which offers a solution to recurring problems that have to do with information systems security. In recent years, the hiring of Software as a Service (SaaS) from cloud providers has become very popular. There seem to be many advantages of using these services, but organizations need to be aware of a variety of threats, as well as being prepared to handle them. In another work undertaken previously, we defined an enterprise security pattern called Secure Software as a Service (Secure SaaS), which the organizations could apply to protect their information assets when using SaaS. In thiMoral-García S., Moral-Rubio S., Fernández E.B., Fernández-Medina E.2014 Computer Standards and Interfaces 36 4 Y enterprise security patternの提案security pattern secure SaaS N/A yes Confidentiality Yes N/A digagram MDD N/A development designer, analyst N/A Cloud
164 Enterprise security pattern: A new type of security patternIn recent years, most organizations have suffered attacks against their information systems. For this reason, organizations should seek support from enterprise security architectures (ESAs) in order to secure their information assets. Security patterns can help when building complex ESAs, but they have some limitations that reduce their usability. In this paper, we define the metapattern of a new type of security pattern called Enterprise Security Pattern. This new metapattern provides a model-driven environment and combines all elements that must be considered when designing and building ESAs. We present here a precise meta-model and four diagrams to describe the metapattern of the enterprise security patterns. When avoiding a security problem, organizations could use enterprise security patterns to provide their designers with an optimal and proven security guideline and so standardize the design and building of the ESA for that problem. Enterprise security patterns could also facilitate the selection and tMoral-García S., Moral-Rubio S., Rosado D.G., Fernández E.B., Fernández-Medina E.Security and Communication Networks 7 11 Y enterprise security patternsecurity pattern SECURE EXTERNAL N/A no Confidentiality, integrity and availability no N/A digagram MDD N/A development designer, analyst N/A EA
166 Evaluating the implications of attack and security patterns with premortemsSecurity patterns are a useful way of describing, packaging and applying security knowledge which might otherwise be unavailable. However, because patterns represent partial knowledge of a problem and solution space, there is little certainty that addressing the consequences of one problem won't introduce or exacerbate another. Rather than using patterns exclusively to explore possible solutions to security problems, we can use them to better understand the security problem space. To this end, we present a framework for evaluating the implications of security and attack patterns using premortems: scenarios describing a failed system that invites reasons for its failure. We illustrate our approach using an example from the EU FP 7 webinos project. © 2014 Springer International Publishing Switzerland. All rights are reserved.Faily S., Parkin S., Lyle J.2014 Cyberpatterns: Unifying Design Patterns with Security and Attack Patterns y security pattern and attack patternSecurity patterns, attack patternstest footprinting(<- attack pattern?), Context Policy ManagementTest Footprinting attack pattern yes Confidentiality, Accountability yes N/A diagra, KAOS CAIRIS N/A Example (webinos)Design designer CAIRIS tool N/A
168 Evaluation of the Pattern-based method for Secure Development (PbSD): A controlled experimentContext: Security in general, and database protection from unauthorized access in particular, are crucial for organizations. Although it has been long accepted that the important system requirements should be considered from the early stages of the development process, non-functional requirements such as security tend to get neglected or dealt with only at later stages of the development process. Objective: We present an empirical study conducted to evaluate a Pattern-based method for Secure Development - PbSD - that aims to help developers, in particular database designers, to design database schemata that comply with the organizational security policies regarding authorization, from the early stages of development. The method provides a complete framework to guide, enforce and verify the correct implementation of security policies within a system design, and eventually generate a database schema from that design. Method: The PbSD method was evaluated in comparison with a popular existing method that directlAbramov J., Sturm A., Shoval P.2012 Information and Software Technology 54 9 y pattern based devepopment methodsecurity pattern RBAC N/A no Confidentiality N/A UML+OCL original method, Application-based y (case study, controlled experiment)Design DB Designer N/A Security Modeling Tool (SMT)DBMS
169 Evaluation of web application security risks and secure design patternsThe application of security in web application is of profound importance due to the extended use of web for business. Most of the attacks, are either because the developers are not considering security as a concern or due to the security flaws in designing and developing the applications. The enforcement of security in the software development life cycle of the application may reduce the high cost and efforts associated with implementing security at a later stage. For this purpose, various attempts has been made to define some security patterns keeping the attacks in mind. The developers now can use these patterns but sometimes it is difficult to choose a pattern from the large list, which may or may not suit the context. This paper is based on analyzing the existing security patterns. Here web application vulnerabilities has been classified and pairing is done between each vulnerability and a suitable pattern. Copyright © 2011 ACM.Dalai A.K., Jena S.K.2011 ACM International Conference Proceeding Series Y<教育って入りますか？>clastification of security patterns<security patternの分類だけではなくdesign patternやweb application security riskにも言及。狙いはassociation of risks and security patterns>Security patterns<+ vulnerability patterns>Input validation, Access control, Secure directory…など多数N/A no Confidentiality, Integrity, availability yes N/A N/A N/A N/A design, analysis<設計時に適用するだけではないのか>designer N/A N/A
170 Evolution of the MTA architecture: The impact of securityAs the Internet matured, security became more important and formerly adequate designs became inadequate. One of the victims of the increased need for security was sendmail. This paper shows how its competitors improved on its design in response to the increased need for security. The designers of qmail and Postfix used well-known patterns to achieve better security without affecting performance; these patterns can be used by the designers of other systems with an increased need for security. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.Hafiz M., Johnson R.E.2008 Software - Practice and Experience 38 15 y?(MTA中のsecurity patternを抽出しているだけ)patterns in MTA<patternsというよりもarchitecture in MTAの方が正しいのでは>security pattern Compartmentalization, Distributed responsibility, Checkpointed system, Small processes, Safe data buffer, Content-dependent processing, Trust partitioning, chroot jail, Secure pre-forking, Single-threaded facade, Batch transaction, DoS safety, Policy enforcement pointN/A no Confidentiality<availabilityのみ検索でひっかかる> N/A N/A N/A no N/A implementation<architectureの話が中心でありdesignでは>Developer(designerでは…？) N/A N/A
171 Exploring information security issues in public sector inter-organizational collaborationJoining up service delivery of multiple organizations often requires public organizations to exchange citizens' information. To ensure their privacy and realize information security, controlling data access is paramount. However, limited research was found on issues that emerge when realizing data access control in inter-organizational collaboration. Security is typically achieved by implementing security patterns, which are proven technical solutions. This paper explores data control issues for realizing information security by looking at the application of security patterns in practice. By investigating a case study of inter-organizational collaboration in the Netherlands we explore the use of two security patterns that control access to information: Extended Role-Based Access Control (ERBAC) and Single Access Point/Check Point. We investigated whether those patterns were implemented in the right way and whether they were sufficient for guaranteeing access control. We found issues related to access control Van Veenstra A.F., Ramilli M.2011 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6846 LNCS y case study of security patternssecurity pattern E-RBAC,Single Access Point/Check Point.N/A no Confidentiality N/A N/A UML N/A N/A design, analysis designer N/A N/A

172 Extended software architecture based on security patternsOne of the major activities in software design is defining software architecture. Before designing software structure and software behavior we have to define its architecture. In this paper we have proposed three-tiered software architecture. This software architecture extends application logic tier with security. We have implemented two important security issues: authentication and authorization processes. These processes are implemented through software patterns. The software patterns have the particular place in the Proposed Software Architecture (PSA). In this paper, we have presented these software patterns and explained why they are important in PSA. © 2010 Institute of Mathematics and Informatics, Vilnius.Savić D., Simić D., Vlajić S.2010 Informatica 21 2 Y 3層アーキテクチャにsecurity patternを適用security pattern Single Access Point pattern, RBACK, Check Point securityN/A no Confidentiality N/A N/A UML N/A y (case study) design designer N/A Java
175 Facilitating the use of TPM technologies through S&D patternsTrusted platform modules (TPMs) can provide a variety of security functionalities. However, the TPM specification is highly complex and the deployment of TPM-based solutions is a difficult and delicate task. In this paper we propose the use of security patterns to specify TPM-based security solutions. The refined notion of security patterns developed in the SERENITY research project allows us to produce precise specifications of TPM-based solutions for particular security goals. This approach makes TPM technology available to system engineers without in-depth knowledge of trusted computing specifications. © 2007 IEEE.Gürgens S., Rudolph C., Maña A., Muñoz A.2007 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y* security patterns in Trusted platform modules(TPM) (Same as that of 176)security Patterns, dependability patternN/A N/A no N/A no N/A Original modeling notation like sequence diagramdevelopment using TPM no development and at run timePC, LAPTOP, PDA, cellphone no TPM
176 Facilitating the use of TPM technologies using the serenity frameworkTrusted platform modules (TPMs) specification is highly complex and therefore the deployment of TPM -based security solutions is equally complicated and difficult; although they can provide a wide range of security functionalities. In order to make TPM technology available to system engineers without their needing to have in-depth knowledge of trusted computing specifications we propose, in this paper, to develop an approach using security patterns to specify TPM-based security solutions. Ideally suited to producing precise specifications of TPM -based solutions for certain security goals are the refined notions of security patterns developed in the SERENITY research project. © 2011 Springer-Verlag.Muñoz A., Maña A.2011 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6906 LNCS Y Same as that of 175
178 Finding security bugs in web applications using a catalog of access control patternsWe propose a specification-free technique for finding missing security checks in web applications using a catalog of access control patterns in which each pattern models a common access control use case. Our implementation, Space, checks that every data exposure allowed by an application's code matches an allowed exposure from a security pattern in our catalog. The only user-provided input is a mapping from application types to the types of the catalog; the rest of the process is entirely automatic. In an evaluation on the 50 most watched Ruby on Rails applications on Github, Space reported 33 possible bugs|23 previously unknown security bugs, and 10 false positives. © 2016 ACM.Near J.P., Jackson D.2016 Proceedings - International Conference on Software Engineering 1 4 - 2 2 - May- 2 0 1 6 m security bugs in soruce code with security patternsSecurity Patterns access pattern(ownership, public Objects, authenticaiton, explicit permission, user profiles, administrators, explicit roles)as pattern violations no N/A as pattern violations N/A formal modeling for alloy N/A Yes static check developer SPACE(Security Pattern Checker)Ruby
179 Framwork for information security standards storage and retrieval using security patternsEstablishing an information security policy that aligns with the business strategy of the organization usually depends on the stakeholders' expertise and experience. Due to the human factor constraint, this may lead to an incomplete and unclear policy. This research proposes a framework for the storage and retrieval of information security standards using information retrieval principles and security patterns based on security patterns, keyword search and the relationship among security patterns. The vector space model is used to compute the similarity between user queries and parts of security standard documents to present results relevant to the users' needs. Recall, precision and F-measure are used to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed methods. © 2013 IEEE.Ruamjinda P., Prompoon N.2013 Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering and Service Sciences, ICSESS Y Security document retrieval using security patternssecurity Patterns No(cite patterns of book "integrating security and systems engineering")N/A Yes N/A no N/A structured N/A Yes ? security policy maker Yes ？
181 From security patterns to implementation using Petri netsSecurity Patterns - the adaption of Design Patterns by Gamma et al. [12] to security - have not quite met the expectations since Yoder and Barcalow pioneered the field [31]. The two main reasons for this are the lack of formalisation and the fact that security often permeates all parts of a software, which is hard to encapsulate in a single pattern. This paper investigates and presents our method of using Petri nets to first model security patterns on an abstract level. Gradual and intuitive refinement of the Petri nets then permits the creation of a running Petri net implementation - very much in the sense of model driven software engineering (MDSE) and model driven security (MDS). The Petri nets are modelled and executed using RENEW - both IDE and virtual machine [21]. Copyright 2008 ACM.Horvath V., Dörges T.2008 Proceedings - International Conference on Software Engineering SESS2008 Y Security Patterns Modeling Using Petri NetsSecurity Patterns Information Secrecy, Secure CommunicationN/A no N/A => eavesdrop no N/A petri nets model driven dev. no design--implimentationdeveloper Yes multi-agent system
187 Growing a pattern language (for security)Researchers and practitioners have been successfully documenting software patterns for over two decades. But the next step-building pattern languages-has proven much more difficult. This paper describes an approach for building a large pattern language for security: an approach that can be used to create pattern languages for other software domains. We describe the mechanism of growing this pattern language: how we cataloged the security patterns from books, papers and pattern collections written by all security experts over the last 15 years, how we classified the patterns to help developers find the appropriate ones, and how we identified and described the relationships between patterns in the language. To our best knowledge, this is the largest pattern language in software. But the most significant contribution of this paper is the story behind how the pattern language is grown; it illustrates the steps that can be adapted to create and grow pattern languages for other domains.Hafiz M., Adamczyk P., Johnson R.2012 SPLASH 2012: Onward! 2012 - Proceedings of the ACM International Symposium on New Ideas, New Paradigms, and Ref lections on Programming and Software Y Pattern language for securitysecurity patterns ACCOUNT LOCKOUT,ANONYMITY SET,ASSERTION BUILDER,ASSET EVALUATION,AUDIT INTERCEPTOR,AUTHENTICATION ENFORCER,AUTHORIZATION ENFORCER,BATCHED ROUTING,BROKERED AUTHENTICATION,CHAINING,CHECKPOINTED SYSTEM,CHROOT JAIL,CLIENT DATA STORAGE,COMPARTMENTALIZATION,CONSTANT LENGTH PADDING,CONTAINER MANAGED SECURITY,CONTENT DEPENDENT PROCESSING,CONTROLLED OBJECT FACTORY,CONTROLLED PROCESS CREATION,CONTROLLED VIRTUAL ADDRESS SPACE,COVER TRAFFIC,CREDENTIAL TOKENIZER,DEFENSE IN DEPTH,DEMILITARIZED ZONE,DIRECTED SESSION,DISTRIBUTED RESPONSIBILITY,DOS SAFETY,DYNAMIC SERVICE MANAGEMENT,ENCRYPTED STORAGE,ENTERPRISE SECURITY APPROACHES,ENTERPRISE SECURITY SERVICES,ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION,EXCEPTION SHIELDING,EXECUTION DOMAIN,FRONT DOOR,FULL ACCESS WITH ERRORS,HIDDEN IMPLEMENTATION,INFORMATION OBSCURITY,INTEGRATION REVERSE PROXY,INTERCEPTING VALIDATOR,INTERCEPTINGWEB AGENT,LAYERED ENCRYPTION,LIMITED ACCESS,LINK PADDING,LOW HANGING FRUIT,MESSAGE INSPECTOR,MESSAGE INTERCEPTING GATEWAY,MESSAGE REPLAY DETECTION,MINEFIELD,MORPHED Rno Yes N/A N/A N/A Hierarchical Scheme N/A no N/A Pattern User no N/A
190 Identification and implementation of authentication and authorization patterns in the spring security frameworkIn the development of secure applications, patterns are useful in the design of security functionality. Mature security products or frameworks are usually employed to implement such functionality. Yet, without a deeper comprehension of these products, the implementation of security patterns is difficult, as a non-guided implementation leads to non-deterministic results. In this paper, the Spring Security framework is analyzed with the goal of identifying supported authentication and authorization patterns. Additionally, a best practice guide on implementing the identified patterns using the framework is presented. A real world case study is presented, in which the findings are employed to implement security requirements in a web application. With this approach it is possible to overcome the gap between pattern-based security design and implementation to implement high quality security functionality in software systems.Dikanski A., Steinegger R., Abeck S.2012 SECURWARE 2012 - 6th International Conference on Emerging Security Information, Systems and Technologies Y implementation of security patterns using spring security framework authentication information, user store, authentication enforcer, RBAC, IBAC, ABAC, authorization enforcer, intercepting web agentno no N/A no no UML, XML spring security no design, implimentationdeveloper Yes spring framework
192 Identifying and implementing security patterns for a dependable security case - From security patterns to D-caseToday's software systems are facing new and complicated challenges in confronting with security issues. There are lots of security tools and methods that are being created and used within institutes and organizations in order to mitigate risk, threats and vulnerabilities to systems. However, the publicized information so far still has holes and limitations in postulating successful results. Results to issues such as to 'how to confront threats and vulnerabilities before they occur' and the 'how to present a case concerning the security of the system to its stakeholders through system assuredness.' (1) At the moment, without assurance case there is no way to tell that a system or software meets its requirements in terms of safety, reliability, availability, security and dependability. (2) This papers concern is with the aspect of security. In order for a software system to achieve an adequate level of security, we need security assurance case. (3) This paper also discusses how we classify and identify securityPatu V., Yamamoto S.2013 Proceedings - 16th IEEE International Conference on Computational Science and Engineering, CSE 2013 Y security assuarance, classify and identify security patterns in relation to D-Casesecurity patterns no no yes confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorization, accountabilityyes no D-Case diagram no no requirement, design, implementationdeveloper no no
195 Implementation of pattern matching algorithm to defend SQLIASQL Injection is a type of web application security vulnerability in which an attacker is able to submit a database SQL command which is executed by a web application, exposing the back-end database. SQL injection is one of the technique by which a malicious user alters SQL statements to serve a different purpose than what was originally intended. In network security pattern matching is used to detect malicious packets. Most of the pattern based techniques use static analysis and patterns are generated from the attacked statements. In the existing system the algorithm which they have used is not memory efficient. We have proposed a detection and prevention technique for SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) using modified Aho-Corasick pattern matching algorithm. In proposed system the user generated SQL Queries are checked whether they are SQL injected or not using SQLMAP tool and AIIDA-sql techniques. Then the user generated SQL queries are checked by applying static pattern matching algorithm. In the new system, if Patel N., Shekokar N.2015 Procedia Computer Science 45 C m detect SQL-Injection problemattack pattern N/A attack pattern(type) [tautology,logically incorrect query, stored procedure, piggy-backed queries, union query]no N/A yes no N/A using sql Yes sql design sql designer Yes no
196 Implementation support of security design patterns using test templatesSecurity patterns are intended to support software developers as the patterns encapsulate security expert knowledge. However, these patterns may be inappropriately applied because most developers are not security experts, leading to threats and vulnerabilities. Here we propose a support method for security design patterns in the implementation phase of software development. Our method creates a test template from a security design pattern, consisting of an "aspect test template" to observe the internal processing and a "test case template". Providing design information creates a test from the test template with a tool. Because our test template is reusable, it can easily perform a test to validate a security design pattern. In an experiment involving four students majoring in information sciences, we confirm that our method can realize an effective test, verify pattern applications, and support pattern implementation. © 2016 by the authors; licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland.Yoshizawa M., Washizaki H., Fukazawa Y., Okubo T., Kaiya H., Yoshioka N.2016 Information (Switzerland) 7 2 Y developmemt and test using security desine patternssecurity patterns Password Design and Use pattern, RBAC, prevent sql injection patternno no N/A no no UML, OCL model-based testing, test-driven development, aspect-oriented programmingYes requreiment, design, implementation, testingdeveloper Yes no
197 Improving security design patterns with aspect-oriented strategiesFollowing the success of software engineering design patterns, security patterns are a promising approach to aid in the design and development of more secure software systems. At the same time, recent studies on aspect-oriented programming (AOP) suggest that software security concerns are good candidates for AOP techniques. Building upon the authors' previous work on aspectization of security patterns, this study contributes the development of aspect-oriented strategy sections for a set of web-tier security patterns. It also adds to the small but growing body of quantitative evidence on the effects of aspectization on the modularity of security pattern code. © 2012 ACM.Edge C., Mitropoulos F.2012 Proceedings of the Annual Southeast Conference Y implementation of security pattern by aspect security patterns authentication enforcer, authorization enforcerno no N/A no modularity UML aspect oriented Yes design, implementationdeveloper no no
198 Improving the classification of security patternsThere are a large number of security patterns encapsulating reusable solutions to recurrent security problems. However, catalogs of security patterns are not enough because the designer does not know when and where to apply them, especially in a large complex system. There is a need to conduct more precise classifications of security patterns. We analyze here ways to represent security patterns using specialized models for their precise classification. We define two new types of models, one that describes how a security pattern relates to several classification dimensions (Dimension Graph), and another that describes how security patterns relate to each other (Pattern Graphs). We show these ideas with examples from security patterns. © 2009 IEEE.Washizaki H., Fernandez E.B., Maruyama K., Kubo A., Yoshioka N.2009 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y classificaiton of security patternssecurity patterns authorization, RBAC, session-based rbac, TLS IDS, XML FIrewall, Idetify Federation, Secure Logger, Secure Channelno Yes N/A no no UML no Yes example analysis, design Pattern user no no
200 Integrating security patterns into the electronic invoicing processThe increasing automation of business processes is one of the main benefits of the ongoing technological evolution. Regarding e-invoices this automation process is still not optimally supported despite the fact that recent studies indicate a high potential to save costs. Within this paper we identify the main obstacles and propose a multi-stage solution. Therein we classify the e-invoicing process using common security objectives and, since the process includes many security related elements, propose an initial solution based on security patterns. The approach takes advantage of the main benefits of security patterns to provide a domain-independent solution which is built upon expert knowledge. © 2009 IEEE.Netter M., Pernul G.2009 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y electronic invoice, security patternsecurity pattern Authorative Source Of Data, Client Input Filters, Input Guard, Message Integrity, Certificate Authority, Certficate Revocation, Key In The Pocket, Continual Status Reporting, Three-point Logging, Audit Interceptor, Log For Audit, Secure Logger, Share Responsibility For Security, Secrecy With Signature, Message Authentication, Sender Authenticationno Yes confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, non-repudiation, accountabilityno no security pattern classification schemen/a no requirement developer no no
201 Integrating security patterns with security requirements analysis using contextual goal modelsSecurity patterns capture proven security knowledge to help analysts tackle security problems. Although advanced research in this field has produced an impressive collection of patterns, they are not widely applied in practice. In parallel, Requirements Engineering has been increasing focusing on security-specific issues, arguing for an upfront treatment of security in system design. However, the vast body of security patterns are not integrated with existing proposals for security requirements analysis, making them difficult to apply as part of early system analysis and design. In this paper, we propose to integrate security patterns with our previously introduced goal-oriented security requirements analysis approach. Specifically, we provide a full concept mapping between textual security patterns and contextual goal models, as well as systematic instructions for constructing contextual goal models from security patterns. Moreover, we propose a systematic process for selecting and applying security patternsLi T., Horkoff J., Mylopoulos J.2014 Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing 197 Y security patterns, integration using contextual goal modelsecurity patterns 68 security patterns, ex. Intrusion Detection System patternapplication integrity, data confidentiallity no integrity, confidentiallity no no Contextual Goal Modeling Languagen/a no => example requirement developer Yes, the tool "MUSER" is usedno
213 Measuring the level of security introduced by security patternsIt is possible to reasonably measure the security quality of individual security patterns. However, more interesting is to ask: Can we show that a system built using security patterns is secure in some sense? We discuss here some issues about evaluating the security of a system built using security patterns. We consider the use of threats and misuse patterns to perform this evaluation. © 2010 IEEE.Fernandez E.B., Washizaki H., Yoshioka N., VanHilst M.2010 ARES 2010 - 5th International Conference on Availability, Reliability, and Security Y security measurement, security patternsecurity pattern attacks to an OS file, a DBMS relation, and an application accountmisuse patten, threat pattern, attack patternyes N/A no Yes UML no no design developer no no
220 Model checking security pattern compositionsSecurity patterns capture best practice on secure software design and development. They document typical solutions to security problems. To ensure security, large software system design may apply many security patterns to solve different problems. Although each security pattern describes a good design guideline, the compositions of these security patterns may not be consistent and encounter problems and flaws. In this paper, we present an approach to model checking the compositions of security patterns. In this way, the properties of the security patterns can be checked by a model checker when they are composed. Composition errors and problems can be discovered early in the design stage. We also use a case study to illustrate our approach and show the detection of several errors. © 2007 IEEE.Dong J., Peng T., Zhao Y.2007 Proceedings - International Conference on Quality Software Y
221 Model-driven security patterns application based on dependences among patternsThe spread of open-software services through the Internet increases the importance of security. A security pattern is one of the techniques in which developers utilize security experts' knowledge. Security patterns contain typical solutions about security problems. However there is a possibility that developers may apply security patterns in inappropriate ways due to a lack of consideration on dependencies among patterns. Application techniques of security patterns that consider such dependencies have not been proposed yet. In this paper, we propose an automated application technique of security patterns in model driven software development by defining applications procedures of security patterns to models as model transformation rules with consideration for pattern dependencies. Our technique prevents inappropriate applications such as the application of security patterns to wrong model elements and that in wrong orders. Therefore our technique supports developers apply security patterns to their own models Shiroma Y., Washizaki H., Fukazawa Y., Kubo A., Yoshioka N.2010 ARES 2010 - 5th International Conference on Availability, Reliability, and Security Y model driven development, security patternsecurity pattern Authenticator Pattern, Authorization Pattern, Reference Monitorno no confidentiality no no UML n/a yes design, implementationdeveloper ATL no
222 Model-driven security with a system of aspect-oriented security design patternsModel-Driven Security (Mds) has emerged for more than a decade to propose sound Md methodologies for supporting secure systems development. Yet, there is still a big gap before making Mds more easily applicable, and adoptable by industry. Most current Mds approaches have not extensively dealt with multiple security concerns but rather a specific one, e.g. authorization. Besides, security patterns which are based on domain-independent, time-proven security knowledge and expertise, can be considered as reusable security bricks upon which sound and secure systems can be built. But security patterns are not applied as much as they could be because developers have problems in selecting them and applying them in the right places, especially at the design phase. In this position paper, we propose an exploratory Mds approach based on a System of aspect-oriented Security design Patterns (shortly called SoSPa) in which security design patterns are collected, specified as reusable aspect models to form a coherent systemNguyen P.H., Klein J., Le Traon Y.2014 ACM International Conference Proceeding Series Y security design
 patterns, reusable modelssecurity pattern no no no n/a no no UML n/a no design developer no no
223 Modeling and applying security patterns using contextual goal modelsSecurity patterns have been proposed to help analysts with little security knowledge to tackle repetitive security design tasks. Although advanced research in this field has produced an impressive collection of patterns, they are not well integrated with security requirements analysis and not easy to apply. Goal-oriented modeling languages have been proposed as an effective way to capture requirements, including security requirements, for socio-technical systems. In this paper, we argue that modeling and analyzing security patterns in contextual goal models can facilitate their applications and magnify their influences in system security design. Particularly, we present a mapping between security patterns and contextual goal models, and provide practical guidelines for transforming textual security patterns into the goal models. In addition, we propose a systematic process for applying security patterns, and discuss how it can be combined with existing security requirements analysis approaches.Li T., Mylopoulos J.2014 CEUR Workshop Proceedings 1157 Y security pattern, Contextual Goal Modelssecurity pattern Authenticator no no n/a no no UML n/a no design, requirement developer, desinger no no
224 Modeling and performance analysis for security aspectsThe problem of effectively designing and analyzing software to realize non-functional requirements is an important research topic. The significant benefits of such work include detecting and removing defects earlier, reducing development time and cost while improving the system's quality. The Formal Design Analysis Framework (FDAF) is an aspect-oriented approach that supports the design and analysis of multiple non-functional properties for distributed, real-time systems. In this paper, a security attribute, data origin authentication, is defined as a reusable aspect based on its security pattern definition. The FDAF provides a UML extension to weave the security aspect into a UML architecture design. This is accomplished by abstracting Aspect-Oriented Programming concepts join point and advice up to the design level. The FDAF supports the automated translation of a UML architecture design into Rapide [D.C. Luckham, J.J. Kenney, L.M. Augustin, J. Vera, D. Bryan, W. Mann, Specification and analysis of system aDai L., Cooper K.2006 Science of Computer Programming 61 1 Y A security attribute, security patterns data origin authentication (example: DNS system), RBAC and log for auditno no integrity, confidentiality (<-- authentication pattern) no no UML, FDAF (Formal Design Analysis Framework), Rapide, Armaniaspect-oriented yes design, analysis designers, analysts AspectJ, ArgoUML, FDAF tool supportno
225 Modeling design patterns with description logics: A case studyDesign Patterns constitute an effective way to model design knowledge for future reuse. There has been much research on topics such as object-oriented patterns, architectural styles, requirements patterns, security patterns, and more. Typically, such patterns are specified informally in natural language, and it is up to designers to determine if a pattern is applicable to a problem-at-hand, and what solution that pattern offers. Of course, this activity does not scale well, either with respect to a growing pattern library or a growing problem. In this work, we propose to formalize such patterns in a formal modeling language, thereby automating pattern matching for a given problem. The patterns and the problem are formalized in a description logic. Our proposed framework is evaluated with a case study involving Security & Dependability patterns specified in Tropos SI*. The paper presents the formalization of all concepts in SI*and the modeling of problems using OWL-DL and SWRL. We then encode patterns as SPARQAsnar Y., Paja E., Mylopoulos J.2011 beijing Daxue Xuebao (Ziran Kexue Ban)/Acta Scientiarum Naturalium Universitatis Pekinensis Y Formalize design patterns (incl. security patterns) in a formal modeling language (incl. OWL-DL, SPARQL, and SQWRL),
thereby automating pattern matching for a given problem.EU SERENITY Security and Dependability (S&D) patternsSP1. Proof of Fulfillment for no no non-repudiation no no Tropos SI*, OWL-DL, SWRL, SPARQL, SQWRLno yes design designers Protege no
226 Modeling misuse patternsSecurity patterns are now starting to be accepted by industry. Security patterns are useful to guide the security design of systems by providing generic solutions that can stop a variety of attacks but it is not clear to an inexperienced designer what pattern should be applied to stop a specific attack. They are not useful either for forensics because they do not emphasize the modus operandi of the attack. To complement security patterns, we have proposed a new type of pattern, the misuse pattern. This pattern describes, from the point of view of the attacker, how a type of attack is performed (what units it uses and how), defines precisely the context of the attack, analyzes the ways of stopping the attack by enumerating possible security patterns that can be applied for this purpose, and describes how to trace the attack once it has happened by appropriate collection and observation of forensics data. We present here a model that characterizes the precise structure of this type of pattern. © 2009 IEEE.Fernandez E.B., Yoshioka N., Washizaki H.2009 Proceedings - International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2009 Y Introduction of misuse patternsattack patterns, security patterns, misuse patternsno Yes. misuse patterns(DoS, Theft of Service) Yes availability yes no Misuse Pattern Templates no no During design and after attacks have happeneddesigners, evaluators no no
228 Modeling secure systems using an agent-oriented approach and security patternsIn this paper we describe an approach for modeling security issues in information systems. It is based on an agent-oriented approach, and extends it with the use of security patterns. Agent-oriented software engineering provides advantages when modeling security issues, since agents are often a natural way of conceptualizing an information system, in particular at the requirements stage, when the viewpoints of multiple stakeholders need to be considered. Our approach uses the Tropos methodology for modeling a system as a set of agents and their social dependencies, with specific extensions for representing security constraints. As an extension to the existing methodology we propose the use of security patterns. These patterns capture proven solutions to common security issues, and support the systematic and structured mapping of these constraints to an architectural model of the system, in particular for non-security specialists. © World Scientific Publishing Company.Mouratidis H., Weiss M., Giorgini P.2006 International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering 3 Y Uses the Tropos methodology for modelling
a system as a set of agents and their social dependencies, with specific extensions for
representing security constraints. As an extension to the existing methodology, we propose the use of security patterns.security patterns Agency Guard, Agent Authenticator, Sandbox, Access Controllerno yes integrity, availability, privacy no no Tropos agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE)yes requirements analysis, architectual designdevelopers no no
229 Modelling and performance analysis for security aspectsThe problem of effectively designing and analyzing software to meet non-functional requirements is an important research topic. The Formal Design Analysis Framework (FDAF) is an aspect-oriented approach that supports the design and analysis of multiple non-functional requirements for distributed, real-time systems. In this paper, a security attribute, data origin authentication, is defined as a reusable design aspect based on its security pattern definition. FDAF provides a UML extension to weave the security aspect into a conventional UML design. This is accomplished by abstracting Aspect-Oriented Programming concepts join points and advice to the design level. FDAF then supports the automated translation of a UML design into Rapide formal architectural description language, allowing the simulation of a system's response time. Thus, the response time of a design with and without the security aspect can be respectively analyzed, and the performance cost of this aspect can be predicted. Part of the translatingCooper K., Dai L.2005 Proceedings of the 2005 International Conference on Software Engineering Research and Practice, SERP'05 2 Y same as 224
231 Modelling security patterns using NFR analysisWhile many theoretical approaches to security engineering exist, they are often limited to systems of a certain complexity, and require security expertise that is not widely available. Additionally, in the practice of information system development security is but one of many concerns that needs to be addressed, and security concerns are often dealt with in an ad hoc manner. Security patterns promise to fill this gap. Patterns enable an efficient transfer of experience and skills. However, representing and selecting security patterns remains largely an empirical task. This becomes the more of a challenge as the number of security patterns documented in the literature grows, and as the patterns proposed by different authors often overlap in scope. Our contribution is to use a more explicit representation of the forces addressed by a pattern in the description of security patterns, which is based on non-functional requirements analysis. This representation helps us decide which patterns to apply in a given desiWeiss M. 2006 Integrating Security and Software Engineering: Advances and Future Visions Y
233 Moving from requirements to design confronting security issues: A case studySince the emergence of software security as a research area, it has been evident that security should be incorporated as early as possible in the software lifecycle. The advantage is that large gains can be achieved in terms of cost and effort compared to the introduction of security as an afterthought. The earliest possible phase to consider possible attacks is during requirements specification. A widely accepted approach to consider security in the requirements is the employment of misuse cases. In this paper we examine a case study to automatically generate a class diagram, based on the use and misuse cases present in the requirements. Particularly, we extend a natural language processing approach to move beyond a general domain model and produce a detailed class diagram. Moreover, security patterns are introduced in appropriate places of the design to confront the documented attacks and protect the threatened resources. Additionally, we perform an experimental study to investigate the tradeoff between theHalkidis S.T., Chatzigeorgiou A., Stephanides G.2009 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 5871 LNCS PART 2 Y Examine a case study to automatically generate a class diagram, based on the use and misuse cases present in the requirements. Moreover, security patterns are introduced in appropriate places of the design to confront the documented attacks and protect the threatened resources.security patterns Secure Proxy, Intercepting Validator, Secure Logger, Secure Log Store Strategy, Secure Pipeno (but several misuse "cases" are shown) no confidentiality, integrity yes no no no no design designers no no
234 New Approach Targeting Security Patterns Development and DeploymentIn this paper, we address the problems related to the applicability and usability of security patterns. In this context, we propose a new approach based on aspect-oriented programming (AOP) for security patterns development, specification and deployment. Our approach allows the security experts to deliver their security patterns that describe the steps and actions required for security solutions, including detailed information on how and where to integrate each one. It also provides the pattern users with the capabilities to deploy well-defined security solutions. The pattern users are required to have knowledge in AOP with minimal expertise in the corresponding security solution domain. Moreover, we design and implement the RBAC (Role Based Access Control) model for a Library Circulation system called RBAC-LB. The elaborated RBAC-LB model illustrates all the procedures and mechanisms of the approach phases and provides authentication/access control features for the library system. © 2011 Copyright Taylor andMourad A., Otrok H., Baajour L.2011 Information Security Journal 20 42465 Y Propose a new approach based on aspect-oriented programming (AOP) for security patterns development, specification and deploymentsecurity patterns User Authentication, Service Access Control, (RBAC)no no no no no natural language, SHL (with no concrete example)AOP (Aspect-Oriented Programming)experiment design, development, deploymentsecurity experts, developers AspectJ no
235 On building secure SCADA systems using security patternsCritical infrastructure systems are important systems that support our daily lives. Protecting these systems is attracting attention from the research community. The key component of a critical infrastructure system is the process control system, also known as the supervisory, control, and data acquisition (SCADA) system. On the other hand, security patterns are a well established concept that are used to analyze, construct and evaluate secure systems. This paper aims to propose methods to build a secure SCADA system using security patterns. In this paper, we study the archi-tecture of a general SCADA system and analyze the potential attacks against it. Also, we use security patterns as a tool to design a secure SCADA system that is resistant to these attacks. We believe our research work lays a new direction for future research on secure SCADA systems. Copyright © 2009 ACM.Fernandez E.B., Wu J., Larrondo-Petrie M.M., Shao Y.2009 ACM International Conference Proceeding Series Y Use security patterns as a tool to design a secure SCADA (Supervisory, Control, And Data Acquisition) system that is resistant to potential attacks.security patterns Authorization, RBAC, Multilevel Access, Logger, Authentication, Firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems, Reference Monitor, Secure Channelno no no yes no UML (usually class diagrams and sequence diagrams)no no design designers no no
236 On the description of software security patternsSecurity patterns describe best practices to handle recurring security problems. Patterns are presented with a special description form that depicts the pattern's specific properties. A description form consists of different sections such as Motivation, Problem or Solution. Many security patterns exist and their description forms are very different. This heterogeneity is a problem for comparing security patterns, their comprehension and application in the software design, and usage in tools that should support their selection in the software development process. Some researchers desire a unique description form and others suggest description forms with new sections that capture security-specific aspects. In order to assess whether additional security-specific facets are actually needed, we assess existing descriptions of software-security patterns in depth. We compare the sections of software-security patterns publications to the common GoF and POSA design pattern templates to identify additionally used sectiBunke M. 2014 ACM International Conference Proceeding Series 0 9 - 1 3 - Ju ly- 2 0 1 4 Y Analyze description sections used in published software-security patterns.security patterns no no no no no no natural language no no N/A pattern users no no
238 Organizing security patternsEvery empire, after a period of rapid expansion, needs some time for consolidation or it risks disintegration. The expansion of software patterns has produced a large body of work that now needs organization. This article documents early efforts to consolidate and organize a subset of software patterns in the security domain. Lessons learned through this process can help people trying to organize patterns for other domains. This article is part of the special issue on software patterns. © 2007 IEEE.Hafiz M., Adamczyk P., Johnson R.E.2007 IEEE Software 24 4 Y Propose a proper pattern organization (e.g., classification) that can benefit both pattern writers and pattern users. security patterns Authenticator, Authorization, Checkpointed System, Defense in Depth, Exception Shielding, Grey Hats, Minefield, Password Synchronizer, Policy Enforcement Point, Replicated System, Safe Data Buffer, Secure Preforking, Single Access Point, Subject Descriptor spoofing, tampering, information disclosure, denial of service, elevation of privillegeyes confidentiality, integrity, availability spoofing, tampering, information disclosure, denial of service, elevation of privillegenatural language, pattern language (C. Alexander, S. Ishakawa, and M. Silverstein, A Pat-
tern Language, Oxford Univ. Press, 1977.)no no all architects, designers, developers no no
240 Pattern qualifications and examples of next-generation agile system-security strategiesCurrent system security strategies are failing and cannot be fixed by security engineers alone. The reason for failure is evident: the attack community operates as an intelligent, multi-agent, self organizing, system-of-systems - with swarm intelligence, tight learning loops, fast evolution, and dedicated intent. Next generation security must engage in true co-evolution , engaging in this arms race with systemic selforganization that leverages community and other fo rms of multiagent architecures at least equally agile to the adversary in six observed common characteristics: self organization, adaptable tactics, reactive resilience, evolvable strategies, proactive innovation, and harmonious operations. These concepts cannot be efectively employed by security engineers on suficient scale without frst being enabled by system engineers working at the architectural level. But even then, without appreciation and concurrence by decision makers, self-organizing strategies will fail to gain suficient deployment. The Dove R. 2010 Proceedings - International Carnahan Conference on Security Technology Y Reports on a cross-discipline pattern project that is discovering and cataloging patterns of self-organizing system-of-systems security. The focus of this article is on self-organizing security patterns.security patterns Horizontal Meme Transfer, Bow Tie Processorno no no no no natural language, SysML<natural languageの記述が見つからない>no no N/A N/A<systems engineers, security engineers, and decision makersと記述あり>no no
241 Pattern-based security requirements derivation from secure tropos modelsThe increasing rates of cyber-attacks have led to the subsequent need to rapidly develop secure information systems (IS). Secure Tropos is an actor and goal-oriented approach to identify security goals and to enable security requirements elicitation. This is achieved by considering system actors, their dependencies and by deriving security constraints that actors need to satisfy. Nevertheless goal-oriented modelling has proven itself to be valid it also contains few shortcomings. One of them is the high granularity of the process, which leads quickly to high complexity models. Security patterns are proven to be reusable solutions that address recurring security problems. In this paper we investigate the integration of a pattern-based security requirements derivation from the Secure Tropos models. © IFIP International Federation for Information Processing 2015.Rrenja A., Matulevičius R.2015 Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing 235 Y Propose an application security risks-oriented patterns (SRPs)SRP1 (secure the transmission no no confidentiality, integrity, availability yes no Secure Tropos, RAST (Security Risk-aware Secure Tropos)agent-oriented information and enterprise system development<方法論を述べているわけではないような。Secure Troposがこれらを行う手法であるだけ>yes<validation　実際に人に試してアンケートもとっている>N/A<security requirementsの話をしているのでdesign analysis?言及はない。それかAnalysis>system analysts, security analysts no no
242 Patterns and pattern diagrams for access controlAccess control is a fundamental aspect of security. There are many variations of the basic access control models and it is confusing for a software developer to select an appropriate model for her application. The result in practice is that only basic models are used and the power of more advanced models is thus lost. We try to clarify this panorama here through the use of patterns. In particular, we use pattern diagrams to navigate the pattern space. A pattern diagram shows relationships between patterns and we can see how different models relate to each other. A subproduct of our work is the analysis of which patterns are available for use and which need to be written. Pattern maps are also useful to perform semi-automatic model transformations as required for Model-Driven Development (MDD). The idea is to provide the designer of a secure system with a navigation tool that she can use to select an appropriate pattern from a catalog of security patterns. We also indicate how to compose new access control modFernandez E.B., Pernul G., Larrondo-Petrie M.M.2008 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 5185 LNCS Y Use pattern diagrams, which show relationships between patterns, to navigate the pattern space and to see how different models relate to each other. A subproduct of this work is the analysis of which
patterns are available for use and which need to be written. Pattern maps are also useful to perform semi-automatic model transformations as required for
Model-Driven Development (MDD).security patterns Access Control Patterns:
Basic Authorization, Delegatable Authorization, Basic RBAC, Session-based RBAC, Content-based Authorization, Explicitly Granted Authorization, ABAC, Session-based ABAC, Access Session, PBAC (Policy-based Access Control)no yes no no no pattern diagrams (original), UMLMDD (Model-Driven Development) no design designers no no
247 Patterns for security and privacy in cloud ecosystemsAn ecosystem is the expansion of a software product line architecture to include systems outside the product which interact with the product. We model here the architecture of a cloud-based ecosystem, showing security patterns for its main components. We discuss the value of this type of models. © 2015 IEEE.Fernandez E.B., Yoshioka N., Washizaki H.### 2nd International Workshop on Evolving Security and Privacy Requirements Engineering, ESPRE 2015 - Proceedingsy クラウドベースのエコシステムについて、UMLを用いてパターンを記述Security Pattern Access control => cloud access security broker, network function virtualization, HIPAA compliance and security reference architectureN/A no => partially yes confidentiality and integrity no N/A UML N/A ? No Design Service provider ? N/A N/A => cloud-based ecosystem
249 Patterns transform architecturesSoftware patterns have been used to guide developers and to disseminate expert knowledge. But patterns can also be thought of as program transformations. Security patterns are architectural. Therefore, program transformations derived from those patterns transform architecture. This paper describes how we used a catalog of security patterns to produce a catalog of security-oriented program transformations. These transformations can be used to make architectural changes that make systems more secure. This paper is a first example of applying patterns to actively transform architectures. Keywords-Pattern; Architecture; Transformation; Security © 2011 IEEE.Hafiz M., Adamczyk P., Johnson R.### Proceedings - 9th Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software Architecture, WICSA 2011Y セキュリティパターンに対する(プログラム)ソリューションを分類しまとめているsecurity patterns securiy pattern テーブルにて分類 no confidentiality, availability, integrity yes N/A N/A N/A no development and at run timeprogrammer N/A N/A
252 Practical policy patternsThe paper attempts to encourage deeper thinking about the nature of security enforcement policies with the intent of fostering a practical engineering design approach for building security enforcement policy. The paper suggests several approaches to lower the cost of developing security enforcement policies by developing technology to share enforcement policies like open source software, including patterns, isolation of site specific policy and tools to increase the ability of humans to understand the implemented policy. The paper also suggests research avenues for increasing human understanding of enforcement policy. Copyright 2011 ACM.Thomsen D. ### CODASPY'11 - Proceedings of the 1st ACM Conference on Data and Application Security and Privacyy セキュリティポリシーを強化するアプローチを提案NIST RBAC access control N/A no N/A no N/A N/A N/A no design N/A N/A N/A
253 Preliminary evaluation of a software security learning environmentThe importance of software security technologies is increasingly recognized with the increase in services available on the Internet. It is important to foster human resources with knowledge and skills relevant to software security technologies.This paper proposes a learning process for software security and a learning environment that supports the learning process. In the learning process, learners create artifacts for software security (we call them “software security artifacts”) from artifacts (we call them “software engineering artifacts”) of a traditional software engineering course without dealing with software security, by referring to the knowledge base for software security (standards, methodologies, guidelines, security patterns, and so on). The learning environment supports storage of (1) software engineering artifacts, (2) software security artifacts, (3) a software security knowledge base, (4) rationale and association of the knowledge base with the software security artifacts, and (5) reviewcommeHazeyama A., Saito M.### Studies in Computational Intelligence ## Y ソフトウェアセキュリティ教育環境の評価に関するN/A N/A N/A no N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A no N/A N/A N/A N/A
254 Preventing and unifying threats in cyberphysical systemsThis is a long abstract.Fernandez E.B. ### Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium on High Assurance Systems Engineering2016-Marchy Cyberphysical systemのthreatモデルについて、分類と統一を提案している。Security pattern Thread model threat no Not specified None N/A N/A N/A no N/A N/A N/A N/A
256 Privacy patterns for online interactionsA proper security architecture is an essential part of implementing robust and reliable networked applications. Security patterns have shown how reoccurring problems can be best solved with proven solutions. However, while they are critical for ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and availability of computing systems, security patterns do not specifically (or necessarily) address the privacy of individuals. Building on existing privacy pattern work, we identify three privacy patterns for web-based activity: INFORMED CONSENT FOR WEB-BASED TRANSACTIONS, MASKED ONLINE TRAFFIC, and MINIMAL INFORMATION ASYMMETRY. The first pattern addresses a system architecture issue and draws on Friedman's model for informed consent. The second and third patterns provide support for end users and extend Jiang's 'Principle of Minimum Asymmetry.' These patterns describe how users can protect their privacy by both revealing less about themselves, and acquiring more information from the party with whom they are communicating. CoRomanosky S., Acquisti A., Hong J., Cranor L.F., Friedman B.### PLoP 2006 - PLoP Pattern Languages of Programs 2006 Conference Proceedingsy ウェブサービスにおける3つのプライバシパターンについて議論しているprivacy pattern registration, input personal informationN/A no confidentiality, availability, integrity N/A N/A N/A N/A no N/A N/A N/A N/A
257 Problem-oriented security patterns for requirements engineeringSecurity is one essential quality requirement that needs to be addressed during the software development process. While quality requirements such as security are supposed to be the architectural drivers, architecture solutions such as security patterns represent design decisions on the architecture and design levels that in turn might constrain quality requirements significantly. Thus, knowledge which is gained in the solution space, for example from security patterns, should be reflected in the requirements engineering to obtain sound architectures and correct requirements. We propose to reuse security patterns in the requirements engineering in a systematic manner to equip requirement models with security solution approaches early in the software development process. To this end, we propose problem-oriented security patterns. Each problem-oriented security pattern consists of a three-part graphical pattern representing the functional problem which describes the functional requirement annotated with a securiAlebrahim A., Heisel M.### ACM International Conference Proceeding Series09-13-July-2014y 課題解決型のモデル作成の手法を提案している。Security pattern N/A problem pattern no Not specified no N/A UML n/a no Design N/A N/A N/A
270 Quantitative evaluation of systems with security patterns using a fuzzy approachThe importance of Software Security has been evident, since it has been shown that most attacks to software systems are based on vulnerabilities caused by software poorly designed and developed. Furthermore, it has been discovered that it is desirable to embed security already at design phase. Therefore, patterns aiming at enhancing the security of a software system, called security patterns, have been suggested. The main target of this paper is to propose a mathematical model, based on fuzzy set theory, in order to quantify the security characteristics of systems using security patterns. In order to achieve this we first determine experimentally to what extent specific security patterns enhance several security aspects of systems. To determine this, we have developed two systems, one without security patterns and one containing them and have experimentally determined the level of the higher robustness to attacks of the latter. The proposed mathematical model follows. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006.Halkidis S.T., Chatzigeorgiou A., Stephanides G.### Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics)4277 LNCS - Iy Using Fuzzy modelto security pattern Intercepting Validator, Guard of attack pattern (STRIDE) no confidentiality, availability, integrity no Fuzzy methodology N/A N/A STRIDE ,examinationN/A N/A N/A N/A
271 Realizing model driven security for inter-organizational workflows with WS-CDL and UML 2.0 bringing web services, security and UML togetherThe growing popularity of standards related to Web services, Web services security and workflows boosted the implementation of powerful infrastructures supporting interoperability for inter-organizational workflows. Nevertheless, the realization of such workflows is a very complex task, in many aspects still bound to low-level technical knowledge and error-prone. We provide a framework for the realization and the management of security-critical workflows based on the paradigm of Model Driven Security. The framework complies with a hierarchical stack of Web services specifications and related technologies. In this paper, we introduce a UML based approach for the modeling of security-critical inter-organizational workflows and map it to the Web Services Choreography Description Language. Our approach is based on a set of security patterns, which are integrated into UML class and activity diagrams. A tool translates the models into executable artifacts configuring a reference architecture based on Web services. Hafner M., Breu R.### Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics)3713 LNCSy ウェブサービスにおける・・・, model driven security, security-critical inter-organizational workflows, Web Services Choreography Description Languagesecurity pattern Web services Unclear no no Not specified Confidentiality, Integrity, NonRepudiation no N/A UML, fomal modeling, Web Services Choreography Description languageN/A Model driven architecture no N/A N/A Developer N/A N/A, Web Service
272 Refining the pattern-based reference model for electronic invoices by incorporating threatsAlmost every company needs to process invoices to either claim money from their customers or to pay for products or services. Although companies are allowed to electronically process their invoices, most of them still rely on the paper-based invoice process. Within this paper we built upon existing work to develop a methodology for defining a reference model for the electronic invoice based on security patterns. This paper identifies threats of the e-invoice process in order to create a context for the security problem, which allows us to refine our methodology. © 2010 IEEE.Netter M., Fernandez E.B., Pernul G.### ARES 2010 - 5th International Conference on Availability, Reliability, and Securityy 企業における電子請求書システムで、主にミスユースに着目しリファインする。<identifying threats and refining a reference model for the electronic invoices>security pattern e-invoice system<Secure Communicationの記述のみ例示あり>misuse no confidentiality, availability, integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation, accountabilityno? N/A UML N/A no Analysis Enterprise IS Division N/A N/A
279 Reusable formal models for secure software architecturesFormal modelling techniques are often disregarded as their semantics are too distant from the mainstream practice of software architecture design, which is dominated by the use of component based modelling and patterns. This paper advocates the need for formal modelling techniques for humans, i.e., software architects who need to precisely ascertain the security properties of their design models. We contribute a technique that enables architects to more easily construct verified, secure architecture designs by assembling already verified security pattern models. Our approach is illustrated with a pattern language for accountability. It is validated by an observational study that shows that the approach produces reusable results, and is able to uncover relevant architectural security flaws. © 2012 IEEE.Heyman T., Scandariato R., Joosen W.### Proceedings of the 2012 Joint Working Conference on Software Architecture and 6th European Conference on Software Architecture, WICSA/ECSA 2012y modeling and verifying of software architecture based on reusable formal models of security patternsecurity pattern Audit Interceptor, Authentication Enforcer, Authorization Enforcer, Secure Logger, Secure Pipeno no accountability no N/A formal modeling N/A feasibility, usability, correctness,analysis<+designer> service provider?<designer> N/A N/A
280 Revisiting architectural tactics for securityArchitectural tactics are design decisions intended to improve some system quality factor. Since their initial formulation, they have been formalized, compared with patterns and associated to styles, but the initial set of tactics for security has only been refined once. We have examined this tactics set and classification from the viewpoint of security research, and concluded that some tactics would be better described as principles or policies, some are not needed, and others do not cover the functions needed to secure systems, which makes them not very useful for designers. We propose here a refined set and classification of architectural tactics for security, which we consider more appropriate than the original and the previously refined sets. We also suggest how to realize them using security patterns. © Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015.Fernandez E.B., Astudillo H., Pedraza-García G.### Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics)## Y セキュリティ施策を分類し、事象に対して必要な施策を選択するsecurityi pattern N/A four attacks (detect, stop or mitigate, react, recover)no N/A no N/A N/A N/A N/A design N/A N/A N/A
281 SCRIStUDIO: A security pattern integration toolSecurity issues are rarely considered at an early stages of software development. Security patterns are now widely used as guidelines proposed by security expert in order to solve a recurring security problems. SCRIP for SeCurity PatteRn IntegratIon Process was proposed to provide guidelines for integrating security patterns into software and especially component-based models. SCRIP defines full security patterns integration methodology from the earliest phases of software development until the generation of the application code. In this paper we present the SCRIStUDIO for SeCurity PatteRn IntegratIon Studio, an integrated tool which give developers the possibility to integrate security patterns in their application and especially in component based applications based on UML language. © 2016 IEEE.Bouaziz R., Kammoun S.### 2016 International Conference on Information Technology for Organizations Development, IT4OD 2016Y セキュリティパターンからコードを生成するツールSCRIPsecurity pattern N/A N/A no N/A no UML N/A N/A design, coding programmer N/A N/A
282 SeCMER: A tool to gain control of security requirements evolutionThis paper presents SeCMER, a tool for requirements evolution management developed in the context of the SecureChange project. The tool supports automatic detection of requirement changes and violation of security properties using change-driven transformations. The tool also supports argumentation analysis to check security properties are preserved by evolution and to identify new security properties that should be taken into account. © 2011 Springer-Verlag.Bergmann G., Massacci F., Paci F., Tun T.T., Varró D., Yu Y.2011 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6994 LNCS Y
285 Secure component based applications through security patternsSecurity patterns are widely studied in literature and have recently received a great deal of attention as means to capture practical solutions to meet specific requirements. Many security patterns have been proposed, but generally without guiding developers for their concrete application. In this paper, we propose a technique for integrating them using UML and its profiles. The contribution is an MDE process to build secure component based software applications. © 2012 IEEE.Bouaziz R., Coulette B.2012 Proceedings - 2012 IEEE Int. Conf. on Green Computing and Communications, GreenCom 2012, Conf. on Internet of Things, iThings 2012 and Conf. on Cyber, Physical and Social Computing, CPSCom 2012 y MDE process to develop secure applocation using UML profile based on security patterns.security patterns Authorization pattern, RBAC N/A N/A Integrity, and confidentiality N/A N/A UML MDD + CBSE N/A => case studyDesign developers N/A N/A
286 Secure engineering and modelling of a metering devices systemThis paper presents a security engineering process for the modelling of security-sensitive systems using a real use case of metering devices. The process provides a security framework that can be used with other existing processes (such as the agile ones). It helps to develop and model systems bearing in mind their heterogeneity, real-time and dynamic behaviors. Besides, due to the critical nature of some of these systems (nuclear, emergency systems, military, etc.) it provides tools for identifying, working and solving security threats by using the knowledge of domain experts. This is very important because threats, properties, solutions, etc. that are valid or relevant in a given domain, are not applicable to other domains and are subject to constant changes. The security requirements of the systems are fulfilled by means of domain-specific security knowledge. These artefacts contain the specific information of a domain (security properties, elements, assumptions, threats, tests, etc.). The solutions are prRuiz J.F., Arjona M., Maña A., Carstens N.2013 Proceedings - 2013 International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2013 Y
289 Securing analysis patternsOne of the latest ways to improve software security is based on the use of security patterns. Security patterns provide encapsulated solutions to specific security problems and can be used to build secure systems by designers with little knowledge of security. We present here a way to use security patterns to add security to applications. This is accomplished by adding instances of security patterns to the conceptual model of the application. This approach is part of a secure systems development methodology but it can be used on its own. ©Copyright 2007 ACM.Fernandez E.B., Yuan X.2007 Proceedings of the Annual Southeast Conference 2007 y A way to use security patterns to add security to applications by adding instances of security patterns to the conceptual model of the application.security patterns Anaysis Pattern, Authentication pattern, logging pattern, Reference Monitor
pattern, RBACNo No Integrity N/A N/A UML Not specified N/A Domain analysis, Requirements, AnalysisDevelopers N/A N/A

290 Securing distributed systems using patterns: A surveyDriven by expanding scientific computing and business enterprise needs, the last decade has seen a shift toward software paradigms in which distribution plays a central role. The increasing size, complexity and heterogeneity of the corresponding systems is accompanied by an increase of security vulnerabilities that require mitigation via combined security and software engineering strategies. In this respect security patterns, which build on the success of design patterns and software patterns more generally, are a tool of great value. In this paper we comprehensively survey the state-of-the-art in securing distributed systems using (security) patterns, considering both relevant patterns and methodologies for applying them. In the first part of the survey, we provide detailed reviews of our selected security patterns, classify the patterns using a multi-dimensional scheme and evaluate them according to a set of quality categories. This highlights deficiencies in the reviewed patterns and provides a basis for iUzunov A.V., Fernandez E.B., Falkner K.2012 Computers and Security 31 5
y

Survey of the state-of-the-art in securing distributed systems using (security) patterns, considering both relevant patterns and methodologies for applying them.
Reviewing a number of pattern-based security methodologies and evaluate their maturity and appropriateness for securing distributed systems.security pattern Credential pattern, Credential Delegation pattern, Authenticator, Circle of Trust,  Identity Provider, Identity Federation, Role pattern, RBAC, MBAC/ABAC,
Application Firewall patterns, XML Firewall patterns, Single Point of Access pattern, OS authorization pattern, PBAC, Access Matrix pattern, Authorizer, 
Capability patterns, ACL pattern, Bodyguard, Data Confidentiality, Data Origin Authentication, Secure Communication pattern, Secure Client/Server Communication pattern, 
Secrecy pattern, Digital Signature pattern, Message Integrity pattern, Secure Channel pattern, Data Filter Architecture pattern, Mutual Authentication pattern, 
Gridmap Authorization pattern, Credential Delegation pattern, Mediator pattern, Client-Dispatcher-Server pattern, Proxy pattern, Broker pattern, Secure Three-Tier Architecture pattern, 
Secure Pipes, Filters, Secure Blackboard patterns, N/A No CIA N/A Y? Not specified Not specified No Not specified security pattern community N/A Not specified

292 Securing web applications with better 'Patches': An architectural approach for systematic input validation with security patternsSome of the most rampant problems in software security originate from improper input validation. This is partly due to ad hoc approaches taken by software developers when dealing with user inputs. Therefore, it is a crucial research question in software security to ask how to effectively apply well-known input validation and sanitization techniques against security attacks exploiting the user input-related weaknesses found in software. This paper examines the current ways of how input validation is conducted in major open-source projects and attempts to confirm the main source of the problem as these ad hoc responses to the input validation-related attacks such as SQL injection and cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks through a case study. In addition, we propose a more systematic software security approach by promoting the adoption of proactive, architectural design-based solutions to move away from the current practice of chronic vulnerability-centric and reactive approaches. © 2015 IEEE.Sohn J.-W., Ryoo J.2015 Proceedings - 10th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2015 y This paper examines the current ways of how input validation is conducted in major open-source projects and attempts to confirm the main source of the problem as these ad hoc responses to the input validation-related attacks such as SQL injection and cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks through a case study. In addition, they propose a more systematic software security approach by promoting the adoption of proactive, architectural design-based solutionssecurity patterns intercepting validator input validation-related attacks such as N/A avalability improper input validation  (such as SQL injection and XSS) text N/A Yes (case study) design, implementationdeveloper N/A PHP
293 Security and dependability in ambient intelligence scenarios: The communication prototypeAmbient Intelligence (AmI) refers to an environment that is sensitive, responsive, interconnected, contextualized, transparent, intelligent, and acting on behalf of humans. Security, privacy, and trust challenges are amplified with AmI computing model and need to be handled. Along this paper the potential of SERENITY in Ambient Intelligence (AmI) Ecosystems is described. Main objective of SERENITY consists on providing a framework for the automated treatment of security and dependability issues in AmI scenarios. Besides, a proof of concept is provided. In this paper, we describe the implementation of a prototype based on the application of the SERENITY model (including processes, artefacts and tools) to an industrial AmI scenario. A complete description of this prototype, along with all S&D artefacts used is provided in following sections.Armenteros A., Muñoz A., Maña A., Serrano D.2009 ICEIS 2009 - 11th International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems, Proceedings ISAS Y
295 Security design patterns: Survey and evaluationSecurity design patterns have been proposed recently as a tool for the improvement of software security during the architecture and design phases. Since the apperance of this research topic in 1997, several catalogs have emerged, and the security pattern community has produced significant contributions, with many related to design. In this paper, we survey major contributions in the state of the art in the field of security design patterns and assess their quality in the context of an established classification. From our results, we determined a classification of inappropriate pattern qualities. Using a Six Sigma approach, we propose a set of desirable properties that would prevent flaws in new design patterns, as well as a template for expressing them.Laverdière M.-A., Mourad A., Hanna A., Debbabi M.2007 Canadian Conference on Electrical and Computer Engineering y To evaluate the current state of research on the topic of security design patterns, and draw out their undesirable properties.
To propose a set of desirable properties that would prevent flaws in new design patterns, as well as a template for expressing them.security patterns Single Access Point, Protected System, Policy, Subject Descriptor, Authenticator, Security Context, Session, Secure Communication, Security Association, Encrypted Storage, Layered Security, MinefieldN/A Yes Integrity N/A Yes
(This study measured qality of security patterns from result of the survey)UML N/A Yes N/A Pattern community, developer N/A N/A
298 Security modeling for service-oriented systems using security pattern refinement approachSecurity is one of the critical aspects of current systems, which are based on loosely coupled and technology-agnostic service-oriented architectures (SOA). Though SOA is the driving force for enterprises to open their ends for global business collaborations, nevertheless it evolves many challenges for modeling and enforcing security. One of the main problems for designing secure systems is the lack of consistent frameworks and methodologies for modeling security concerns. Traditional approaches consider security at the end of system development, which evolves inflexible and un-configurable systems, which are too difficult to maintain and manage. The other major problem with current approaches is that they assume pre-defined and hard-coded security patterns and mechanisms for secure system design. Whereas, the evolving SOA systems require configurable security to realize different security patterns and security policies in a variety of business scenarios. To solve these problems, it is necessary to model secuMemon M., Menghwar G.D., Depar M.H., Jalbani A.A., Mashwani W.M.2014 Software and Systems Modeling 13 2 y Applying SECTET framework to distributed healthcare scenario.
Proposal of  a pattern refinement approach  that one high-level pattern can be refined to multiple “mid-level” patterns and then to multiple “concrete” patterns as architectural solutions in stepwise refinements for access control, authentication and non-repudiation security
requirements, respectively.security patterns RBAC, Context-aware Access control, Privacybased Access control, Attribute-based Access Control,None yes Confidentiality, integrity and availability no no UML Requirement analysis, design yes(case study) design designer yes (UML based tools for code generation)Web Services
301 Security pattern evaluationCurrent Security Pattern evaluation techniques are demonstrated to be incomplete with respect to quantitative measurement and comparison. A proposal for a dynamic testbed system is presented as a potential mechanism for evaluating patterns within a constrained environment. © 2014 IEEE.Duncan I., Muijnck-Hughes J.D.2014 Proceedings - IEEE 8th International Symposium on Service Oriented System Engineering, SOSE 2014 y Proposal of a dynamic testbed for security pattern evaluation.security patterns N/A N/A Yes Confidentiality N/A N/A Not specified Proposal of a dynamic testbed system for evaluating security patternsN/A N/A Developers N/A N/A
302 Security Pattern Lattice: A formal model to organize Security PatternsExcept for some work in classifying Security Patterns (SP) based on taxonomy and linguistic metaphors not much has been done in organizing SP. No suitable formal model for organization of security patterns is yet available. In this paper, exploiting results from Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) a formal model to organize SP is introduced. Using a trust-based security model. Trust Elements (Tε ) and SP are enumerated. These elements and patterns are treated as formal concepts leading to a Security Pattern Lattice SPL and organized as a concept lattice to generate the security pattern lattice. Within such a model the patterns are categorized using the FCA technique of scaling. © 2008 IEEE.Sarmah A., Hazarika S.M., Sinha S.K.2008 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA y Proposal of a formal model to organize security patterns based on fomal concept analysis (FCA).security patterns AUTHENTICATOR (LOGGER), AUTHORIZER, CHECKPOINT (VERSION), TIMESTAMP/STATEINFO, DEFENSE IN DEPTH (LAYERED USER), USER DEFINED EXCEPTION (EXCEPTION SHIELDING), ROLLBACK, PROOF (RATIONALIZE), SECURE PREFORK (REFRESH POOL), ESTABLISH CONNECTION (HANDSHAKE), SYNCHRONIZATION (CRITICAL REGION, VERSIONING), DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATOR (CONSTRUCTOR), NORMALIZATION, REFRESH (RELOAD), INDUCTION, LOGIC (ALGORITHM, PROCESS)N/A Yes integrity, confidentiality N/A N/A Text, formula Not specified SPL N/A N/A Pattern community, (developer?) N/A N/A
303 Security pattern mining: Systematic review and proposalOrganizations have suffered an increase in cyber attacks in recent years. For this reason, they need to guarantee confidentiality, integrity and availability of their information assets. To do this, they should seek support from security architectures. Security patterns are a good way to design security architectures, but most current security patterns are not applicable to this field. In a previous work, we defined a new pattern template to support the design of security architectures. After that work, we realized that it was necessary to discover and identify new security patterns adapted to this template, in order to facilitate the work of those security engineers who design architectures. A good way to discover and identify new patterns is pattern mining; therefore, in this paper we have carried out a Systematic Review (SR) of security pattern mining. After performing the SR, we have reached the conclusion that the proposals analyzed do not fulfill all main requirements to cover our needs. That's the reasMoral-García S., Moral-Rubio S., Fernández-Medina E.2011 Proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Security in Information Systems, WOSIS 2011, in Conjunction with ICEIS 2011 y? Survey of "securitiy pattern mining" and proposal of new flamework and template for for Discovering, Designing and Documenting Security Patterns.security patterns N/A N/A N/A integrity<Confidentiality, Integrity, avairabilityが並列に扱われているようだが…？本文ではセキュリティパターンの具体的な追求は無い>N/A N/A N/A N/A Yes (Systematic Literature Review)<Systematic Review。これは研究の評価ではなくパターンマイニングの評価では…？>architecture design Pattern community, developer N/A N/A

304 Security patterns and a methodology to apply themPatterns encapsulate experience and good practices that can be used for new designs. Analysis and design patterns are well established as a convenient and reusable way to build high-quality object-oriented software. Security patterns join the extensive knowledge accumulated about security with the structure provided by patterns to provide guidelines for secure system design and evaluation. A variety of security patterns has been developed for the construction of secure systems. We survey the security patterns developed by our group and a few other researchers. We apply these patterns through a secure system development method based on a hierarchical architecture whose layers define the scope of each security mechanism. We are building a catalog of security patterns that helps in defining the security mechanisms at each architectural level and at each development stage. In addition to their value for new system design, security patterns are useful to evaluate existing systems by analyzing if they include speciFernandez E.B. 2009 Advances in Information Security 45 y Building a catalog of
security patterns that

security patterns <スペルミス>For applications:
Authorization, Role-Based

N/A no confidentiality, integrity, and availability N/A N/A Not specified Not specified<methodologyの項目はあるが確かに不鮮明。内容はbuilding secure systems with security patterns>No Domain analysis, Requirements, Analysis, Design, and ImplementationDeveloper none no

305 Security patterns and requirements for internet-based applicationsPurpose - The purpose of this paper is that of linking security requirements for web services with security patterns, both at the architectural and the design level, obtaining in a systematic way a web services security software architecture that contains a set of security patterns, thus ensuring that the security requirements of the internet-based application that have been elicited are fulfilled. Additionally, the security patterns are linked with the most appropriate standards for their implementation. Design/methodology/approach - To develop secure WS-based applications, one must know the main security requirements specified that applications have to fulfil and find appropriate security patterns that assure, through combination or relationships between them, the fulfilment of the implicated security requirements. That is why a possible link or connection between requirements and patterns will have to be found, attempting to select for a determined security requirement the best security patterns that solveRosado D.G., Gutiérrez C., Fernández-Medina E., Piattini M.2006 Internet Research 16 5 Y Linking security requirements for web services with security (architectual and design) patterns and security starndards.security pattern Audit interceptor, Secure logger, Message interceptor, Assertion builder, Secure pipe, 
Secure message router, Authoritative source of data, Credential tokenizer, Single sign-on (SSO) Delegator, Layered security, 
Check point, Data filter, Authenticator, BodyGuarddenial-of-service Yes all not specified no UML Not specified yes(case study) design developer(designer?) none no

306 Security patterns and secure systems designAnalysis and design patterns are well established to build highquality object-oriented software. Patterns combine experience and good practices to develop basic models that can be used for new designs. Security patterns join the extensive knowledge accumulated about security with the structure provided by patterns to provide guidelines for secure system design and evaluation. They are being adopted by companies such as IBM, Sun, and Microsoft. We show the anatomy of a security pattern, a variety of them, and their use in the construction of secure systems. These patterns include Authentication, Authorization, Role-based Access Control, Firewalls, Web Services Security (SAML, XACML, XML Firewall), and others. We apply these patterns through a secure system development method based on a hierarchical architecture whose layers define the scope of each security mechanism. First, the possible attacks are considered from an analysis of use cases. Then the rights of the users are defined from the use cases using a RoFernandez E.B. 2007 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 4746 LNCS Y Same as 307
307 Security patterns and secure systems designAnalysis and design patterns are well established for building high-quality object-oriented software. Patterns combine experience and good practices in developing basic models that can be used for new designs. Security patterns join the extensive knowledge accumulated about security with the structure provided by patterns to provide guidelines for secure system design and evaluation. Patterns are being adopted by companies such as IBM, Sun, and Microsoft. The author shows the anatomy of a security pattern, a variety of them, and their use in the construction of secure systems. Thee patterns include Authentication, Authorization, Role-based Access Control, Firewalls, Web Services Security (XACML, XML Firewall), and others. The author applies these patterns through a secure system development method based on a hierarchical architecture whose layers define the scope of each security mechanism. The patterns are shown using UML models, and some examples are taken from the author's book, Security Patterns: IntegratFernandez E.B. 2007 Proceedings of the Annual Southeast Conference 2007 Y* Same as 306
311 Security patterns meet agent oriented software engineering: A complementary solution for developing secure information systemsAgent Oriented Software Engineering and security patterns have been proposed as suitable paradigms for the development of secure information systems. However, so far, the proposed solutions are focused on one of these paradigms. In this paper we propose an agent oriented security pattern language and we discuss how it can be used together with the Tropos methodology to develop secure information systems. We also present a formalisation of our pattern language using Formal Tropos. This allows us to gain a deeper understanding of the patterns and their relationships, and thus to assess the completeness of the language. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2005.Mouratidis H., Weiss M., Giorgini P.2005 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 3716 LNCS Y
312 Security patterns modeling and formalization for pattern-based development of secure software systemsPattern-based development of software systems has gained more attention recently by addressing new challenges such as security and dependability. However, there are still gaps in existing modeling languages and/or formalisms dedicated to modeling design patterns and the way how to reuse them in the automation of software development. The solution envisaged here is based on combining metamodeling techniques and formal methods to represent security patterns at two levels of abstraction to fostering reuse. The goal of the paper is to advance the state of the art in model and pattern-based security for software and systems engineering in three relevant areas: (1) develop a modeling language to support the definition of security patterns using metamodeling techniques; (2) provide a formal representation and its associated validation mechanisms for the verification of security properties; and (3) derive a set of guidelines for the modeling of security patterns within the integration of these two kinds of representaHamid B., Gürgens S., Fuchs A.2016 Innovations in Systems and Software Engineering 12 2 y? Security patterns modeling and formalizationSecurity pattern N/A => Secure Communication Pattern (SCP)N/A N/A N/A => data authenticity N/A N/A Formula N/A => MDE (Model Driven Engineering)Discussion => example (ITS)Algorithm => design Security system developer N/A N/A
316 Security patterns: A method for constructing secure and efficient inter-company coordination systemsAs the Internet, intranets and other wide-area open networks grow, novel techniques for building distributed systems, notably mobile agents, are attracting increasing attention. This is particularly the case for inter-company system coordination applications. A key difficulty in constructing such systems is to meet the security requirements while at the same time respecting the requirements for efficient implementation. In this paper, we propose a method that addresses this problem and show an application of the method to a real implemented system, the Environmentally Conscious Product (ECP) design support system. Our approach enables developers to specify several candidate system behaviors that satisfy the security requirements. We use patterns for this purpose. Patterns are abstract templates of system behavior fragments. The patterns include agent migrations, communications between applications and security procedures. We model the performance data associated with each pattern. Developers can then select aYoshioka N., Honiden S., Finkelstein A.2004 Proceedings - IEEE International Enterprise Distributed Object Computing Workshop, EDOC Y
317 Security patterns: Comparing modeling approachesAddressing the challenges of developing secure software systems remains an active research area in software engineering. Current research efforts have resulted in the documentation of recurring security problems as security patterns. Security patterns provide encapsulated solutions to specific security problems and can be used to build secure systems by designers with little knowledge of security. Despite this benefit, there is lack of work that focus on evaluating the capabilities of security analysis approaches for their support in incorporating security analysis patterns. This chapter presents evaluation results of a study we conducted to examine the extent to which constructs provided by security requirements engineering approaches can support the use of security patterns as part of the analysis of security problems. To achieve this general objective, the authors used a specific security pattern and examined the challenges of representing this pattern in some security modeling approaches. The authors clasNhlabatsi A., Bandara A., Hayashi S., Haley C.B., Jurjens J., Kaiya H., Kubo A., Laney R., Mouratidis H., Nuseibeh B., Tun T.T., Washizaki H., Yoshioka N., Yu Y.2010 Software Engineering for Secure Systems: Industrial and Research Perspectives Y
319 Security solution frames and security patterns for authorization in distributed, collaborative systemsThe design of an authorization infrastructure is one of the most important aspects of engineering a secure software system. Unlike other system types, distributed systems - and especially distributed collaborative systems - can require custom, fine-grained authorization models and enforcement approaches that are able to take into account a range of semantic subtleties. In this paper we present a comprehensive, pattern-oriented software engineering approach to authorization for general distributed systems - with particular applicability to distributed collaborative systems - that allows developers to build custom, application-specific conceptual authorization models in a simple yet extensible manner, and to make informed decisions regarding their enforcement in software, as well as how their supporting rule/policy infrastructure should be designed. Our authorization approach is embodied in two instances of a new pattern-based security engineering construct called a security solution frame, which groups togetheUzunov A.V., Fernandez E.B., Falkner K.2015 Computers and Security 55 Y
320 Security, privacy, and dependability in smart homes: A pattern catalog approachSecurity, privacy and dependability are crucial issues if one wants to build a real smart home. First, in addition to established home security requirements, smart home adoption requires to solve brand-new security vulnerabilities deriving from the automated facets of smart homes. Thereafter, pervasive computing and ambient intelligence allow to collect a lot of information, to analyze it to derive new facts, and make them explicit. Finally, systems that are usually safe and dependable can fail when their behavior is becoming controlled as the result of complex interactions between many intertwined information systems. Unfortunately, application developers in smart home environments are usually neither security experts, nor familiar with ethical and legal requirements related to privacy. Security patterns can help to anticipate, overcome, and document systematically these difficult issues in building pervasive information systems in smart homes for cognitively impaired people. In this paper, we illustrate howBusnel P., Giroux S.2010 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6159 LNCS Y
322 Selecting proper security patterns using text classificationOver the last few years, a large number of security patterns have been published. However, this large number of patterns led to a problem in selecting appropriate patterns for different security requirements. In this paper, we present an automatic selection approach for security patterns. We use text processing approach and learning techniques to select appropriate security patterns for given security problems. In the proposed method, for each security pattern class, one classifier is learned, then proper security patterns are recommended for given security requirement. We also evaluate our proposed method by several security patterns mentioned in Schumacher's Book. As a result of experiments, Naïve Bayes is the best learning technique, compatible with the essence of this problem. ©2009 IEEE.Hasheminejad S.M.H., Jalili S.2009 Proceedings - 2009 International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Software Engineering, CiSE 2009 Y Selection of security patterns
323 Selecting security patterns that fulfill security requirementsOver the last few years a large number of security patterns have been proposed. However, this large number of patterns has created a problem in selecting patterns that are appropriate for different security requirements. In this paper, we present a selection approach for security patterns, which allows us to understand in depth the trade-offs involved in the patterns and the implications of a pattern to various security requirements. Moreover, our approach supports the search for a combination of security patterns that will meet given security requirements. © 2008 IEEE.Weiss M., Mouratidis H.2008 Proceedings of the 16th IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference, RE'08 Y* Same as 322
324 SERENITY Aware System Development ProcessTraditionally, security patterns have successfully been used to describe security and dependability. In the SERENITY Project the notion of security and dependability (S&D) pattern has been extended to exact specifications of re-usable security mechanisms for Ambient Intelligence (AmI) systems. These S&D Patterns include information on the security properties satisfied by the solution and on the context conditions to be fulfilled. This chapter presents the development of applications supported by SERENITY. In the context of SERENITY we refer to these applications as Serenity-aware applications. Firstly, this chapter presents the Serenity-aware application design using S&D Artefacts. Secondly, it proposes a Java Application Programming Interface (API) to be used in the application development. And, finally, it introduces the development of an example Serenity-aware application. © Springer Science + Business Media, LLC 2009.Serrano D., Maña A., Llarena R., Crespo B.G.-N., Li K.2009 Advances in Information Security 45 y Designing by using security and dependability (S&D) pattern.security and dependability (S&D) patternN/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A model-driven N/A Design, implementationDeveloper SERENITY Run-time Framework usedN/A
325 SERENITY pattern-based software development life-cycleMost of current methodologies for applying security patterns in software development process focus on early stages of the software lifecycle. Although sound and helpful, these approaches must be complemented with the necessary mechanisms to bridge the gap between the abstract solution described in the pattern and the implementations provided in the application. This paper presents our S&D Patterns-driven life-cycle for effectively incorporating security into applications by: (i) helping S&D Experts to describe solutions using a precise and standard description language, (ii) assisting the SW engineer to integrate the pattern solution into applications and (iii) allowing running applications to react to the changing context by handling those solutions semi-automatically.Sanchez-Cid F., Maña A.2008 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y
326 Software engineering techniques applied to AmI: Security patternsThe realization of the Ambient Intelligence concept entails many important challenges, but the most important barriers to this realization is the lack of adequate support for security. In this paper we present a conceptual model of our solution for building secure systems for AmI environments, taking as basis the concept of Security and Dependability (S&D) Pattern as a precise representation of validated S&D solutions and mechanisms. The main elements embedded in our solution framework (S&D library, monitoring interface and S&D Manager) are presented both conceptually, and also using a simple example scenario based on an hospital AmI environment. © 2006 Springer-Verlag France, Paris.Sánchez-Cid F., Muñoz A., Serrano D., Gago M.C.2006 Developing Ambient Intelligence - Proceedings of the First International Conference on Ambient Intelligence Developments, AmID 2006 y? present a conceptual model for building secure systemssecurity and dependability (S&D) patternN/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A model-driven Case study Implemention Requirement analyst SERENITY Run-time Framework usedN/A
327 Software secure building aspects in computer engineeringAn application includes software and communications infrastructure. As for the latter there own solutions to focus on security, there to build secure software solutions. However, the construction of secure software remains a problem due to a strategy that proposes to incorporate security as an aspect to consider when it has implemented most or all of the functional requirements. The equal treatment of functional and security requirements is the starting point to ensure an improvement in software security. Incorporate security into every stage of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is another criterion that contributes and leads to a conceptually Secure SDLC. To this we must add a special emphasis on including security from the elicitation of requirements. In all cases the security treatment should be approached with criteria to allow evidence to be used best practices for its construction and the best solutions to meet security requirements. This paper presents criteria used to build secure software, incorSolinas M., Antonelli L., Fernandez E.2013 IEEE Latin America Transactions 11 1 Y
330 Standardising business application security assessments with pattern-driven audit automationsIn the light of recent corporate corruption scandals the requirement for Corporate Governance and Responsibility has emerged as a top management priority, as reflected on the recent regulatory environment and compliance requirements e.g. Sarbanes-Oxley Act. The need for explicitly demonstrated assurance of the financial and accounting information in an IT-fuelled business environment has shifted interest to the information and the IT systems themselves. Assurance of information is based on the art and science of IT audit, a set of recurring tasks by nature both in time and in space. In environments of integrated business applications and enterprise resource planning systems, auditing is particularly laborious and the requirement for automation of auditing tasks was never more demanding. The belief that audit automation is part of the means to achieve governance is developing amongst scholars and practitioners alike. However there is no common understanding yet developed as of how such automation could be achiTryfonas T., Kearney B.2008 Computer Standards and Interfaces 30 4 Y the use of security patterns for audit automationSecurity patterns audit pattern (account, password config., session, access, employee, license, privilege, account-superuser, config. Change, program change, policy, log config. log and audit config.)Yes (Fig. 1) Confidentiality, integrity, availability (especially integrity) N/A N/A UML N/A N/A Implemention System administrator (ro auditor) audit automation N/A
331 Structural analysis of the check point patternWe investigate intuitive claims made in security pattern catalogues using the formal language of Codecharts and the Two-Tier Programming Toolkit. We analyse the Check Point pattern's structure and explore claims about conformance (of programs to the pattern), about consistency (between different catalogues), and about the relation between (security and design) patterns. Our analysis shows that some of the intuitive claims hold whereas others were found inaccurate or false. © 2014 IEEE.Alzahrani A.A.H., Eden A.H., Yafi M.Z.2014 Proceedings - IEEE 8th International Symposium on Service Oriented System Engineering, SOSE 2014 Y? the check point security patternSecurity patterns Check Point security pattern Yes N/A N/A N/A Codecharts N/A N/A Analysis or Design Security specialist use Two-Tier Programming kitN/A
335 Supporting security sensitive architecture designSecurity is an important quality attribute required in many software intensive systems. However, software development methodologies do not provide sufficient support to address security related issues. Furthermore, the majority of the software designers do not have adequate expertise in the security domain. Thus, security is often treated as an add-on to the designed architecture. Such ad-hoc practices to deal with security issues can result in a system that is vulnerable to different types of attacks. The security community has discovered several security sensitive design patterns, which can be used to compose a security sensitive architecture. However, there is little awareness about the relationship between security and software architecture. Our research has identified several security patterns along with the properties that can be achieved through those patterns. This paper presents those patterns and properties in a framework that can provide appropriate support to address security related issues duringBabar M.A., Wang X., Gorton I.2005 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 3712 LNCS Y Security in architecture designSecurity patterns single access point, check point, roles, session, limited view, full view errors, secure access layer, authoritative source date, layred securityYes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A case study architecture Software designers N/A N/A



338 Technical patterns for long term trusted archivingAn increasingly large number of digital documents, need to be preserved by organizations. Business documents such as various contracts may be of great business value, may only exit in digital form and may need to be preserved for longer periods of times that may span over decades or even centuries. The preservation process should take care of both the integrity and authenticity of digital documents, providing proofs of document authenticity. Solutions providing these security properties do exist in the market. In this paper we look into long term archiving best practices and capture them on a more abstract, generic level, providing a set of core long term archiving security patterns. © 2009 IEEE.Porekar J., Šaljičl S., Klobučar T., Jerman- Blažič A.2009 Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Digital Society, ICDS 2009 Y long term archiving security patterns.Security patterns generic solution patterns no Yes integrity and authenticity N/A N/A N/A N/A case study Analysis Security specialist N/A N/A
339 TESEM: A tool for verifying security design pattern applications by model testingBecause software developers are not necessarily security experts, identifying potential threats and vulnerabilities in the early stage of the development process (e.g., the requirement- or design-phase) is insufficient. Even if these issues are addressed at an early stage, it does not guarantee that the final software product actually satisfies security requirements. To realize secure designs, we propose extended security patterns, which include requirement-and design-level patterns as well as a new model testing process. Our approach is implemented in a tool called TESEM (Test Driven Secure Modeling Tool), which supports pattern applications by creating a script to execute model testing automatically. During an early development stage, the developer specifies threats and vulnerabilities in the target system, and then TESEM verifies whether the security patterns are properly applied and assesses whether these vulnerabilities are resolved. © 2015 IEEE.Kobashi T., Yoshizawa M., Washizaki H., Fukazawa Y., Yoshioka N., Okubo T., Kaiya H.2015 2015 IEEE 8th International Conference on Software Testing, Verification and Validation, ICST 2015 - Proceedings Y a testing tool of security patternsboth Security Requirement patterns 一般的 No N/A N/A N/A OCL, UML N/A experiment(exercise)Requirement or architectureSoftware designer model testing tool N/A
340 The credentials patternIn this paper we describe Credentials, which provide secure means of recording authentication and authorization information for use in distributed systems. Copyright 2006 ACM.Morrison P., Fernandez E.B.2006 PLoP 2006 - PLoP Pattern Languages of Programs 2006 Conference Proceedings Y the credentials pattern Security patterns credentials patterns No availabliity tampering or disclosure N/A UML N/A Example architecture Software designers N/A N/A
341 The history-based authentication patternWe propose a security pattern, namely the History-Based Authentication pattern, designed to strengthen the authentication process. It can be applied to entities endowed with communication, memory and processing capabilities. Our proposal consists of exploiting such capabilities to enable entities to record, be aware of and report on their own history. Authentication is based upon the capability of an entity to satisfactorily account for its history. Our proposal is test-bedded in a security and safety system, framed within the context of smart environments, designed for the protection of personnel and facilities and responsible for its selfprotection and self-monitoring. Copyright © 2014 ACM.Ciria J.C., Domínguez E., Escario I., Francés A., Lapeña M.J., Zapata M.A.2014 ACM International Conference Proceeding Series 0 9 - 1 3 - Ju ly- 2 0 1 4 Y The history-based authentication pattern (in IoT)Security patterns Authentication patterns None Yes Confidentiality, availability, authentication N/A N/A UML N/A Example Operation and maintenanceseivice provider N/A N/A
342 The ISDF framework: Integrating security patterns and best practicesThe rapid growth of communication and globalization has changed the software engineering process. Security has become a crucial component of any software system. However, software developers often lack the knowledge and skills needed to develop secure software. Clearly, the creation of secure software requires more than simply mandating the use of a secure software development lifecycle, the components produced by each stage of the lifecycle must be correctly implemented for the resulting system to achieve its intended goals. In this paper, we demonstrate that a more effective approach to the development of secure software can result from the integration of carefully selected security patterns into appropriate stages of the software development lifecycle to ensure that security designs are correctly implemented. The goal of this work is to provide developers with an Integrated Security Development Framework (ISDF) that can assist them in building more secure software intuitively. © 2009 Springer Berlin HeidelAlkussayer A., Allen W.H.2009 Communications in Computer and Information Science 36 Y integrating security patterns and best practice for the ISDFSecurity patterns (and attack pattern)一般的 Yes Confidentialy, integrity N/A N/A ISDF N/A Example Requirement, architecture, implementationSoftware designer, software developper N/A N/A
343 The nature of order: From security patterns to a pattern language[抄録情報がありません]Hafiz M., Adamczyk P.2012 SPLASH'12 - Proceedings of the 2012 ACM Conference on Systems, Programming, and Applications: Software for Humanity Y Pattern language for security patternsSecurity patterns none(包括) Yes N/A N/A N/A Pattern Language N/A N/A Architecture, or operation and maintenanceSoftware designner or security specialist N/A N/A
345 The practical application of a process for eliciting and designing security in web service systemsBest practices currently state that the security requirements and security architectures of distributed software-intensive systems should be based on security risk assessments, which have been designed from security patterns, are implemented in security standards and are tool-supported throughout their development life-cycle. Web service-based information systems uphold inter-enterprise relations through the Internet, and this technology has been revealed as the reference solution with which to implement Service-Oriented Architectures. In this paper, we present the application of the Process for Web Service Security (PWSSec), developed by the authors, to a real web service-based case study. The manner in which security in inter-organizational information systems can be analyzed, designed and implemented by applying PWSSec, which combines a risk analysis and management, along with a security architecture and a standard-based approach, is also shown. We additionally present a tool built to provide support to thGutiérrez C., Rosado D.G., Fernández-Medina E.2009 Information and Software Technology 51 12 Y application of process for Web Service Securityboth none(包括) none(包括) Yes Confidentiality, integrity N/A N/A PWSSec(based on UML) N/A case study architecture Software designer support to PWSSec process N/A
346 The secure blackboard patternThis paper presents the Secure Blackboard pattern as a secure version of the original Blackboard pattern and Shared Resource pattern. The Blackboard pattern is an architectural pattern useful for problems for which no deterministic solution strategies are known. Several specialized subsystems or components "assemble" their knowledge to build a possibly partial or approximate solution, coordinated by a central controller. On the other hand, the Shared Resource pattern is a specialization of the Blackboard pattern, in which subsystems or components are allowed to perform simultaneous computations without a prescribed order on different, ordered data. The Secure Blackboard pattern includes ways to add security at the control component, providing secure handling of data, as well as controlling data transformation and movement. © 2008 is held by the author(s).Ortega-Arjona J.L., Fernandez E.B.2008 PLoP08 - 15th Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs, Proceedings Y N? security of blackboard patterns (architectual patterns for unresolved problems)Security patterns blackboard pattern Yes Confidentiality, integrity N/A UML N/A case study architecture Software designer N/A N/A
347 The security survey and anaylsis on supervisory control and data acquisition communicationThe SCADA system connectivity with several open networks using internet facility brought SCADA platform more vulnerable from attacks/threads. Therefore, the detail security review has been conducted, to find the potential security issues which are residing and warming the SCADA communication and also existing potential security solutions that are used to protect the SCADA communication. However, Security deployments are the future tread of this study. This security review is divided into four main sections: (1) Security Analysis for SCADA System, (2) SCADA Security using Cryptography Solution, (3) Key Management and Distribution Protocols for SCADA System and (4) SCADA Communication using Security Patterns. In this study; the SCADA security review has been conducted and generic security solution using cryptography will implement in future. © 2014 Science Publications.Shahzad A., Musa S., Aborujilah A., Irfan M.2014 Journal of Computer Science 10 10 Y* the security for SCADA (super visory control and data acquisition) systemSecurity patterns architecture pattern for SCADA communication No Confidentially, integrity, availabliity, authentication, etc SCADA/Protocols vulnerabilities N/A UML SCADA security N/A Implemention Security specialist N/A SCADA System
348 The Security Twin PeaksThe feedback from architectural decisions to the elaboration of requirements is an established concept in the software engineering community. However, pinpointing the nature of this feedback in a precise way is a largely open problem. Often, the feedback is generically characterized as additional qualities that might be affected by an architect's choice. This paper provides a practical perspective on this problem by leveraging architectural security patterns. The contribution of this paper is the Security Twin Peaks model, which serves as an operational framework to co-develop security in the requirements and the architectural artifacts. © 2011 Springer-Verlag.Heyman T., Yskout K., Scandariato R., Schmidt H., Yu Y.2011 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6542 LNCS Y the security peaks modelSecurity patterns architectual security pattern for co-developers Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A security twin peaks discussion architecture Software designer N/A N/A
352 Thinking towards a pattern language for predicate based encryption crypto-systemsPredicate Based Encryption (PBE) is a novel family of public key encryption schemes that allows for expressive, and fine-grained, access control to be integrated within the cryptographic process. Providing an efficient means to realise distributed encrypted access control. Security patterns allow for security problems and their solutions to be described concretely and precisely, and be applied directly within the software development process. Pattern languages provide a means to specify how a set of interconnected patterns can be used together to solve a set of related problems. This paper proposes the construction of a pattern language governing the design and deployment of PBE crypto-systems. An overview for the proposed language is given together with a discussion towards issues affecting its specification. © 2012 IEEE.De Muijnck-Hughes J., Duncan I.2012 Proceedings of the 2012 IEEE 6th International Conference on Software Security and Reliability Companion, SERE-C 2012 Y Data Security, Cryptography, Access Control, Web Services, Security Patterns, Pattern LanguagesSecurity patterns, deployment scenarios presented as individual patterns, patterns for the types of PBE crypto-systemsDirect Authentication, Brokered Authentication, Federated Identity, Asynchronous Secure ChannelN/A Yes Unclear N/A N/A N/A Unclear Critique Unclear Encryption N/A Unclear
354 Threat and countermeasure patterns for cloud computingRecently cloud computing markets have expanded, and there are various kind of services and their providers. How-ever, Security is the primary concern of cloud users. However, service providers are unaware precisely of the types of security countermeasures required for their cloud servers. A method to define what the type security required for each operator using two security patterns are proposed. One is for typical threats and the other is for typical countermeasures. Using the two patterns with the relationship information among the functions, cloud components and stakeholders, the security coverage of the cloud and the security duties of each operator become clear. © 2014 IEEE.Okubo T., Wataguchi Y., Kanaya N.2014 2014 IEEE 4th International Workshop on Requirements Patterns, RePa 2014 - Proceedings Y security; operation; cloud; service level agreement; security pattern;Security pattern, Threat patternRBAC, etc. Spoofing, etc. Yes Unclear Unclear (Threat pattern) N/A UML Unclear Example Unclear Service provider N/A Cloud
355 Threat assessment in the cloud environment - A quantitative approach for security pattern selectionCloud computing has emerged as a fast-growing technology in the past few years. It provides a great flexibility for storing, sharing and delivering data over the Internet without investing on new technology or resources. In spite of the development and wide array of cloud usage, security perspective of cloud computing still remains its infancy. Security challenges faced by cloud environment becomes more complicated when we include various stakeholders' perspectives. In a cloud environment, security perspectives and requirements are usually designed by software engineers or security experts. Sometimes clients' requirements are either ignored or given a very high importance. In order to implement cloud security by providing equal importance to client organizations, software engineers and security experts, we propose a new methodology in this paper. We use Microsoft's STRIDE-DREAD model to assess threats existing in the cloud environment and also to measure its consequences. Our aim is to rank the threats based Anand P., Ryoo J., Kim H., Kim E.2016 ACM IMCOM 2016: Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Ubiquitous Information Management and Communication Y Cloud Computing, Threat Assessment, STRIDE-DREAD Model, Security Patterns, Risk AnalysisSecurity pattern Minefield, subject descriptor, checkpointed system, safe data structure, exception shielding, secure preforking, policy enforcement point, authenticator, single access point, authorization, password synchronizer, replicated systemN/A No Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability STRIDE N/A N/A Unclear Case study Unclear Threat assessment N/A Cloud
358 Towards a better integration of patterns in secure component-based systems designSecurity has become an important challenge in current software and system development. Most of designers are experts in software development but not experts in security. It is important to guide them to decide how and where to apply security mechanisms in the early phases of software development to reduce time and cost of development. To reach this objective, we propose to apply security expertise as security patterns at software design phase. Our methodology is based on the use of a component metamodel to capture the domain concepts and security patterns to encode solutions to security problem. The expected result is a model as design solution for specific domain. Here, we promote a modeling technique based on UML profiles to facilitate the integration of patterns solutions into model driven engineering approach (MDE). As a proof of concept, we illustrate the methodology to produce an UML profile associated with RBAC security pattern. A case study of GPS system is also provided to demonstrate the applicationBouaziz R., Hamid B., Desnos N.2011 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 6786 LNCS PART 5 Y Component-based approach, security pattern, model-driven engineering include MDA (model-driven architecture) framework, UML profile, RBAC.Security pattern Authenticator, authorization, defense in depth, full access with errors, policy enforcement point, replicated system, RBACN/A No Unclear (N/A) N/A N/A UML profile Component-based software engineering, MDAExample Unclear non-security specialist N/A Component-based software
359 Towards a classification framework for security patternsDeveloping secure systems is an increasingly important, but extremely complex challenge. However, security is often an afterthought and not addressed throughout the system development lifecycle, with negative implications to the intended security of the final system and related development and operational costs. In the software engineering domain, design patterns are a popular way of sharing design knowledge to solve recurring problems. Security design patterns are a relatively new concept born out of traditional software design patterns, but with already promising applications to secure networks and systems design, and beyond that to the management of information security. In this paper the authors present a framework for the classification of security patterns, which can promote the effective use of security patterns for addressing traditional and future security problems.Graziano A., Dearden A., Seaton J.W., Williams L.A.2006 Proceedings of the 6th International Network Conference, INC 2006 Y 既存の文献は調査しているが，具体的なパターンは明確になっていない
360 Towards a conceptual framework for security patternsWe introduce security patterns as the most mature domain within cyberpatterns, and outline a conceptual framework to help understand and develop good security patterns. Security patterns help us move from an improvised craft to engineering discipline because they transfer knowledge about proven solutions in an understandable and reusable format to experienced users and novices alike. Although security patterns are widely known, many questions remain unanswered regarding their conceptual foundation and practical use. We characterise the current pattern schemes using the Zachman Framework for enterprise architecture modelling, which allows us to structure and pose questions about both the problem domain and corresponding solutions provided by security patterns. We propose a parallel security plane overlaying the entire Zachman grid allowing the separate consideration of security within the security plane using the interrogative questions (who, what, where, when, why and how) to evaluate the six aspects. The intBlackwell C. 2014 Cyberpatterns: Unifying Design Patterns with Security and Attack Patterns Y Conceptual framework for security patterns (like survey)Security pattern N/A (like survey on ways of organizing security patterns)N/A No Confidentiality, integrity and availability N/A N/A N/A Unclear N/A Unclear Unclear N/A Unclear
361 Towards a framework for pattern experimentation: Understanding empirical validity in requirements engineering patternsDespite the abundance of information security guidelines, system developers have difficulties implementing technical solutions that are reasonably secure. Security patterns are one possible solution to help developers reuse security knowledge. The challenge is that it takes experts to develop security patterns. To address this challenge, we need a framework to identify and assess patterns and pattern application practices that are accessible to non-experts. In this paper, we narrowly define what we mean by patterns by focusing on requirements patterns and the considerations that may inform how we identify and validate patterns for knowledge reuse. We motivate this discussion using examples from the requirements pattern literature and theory in cognitive psychology. © 2012 IEEE.Breaux T.D., Hibshi H., Rao A., Lehker J.-M.2012 2012 2nd IEEE International Workshop on Requirements Patterns, RePa 2012 - Proceedings Y Requirements engineering; patterns; patternmining; abstractionRequirements pattern (taxonomy on patterning for pattern experimentation)N/A N/A No Unclear N/A N/A N/A Unclear N/A Unclear Unclear N/A Unclear
362 Towards a generic process for security pattern integrationInterdependencies between different security patterns can influence the properties of a particular pattern when applied in conjunction with other patterns. The resulting properties will often be weaker due to the possibility of new attacks. In this paper we introduce a mechanism that leads towards a generic process for pattern integration. As an example, we use the interesting case in which the proper integration of two patterns provides stronger security properties than the simple unification of the two properties. Formally, this increase in security is achieved by linking parameters of refined versions of the individual properties. The example shows the combination of two different authenticity properties (authenticity of a device based on trusted platform module functionality and authenticity of a user by using SSL). Remarkably, previously proposed combinations of solutions do not satisfy the desired integrated security properties. This indicates that pattern integration requires means that go beyond simplFuchs A., Gürgens S., Rudolph C.2009 Proceedings - International Workshop on Database and Expert Systems Applications, DEXA Y Security pattern integrationSecurity pattern SSL, TPM N/A Yes because of integration Confidentiality and integrity N/A N/A Formula Unclear Example Unclear Unclear N/A Unclear
363 Towards a MOF/QVT-based domain architecture for model driven securityThe SECTET-framework realizes an extensible domain architecture for the collaborative development and management of security-critical, inter-organizational workflows. Models integrate security requirements at the abstract level and are rendered in a visual language based on UML 2.0. The models form the input for a chain of integrated tools that transform them into artefacts configuring security components of a Web services-based architecture. Based on findings of various projects, this contribution has three objectives. First, we detail the MOF based metamodels defining a domain specific language for the design of inter-organizational workflows. The language supports various categories of security patterns. We then specify model-to-model transformations based on the MDA standard MOF-QVT. The mappings translate platform independent models into platform specific artefacts targeting the reference architecture. Third, we exemplarily show how model-to-code transformation could be implemented with an MDA-framework Hafner M., Alam M., Breu R.2006 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 4199 LNCS Y MOF/QVT, Domain Architecture, Model Driven SecuritySecurity pattern RBAC N/A Yes as metamodel Confidentiality and integrity N/A N/A UML MDA Example Unclear Unclear EMF(MOF-QVT). ARCSTYLERUnclear
364 Towards a pattern-based security methodology to build secure information systemsMethodologies for the construction of secure systems provide a controlled, planned development process, with verifications in all stages, thus avoiding unexpected errors and leading to an improvement in the quality and security of the system produced. These methodologies can be enriched from the use of security patterns, since these tools are widely accepted by both the scientific community and industry for the construction of secure information systems owing to the fact that they accumulate security experts' knowledge in a documented and structured manner, thus providing a systematic means to solve recurrent problems. In this paper we present a first approximation of a patternbased security methodology to support both the construction of secure information systems and maintenance of the level of security attained. This proposal is based on real case studies, and is now in the first stages of application in real settings. Interesting results are already appearing that will allow us to refine and validate the Ortiz R., Moral-Rubio S., Garzás J., Fernández-Medina E.2011 Proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Security in Information Systems, WOSIS 2011, in Conjunction with ICEIS 2011 Y Pattern-Based Security Methodology, Secure Information SystemSecurity pattern, misuse patternN/A N/A No Availability Misuse pattern N/A N/A SPEM N/A Entire Unclear N/A Unclear
365 Towards compliant reference architectures by finding analogies and overlaps in compliance regulationsBusiness software is subject to a variety of regulations depending on the type of application. For example, software handling of medical records must follow HIPAA; software for financial applications must comply with Sarbanes Oxley, and so on. A close examination of the policies included in those regulations shows that they have analog and common aspects. Analog parts of regulations can be expressed as Semantic Analysis Patterns (SAPs), which can lead to building similar parts in other regulations. Overlapping parts usually correspond to security patterns and can be used to add security to other regulations. If we collect SAPs and security patterns in a catalog we can build reference architectures (RAs) for existing and new regulations. The resultant Compliant RAs (CRAs) can be used as guidelines for building compliant applications. © Copyright 2015 SCITEPRESS - Science and Technology Publications. All rights reserved.Fernandez E.B., Yimam D.2015 SECRYPT 2015 - 12th International Conference on Security and Cryptography, Proceedings; Part of 12th International Joint Conference on e-Business and Telecommunications, ICETE 2015 Y Building of reference architectures for existing and new regulations by finding analogies and overlaps in compliance Regulations.  Compliance, Regulations, Business Software, Security Patterns, Reference ArchitecturesSecurity pattern Authentication, authorization, encryptionN/A No Confidentiality and integrity N/A N/A UML Unclear Example Unclear DevelopmentUnclear N/A Unclear
366 Towards continuous information security auditRequirement engineering calls for continuous possibility to check whether latest changes of significant requirements are met by the target systems. This review is important because the environment of the system, if impacted by changes, may lead to new exposures. Current paper reports on knowledge gained during the attempt to move towards continuous security audit by extending one business process based security requirements identification method with the elements from audit area and the automated business process analysis method for identifying the points for the attention of audit.Kozlovs D., Cjaputa K., Kirikova M.2016 CEUR Workshop Proceedings 1564 Y SREBP, information security audit, security patterns identification.Security pattern SPR1 - deals with confidential data by multilevel security approach, SRP2 - copes with data transferred between business entities, SRP3 - enables data validation methods during input in business process, SRP4 - ensures service availability for business assets (information assets) in case of service denial attack, SRP5 - tackles data privacy aspects against insidersN/A No Confidentiality, integrity and availability Yes but a little N/A N/A Business process modeling Example Requirements analysisUnclear N/A Unclear
367 Towards developing secure software using problem-oriented security patternsSecurity as one essential quality requirement has to be addressed during the software development process. Quality requirements such as security drive the architecture of a software, while design decisions such as security patterns on the architecture level in turn might constrain the achievement of quality requirements significantly. Thus, to obtain sound architectures and correct requirements, knowledge which is gained in the solution space, for example from security patterns, should be reflected in the requirements engineering. In this paper, we propose an iterative method that takes into account the concurrent development of requirements and architecture descriptions systematically. It reuses security patterns for refining and restructuring the requirement models by applying problem-oriented security patterns. Problem-oriented security patterns adapt existing security patterns in a way that they can be used in the problem-oriented requirements engineering. The proposed method bridges the gap between securAlebrahim A., Heisel M.2014 Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics) 8708 Y Requirements engineering, security requirements, problem frames, security patterns, digital signature.<problem-oriented security pattern を用いたachieving security requirementsについて…？>Security pattern Access control, identification & N/A No Authenticity, Confidentiality and integrity N/A N/A Problem frame, UML Twin peaks model Example Requirements Unclear N/A Unclear
369 Towards secure Inter-Cloud architecturesThe research community and some commercial organizations are beginning to develop architectures, technologies, and standards to support the integration of multiple cloud systems (Inter-Clouds). In Inter-Cloud systems, security is one of the most important challenges, because of the need for dynamic sharing, federation, and collaboration across multiple clouds. Security in this type of systems relies heavily on the establishment of trust among the involved components. It can be harder to achieve security if a comprehensive and detailed architecture is not developed; the lack of a common architecture slows down the process of Inter-Cloud adoption and has a negative impact on the process of making these systems more secure. We propose to use patterns in order to achieve Secure Inter-Cloud Architectures. Patterns are tools of great value because they provide a better understanding of the functional aspects and can be complemented with security patterns to achieve a Secure Inter-cloud Architecture. In this work, aEncina O.C., Fernandez E.B., Raúl Monge A.2014 ACM International Conference Proceeding Series 2014-April Y* Inter-Cloud, Cloud Federation, Secure Inter-Cloud, Inter-Cloud Architectures, Reference Architecture, federated Inter-Cloud patternSecurity pattern, misuse patternTrust, identity federation, secure broker, broker, secure distributed publish/subscribe (All the patterns are drived from the author's paper in the past)N/A Yes Unclear Misuse pattern N/A UML Unclear Example Unclear Cloud service provider, service provider N/A Cloud
371 Two patterns for web services securityPatterns are widely used in software engineering where they have been successful in improving analysis and design by encapsulating the experience of many designers. Security patterns are a recent development as a way to encapsulate the accumulated knowledge about secure systems design. We present here two patterns for web services: 1) a Security Assertion Coordination pattern that coordinates authentication and authorization using a Role-Based Control (RBAC) model for access to distributed resources; and 2) A pattern for XML firewalls, that filters XML messages or documents according to institution policies. Because of space restrictions we only describe some sections of the standard template descriptions; more details can be seen in [1] and [7].Fernandez E.B. 2004 Proceedings of the International Conference on Internet Computing, IC'04 2 Y<web service security における2つのパターンの紹介…？>Distributed systems security, Object-oriented patterns, SAML, Security patterns, XML fir<web service security における2つのパターンの紹介…？>Security pattern RBAC, Application Firewall, Authorization, Single-Point of-Access<The Role-Based Security Assertion Coordinator, The XML Firewall patternが紹介されている>N/A Yes Unclear N/A N/A UML Unclear Example Unclear Unclear N/A Distributed system
374 Understanding security patterns for socio-technical systems via responsibility modellingIncreasingly, security requirements are being viewed as a social construct derived from the culture and society within which the requirement is said to exist. A socio-technical system can be modelled as a series of inter-related, and interacting patterns of behaviour. Within a socio-technical system a security requirements can be derived from the analysis and interaction of the pattern. To capture and understand these requirements/patterns we need to make use of a formal reasoning system that supports a rigorous deductive process. In this paper we will develop a formal model of a socio - technical systems pattern using a Kripke Semantic model. Then, via the application of Kripke Semantics to the modelling of responsibilities and how they are created/fulfilled within a socio - context, we will derive a set of security requirements/patterns. © 2014 IEEE.Blyth A. 2014 Proceedings - IEEE 8th International Symposium on Service Oriented System Engineering, SOSE 2014 Y AuthorizationやAccess rightの概念は登場するが，パターン定義・利用でなくモデルからの導出が主旨
375 Usability and security patternsSome authors argue that it can be complicated to build systems with both usability and security, but the reality is that there is no real conflict between these two properties. Certainly, it takes more work to build systems that have the properties of usability and security, but in many cases it is a matter of doing just a good job not miracles. The purpose of this paper is to establish patterns that allow to align both usability and security aspects. © 2009 IEEE.Ferreira A., Rusu C., Roncagliolo S.2009 Proceedings of the 2nd International Conferences on Advances in Computer-Human Interactions, ACHI 2009 Y Usability and Security patternsUsability & Security Explicit user audit N/A(not concrete)None Yes Availability, popularity None Percentage of popularity and applicabilityNone N/A Experiment Evaluation N/A N/A N/A
377 Using patterns to understand and compare Web services security products and standardsWeb services are becoming an important way for enterprises to interoperate. Many security standards have been developed for web services, but they are still vulnerable to a variety of attacks; lack of security is one of the main reasons given by people who are reluctant to use web services even knowing of their advantages. A problem with web services security standards is that several organizations are involved in developing them and as a result there are many, and they may overlap. We are developing a catalog of architectural security patterns for web services corresponding to security standards and mechanisms. In this paper we explore another aspect: how to compare standards using patterns. By expressing standards as patterns, we can compare them and understand them better. For example, we can discover potentially overlapping and inconsistent aspects between them. © 2006 IEEE.Fernandez E.B., Delessy N.2006 Proceedings of the Advanced International Conference on Telecommunications and International Conference on Internet and Web Applications and Services, AICT/ICIW'06 2006 Y 取得(get)
378 Using proven Reference Monitor patterns for security evaluationThe most effective approach to evaluating the security of complex systems is to deliberatelyconstruct the systems using security patterns specifically designed to make them evaluable. Just suchan integrated set of security patterns was created decades ago based on the Reference Monitorabstraction. An associated systematic security engineering and evaluation methodology was codifiedas an engineering standard in the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC). This paperexplains how the TCSEC and its Trusted Network Interpretation (TNI) constitute a set of securitypatterns for large, complex and distributed systems and how those patterns have been repeatedlyand successfully used to create and evaluate some of the most secure government and commercialsystems ever developed. © 2016 by the authors.Heckman M.R., Schell R.R.2016 Information (Switzerland) 7 2 Y Security evaluation of real time systemsReference Monitor pattern TCB subset security pattern None Yes Mandatory Access Control None Completeness, Verfiability, IsolationTrusted Network Interpretation Trusted Computer System Evaluation CriteriaUsers in Security Centre
379 Using security patterns for modelling security capabilities in grid systemsWe extend previous work on formalising design patterns to start the development of security patterns for Grid systems. We demonstrate the feasibility of our approach with a case study involving a deployed security architecture in a Grid Operating System called XtreemOS. A number of Grid security management capabilities that aid the secure setting-up and running of a Grid are presented. We outline the functionality needed for such cases in a general form, which could be utilised when considering the development of similar large-scale systems in the future. We also specifically describe the use of authentication patterns that model the extension of trust from a secure core, and indicate how these patterns can be composed, specialised and instantiated. © 2014 IEEE.Aziz B., Blackwell C.2014 Proceedings - IEEE 8th International Symposium on Service Oriented System Engineering, SOSE 2014 Y Authentication of Grid SystemsAuthentication Patterns Signature pattern, Inherited Certificate patternNone Yes Trustworthiness None Signature and password authenticationVirtual Organization Cloud Evaluate the design space Virtual Organization LifecycleGrid users Grid Operating System
380 Using security patterns to combine security metricsMeasuring security is an important step in creating and deploying secure applications. In order to efficiently measure the level of security that an application provides, three problems need to be solved: obviously metrics need to be available, a suitable metrics framework needs to be chosen and implemented, and the resulting measurements need to be interpreted. This work focuses on the second and third problem. We propose an approach to facilitate the selection and integration of appropriate security metrics, and to support the aggregation and interpretation of measurements. Our approach associates security metrics to security patterns, and we exploit the relationships between security patterns and security objectives to enable the interpretation of measurements. The approach is illustrated in a case study © 2008 IEEE.Heyman T., Scandariato R., Huygens C., Joosen W.2008 ARES 2008 - 3rd International Conference on Availability, Security, and Reliability, Proceedings Y Associates security Security Patterns Authentication Enforcer, Deals with hostility of the environment Yes Integrity, Confidentiality, Availability black box metrics not considered security objectives of a from objectives -> patterns - Integrates metrics in the development cycle of secure applications, by associating them to patternsdependency tree ATM example
381 Using security patterns to develop secure systemsThis chapter describes ongoing work on the use of patterns in the development of secure systems. The work reflects a collaboration among five research centers on three continents. Patterns are applied to all aspects of development, from domain analysis and attack modeling to basic design, and to all aspects of the systems under development, from the database and infrastructure to policies, monitoring, and forensics. The chapter, provides an overview of the method of development involving the full range of patterns, and describes many recent contributions from the many research threads being pursued within the collaboration. Finally, future directions of research in the use of patterns are described. © 2011, IGI Global.Fernandez E.B., Yoshioka N., Washizaki H., Jurjens J., VanHilst M., Pernul G.2010 Software Engineering for Secure Systems: Industrial and Research Perspectives Y Usage of patterns in the development of secure systemsAuthentication Patterns Misuse pattern Misuse Activities Yes Access Control Threats to a particular resource Dimension Graph UML Metamodeling Multidimensional ClassificationAnalysis, Design, ImplementationEnd-users of the system UML and OCL tools SQL based systems
382 Using security patterns to tailor software processSecure software development processes can reduce the quantity of security errors and the vulnerabilities involved in software projects. A secure development process is composed by activities that propose the insertion of security requirements in all software development phases. These activities can be based on standards and/or security models such as SSE-CMM, ISO/IEC 27001, ISO/IEC15408. The problem is that the standards and security models describe security requirements which can be followed but do not describe how these requirements must be implemented in software processes. Security patterns describe good security practices which can be incorporated to the software process and satisfy the requirements that are described by the standards and models. This work proposes a methodology for the tailoring of software processes based on security requirements that are defined by the security practices of the Systems Security Engineering Capability Maturity Model (SSE-CMM). The tailoring has as basis a process frameWagner R., Fontoura L.M., Fontoura A.B.2011 SEKE 2011 - Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering Y Insertion of security requirements in all software development phasesSoftware Process Security PatternsAssetValuation Pattern ThreatAssessment, VulnerabilityAssessment Yes<No?関連付けはパターン間ではなくパターン-プロセス間で行われている>Security<Unclear or no> Assess Threats, Assess Vulnerabilities Process Areas<N/A。プロセスエリアは分類であり点数化等がされているわけではない>Systems Security Engineering Rational Unified Process<もういっそprocesses tailoring>Prioritization of Process Areas<case study>Software Development LifecycleUsers of XirooPACS, users of Elevata enterprise<これはcase studyでの適用例である。プロセスの改良者に当たる人が該当するが…これは全体…？>SMT-TOOL, PRIMA-TOOL, PMT-TOOLSMT Framework
383 Using UML and security patterns to teach secure systems designOur introductory course on data and network security presents an overview of the main topics of security and has a conceptual and design emphasis. There is a graduate and an undergraduate version of this course. A security course should encompass all the system architectural levels and provide a unifying conceptual approach or it becomes a collection of techniques and mechanisms to solve disjoint problems. For several reasons, formal methods are not appropriate for this purpose. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is the accepted standard for software development and it is a visual language very appropriate for the description of system architecture. Software patterns are well established for software analysis and design as a way to improve reusability and reliability. We have adopted an approach that combines UML and patterns to present models and mechanisms for security. The students' reaction to this approach has been very positive because they see the course as a way to learn not only security but also toFernandez E.B., Petrie M.M.L.2005 ASEE Annual Conference and Exposition, Conference Proceedings Y Combines UML and patterns to present models and mechanisms for securityAuthorization pattern<Security pattern>Role based access control patternNone Yes confidentiality, integrity, attacks to availability, non-repudiation None None UML UML modeling<N/A> None OO design under-graduate and post-graduate studentsUML Java or C++<例示であって固定ではない>
385 Validating security design patterns application using model testingSoftware developers are not necessarily security specialists, security patterns provide developers with the knowledge of security specialists. Although security patterns are reusable and include security knowledge, it is possible to inappropriately apply a security pattern or that a properly applied pattern does not mitigate threats and vulnerabilities. Herein we propose a method to validate security pattern applications. Our method provides extended security patterns, which include requirement- and design-level patterns as well as a new model testing process using these patterns. Developers specify the threats and vulnerabilities in the target system during an early stage of development, and then our method validates whether the security patterns are properly applied and assesses whether these vulnerabilities are resolved. © 2013 IEEE.Kobashi T., Yoshioka N., Okubo T., Kaiya H., Washizaki H., Fukazawa Y.2013 Proceedings - 2013 International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2013 Y Validation of security patterns using model testingSecurity design patterns Security Requirement patterns, Security Design patternsNone Yes Security None None UML and UCL Test Driven Development None Testing System users USE None
386 Verifying implementation of security design patterns using a test templateAlthough security patterns contain security expert knowledge to support software developers, these patterns may be inappropriately applied because most developers are not security specialists, leading to threats and vulnerabilities. Here we propose a validation method for security design patterns in the implementation phase of software development. Our method creates a test template from a security design pattern, which consists of the 'aspect test template' to observe the internal processing and the 'test case template'. Providing design information creates a test from the test template. Because a test template is recyclable, it can create easily a test, which can validate the security design patterns. As a case study, we applied our method to a web system. The result shows that our method can test repetition in the early stage of implementation, verify pattern applications, and assess whether vulnerabilities are resolved. © 2014 IEEE.Yoshizawa M., Kobashi T., Washizaki H., Fukazawa Y., Okubo T., Kaiya H., Yoshioka N.2014 Proceedings - 9th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2014 Y Validation of security design patterns using test templateSecurity design patterns Role based access control patternNone Yes Security None None UML Test Driven Development Test template Testing None Model-based Testing tool None
387 Vulnerability-based security pattern categorization in search of missing patternsA Security Pattern encapsulates security design expertise that addresses recurring information security problems in the form of a credentialed solution. It also presents potential problems and trade-offs in its application. This paper proposes a novel classification model for security patterns. Based on our review of more than one hundred security patterns, we categorize security patterns according to the type of vulnerability they address and also identify similar or identical patterns with different names. Our literature review indicates that there exists very little research on the categorization of security patterns based on vulnerabilities. Any attackers need to exploit existing vulnerabilities to break the security of an information system. To solve security problems effectively, we have to fix their root causes, which are vulnerabilities. The primary contribution of this paper is twofold: (1) to propose a novel security pattern classification model that helps software designers choose an appropriate seAnand P., Ryoo J., Kazman R.2014 Proceedings - 9th International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security, ARES 2014 Y 取得(get)
388 Web security patterns for analysis and designAlthough security requirements analysis plays a very significant role in secure software development, it is difficult since it requires much security expertise and man-power. Plain and practical security requirements patterns are needed. We have presented a visualized analysis approach for eliciting security requirements by extending misuse cases, and found that some of its results can be pattern candidates. This paper proposes 8 new web security requirements patterns with our analysis approach. The proposed patterns give analysts a way to find a proper pattern for a specific security goal. They are related to security solutions, and also produce some security design possibilities. We have applied these patterns to some case studies and evaluated that they are effective for web security analysis. © 2008 is held by the author(s).Okubo T., Tanaka H.2008 PLoP08 - 15th Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs, Proceedings Y Proposed 8 new web security analysis patternsWeb security patterns Abuse pattern Abuse, Leaks, Disclosure, Tampering Yes I & A, authorization, access control, logging Unauthorized use, Unintended use, DoS None None None None None Web users None None
391 XML context's security patterns language: Description and syntaxThe recently increasing adopting of XML as base technology for web application, increasing the need to make its security available and understandable. At present, it can be observed that weakness of security of web application may be because developers are lack of security knowledge and the security is not considered as a primary function. Patterns plainly capture the experience from experts in a structured way. Thus, a trial is made to apply the pattern approach to the XML security context, presenting a security patterns language in XML security context. The pattern language has three abstraction levels. Its form based on the user's level of understanding of the security and XML security fields. © 2007 Asian Network for Scientific Information.Barhoom T.S.M., Shen-Sheng Z.2007 Information Technology Journal 6 7 Y Apply pattern approach to XML security contextXML based security pattern languageSecurity of XML document pattern, XML for security function None Yes Security None None None XML XML Digital SignatureNone indirect users of XML any XML tool any platform



Web application based on SOA (but methodology itself can be abstracted and be applied to
different architectures)


